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This reportpresentsa comparisonof the coolingrequirementsand attainablespecific
impulseperformanceof enginesin the 445 to 4448N (100 to 1000 IbF) thrust class
utilizingLOX/RP-:,LOX/Hydrogenand LOX/Methanepropellants. The unique design
requirementsfor the regenerativecoolingof low-thrustenginesoperatingat high
pressures(up to 6894 kPa [1000 psia])are exploredanalyticallyby comparingsingle
coolingwith the fuel and the oxidizer,and dual coolingwith both the fuel and
the oxidizer. The effectsof coolantchannelgeometry,chamberlength,and con-
tractionratio on the abilityto providepropercoolingare evaluated,as is the
resultingspecificimpulse. The resultsshow that largercontractionratiosand
smallerchannelsare highlydesirablefor certainpropellantcombinations.
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FOREWORD
This final report, submitted per the requirements of Contract NAS
3-22665, documents the results of an analytical study undertaken to relate
P the attainablespecificImpulse(Isp) for LOX/RP-I,LOX/hydrogen,and LOX/
methane propellantsto the variouscoolingconceptsapplicableto low-thrust,
long-11feliquidrocketengines. The sensitivityof Isp to mixtureratio
(MR), thrust (F), chamber pressure(Pc), and coolingmetho_ for each
propellantcombinatimlis presentedin this report.
The NASA-Lewisprojectmanager for this programwas Mr'.A1 Pavli._The
ALRC programmanagerwas Mr. J. W. Salmon,and the projectengineerwas
Mr. L_ Schoenman. Other key ALRC personnelassignedto the programwere
Gregg Meagher,PerformanceAnalysis,and W. R. Thompson,Heat Transfer. Con-
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i ACRONYMS/NOMENCLATURE
MR = Mixture Ratio
F - Thrust
Pc - ChamberPressure
I: STS = Space TransportationSystem
OTV = Orbit TransferVehicle
i LEO = Low Earth OrbitGEO = GeosynchronousEquat_b_talOrbit
_ NBP = NormalBailingPoint.
ERE = Energy ReleaseEfficiency_






il I. INTRODUCTIONA. APPLICATIONSAND REQUIREMENTSFOR LOW-THRUSTENGINES
The developmentof an economicalspace transportationsystem
(STS)requiresthe generationof an orbit transfervehicle(OTV)capableof
movingspaceshuttlepayloadsto more distantorbitsand beyond. A numberof
studieshave forecastan appreciablenumberof these payloadsto be large
space structureswhichwould be launchedto low earth-orblt(LEO)in a stowed
conditionaboardthe spaceshuttle. Thesestructureswould be assemblednear
i the shuttleand subsequentlytransferredto geosynchronousequatorialorbit
(GEO).by way of a high-energyspacepropulsionsystem. One or more low-
thrustengineswould be requiredfor thismissionin order to avoidhigh
_ inertiall.oadingwhichcouldcause damageto the a;ssembledpayload. To date_
. the technologybasefor thisclassof cryogenlcchemicalrocketengines,
capableof providingveryhigh performancewhileoperatingfor periodsup to
SO hours,is virtuallynonexistent.Sincepresentplansprojectthat a
singleenginewill be employedfor thismission,it is essentialthat it
possessbothhigh reliabilityand high performance.
To determineoptimumvehicleconfigurationsrequiredto transport
largespacestructuresfrom low earth-orbltto geosynchronousearth-orbit,
the interactionof the followingthree basicinputsis required:-




2. The vehiclemass fractionas a functionof the sameconfig-
urationvariables.
3. The missionrequirementsin termsof thrustlevel,burndur-
ation,numberof burns,and AV for the rangeof payloads
_ considered.
I
B. OBJECTIVESOF THE PRESENTSTUDY)
; The objectiveof thisprogramwas to _urnlshthe data for the
_ first inputnoted above: namely,to describethe attainableIspas a func-
Ii tlon of the primaryenginedesignvariables. Thiswas to be done by
I_ accountingfor coolinglosses,kineticlosses,boundarylayerlosses,and
combustioninefficienciesoverthe rangeof interestof the six primaryinde-
j: pendentvarlableslistedin Table I. However,the optimizationof thesesix
variablesto obtainmaximumIsp was not the purposeof thiswork as the ulti-
i" mate optimumvehicledesignmay occur at otherthanmaximumspecificimpulsedue to mass fraction,missionrequirementconditions_uchas stagelengtht
)
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I, B, Objectivesof the PresentStudy(cont.)
and volume,etc. Propellanttemperatureas a variablewas also investigated
in order to evaluateif improvedperformancecouldbe attainedby adding
enthalpyto the propellantsfrom "free"sources(e,g.,waste heator solar
heat).




The technicaleffortconsistedof the followingfourtasks:
Task I - Preliminar_.Surve_and Qualificationof Cimplifled
Procedure
The Task I activitiesconsistedof developingthe sim_llfiedana-
lyticaltechniquesusedin the programto conductthe broadrangeof required
parametricanalyses. These analyticalmodelsincludedboth thermaldesign
and performanceanalysesand were calibratedagainstmoredetailedanalytical
proceduresand experimentaldatawhere available. The LOX/RP-Ipropellant
combinationwas specifiedfor the Task I activitiesand encompassedthe range
of primaryindependentvariableslistedin Table I.
Task I! - Surveyof ExpansioD AreaRatio and MixtureRatio
' Effects'
Thistask consideredthe sensitivityof Isp to the indicated
Table I variables,and the influenceof the candidatechambercoolingcon-
ceptson area ratioand MR selections.
Task Ill - Detailed.Surve_of the Sensitivityof Isp
Thistask requireda fullexplorationof the domaindescribedin
-_ Table I by usingthe simplifiedcalculationalproceduresdevelopedin Task I
and a singulararea ratioselectedin Task II. A minimumof two coolingcon-
cepts for each operatingpointwas Included.
Task IV - Surveyof AlternatePropellantsand PropellantEn_thalpy
This taskextendedthe resultsof the LOX/RP-Ipropellantsto
LOX/hydrogenand LOX/methane,as indicatedin Table I. In addition,an
evaluationwas made of the potentlalfor attainingimprovedperformanceby







Ii 3-21940and NAS 3-21941)examinedthe applicablll_of the fuelregenerative
• coollngand fuel film-coolingto rocketenginesin the 445 to 13,444N(iOOto
3000IbF) thrustrangeoperatingat chamberpressuresfrom 13B to 6Bg4 kPa
= (20 to 1000psia). A11 enginesutilizedLO2 oxidizer;the fuels Included
hydrogen(LH2),methane(LCH4),and RP-I. These studieswere restricted
to consideringlimitedrangesfor propellanttemperatures,coolantpressures,
veloclties,and cokinglimitsand were alsoconstrainedin termsof fabrica-
tionmethodsand dimensionallimits. Thesecriteriaare describedin the
followingtable.
° 90% Bell Nozzles
• Fuel to be Used for Cooling
° CoolantInletTemperature:
I LH2 = 21OK (37.8°R)f RP-1 _ 298°K (537°R1
• LCH4 = 112°K (201°R)
o Regeneratlve-CoolantDischargeor Film Coolant Inlet:
Liquld = 1.176TimesCha_er Pressure(Minimum)
Gas = 1.087TimesChamberPressure(Mlnlu_)
o MaximumCoolantVelocity(Regenerative):
: Liquid • 61 m/sec (200 ft/sec)
_, Gas • Mach0.3
• PossibleBenefitof CarbonDepositionon Hot Gas-SldeWall
• was Neglected
• Coklng Limit:







I, D, Results of Previous Studies (cont.)
o Dimensional Limits:
Tubular Constructl_
Minimum Wall Thickness = 0.025 cm (0.010 in.)
Nontubular Construction
Minimum Slot Width = 0.076 cm (0.03 in.)
Maximum Slot Depth/Width = 4 to 1
Minimum Web Thickness = 0.076 om (0.03 in.)
Minimum Wall Thickness = 0.064 om (0.025 in.)
The results obtained from the previous studies disclosed that the
regenerative cooling and film-cooling concepts were only applicable over a
limited range of operating conditions, as summarized below:
° Regenerative cooling with RP-I was not feasible at any com-
bination of thrust and chamber pressure because the walls
exceeded the coklng temperature limit and the bulk tempera-
ture rise was excessive.
• Regenerativecooling with methane was feasible only at high
thrust and supercritical pressures.
• Regenerative cooling with hydrogen was feasible except at
low thrust/hlgh chamber pressure and high thrust/low chamber
pressure conditions and when the coolant is near the criti-
cal pressure and temperature.
° Film cooling was feasible only at higher thrusts and lower
chamber pressures, i_ydrogen-cooledand methane-cooled units
were found to have a broader operating range than RP-1-
cooled designs,
The limitations of the regenerativelycooled and film-cooledcon-
b cepts were due to the operating criteria imposed which required that
• Only fuel be used as a coolant.
i o Channel sizes meet certain minimum dimenslonalcriteria and





I, D, Results of Previous Studies (cont.)
o Neither high temperature coatings nor soot effects be
considered.
o Combined cooling concepts not be considered,
o A cooltng concept be rejected 'if :he associated performance
decrement exceeded 10%.
In addition, combustion chamber lengths and contraction ratios
were extrapolated from a data base for much higher-thrust engines. These
extrapolations produced long chamber lengths and l(_wcontraction ratios and
did not consider the particular cooling needs of low-thrust applications.
The long chamber lengths and low contraction ratios resulted in excessive
heat input to the regenerative coolant.
The minimum cooling channel width restrictions prevented optimi-
zation of the coolant channel surface for maximum regenerative cooling effec-
tiveness. This produced high coolant pressure losses and, in some cases,
excessive performance loss when less efficient processes, such as fllm
cooling, became necessary because regenerative cooling was identified as non-
feasible.
E. F_NAL REPORT
This final report consists of five main sections and three appen-
dices. Following the Introduction,Section I, and Summary, Section II,
detailed thermal and Isp sensltiviCy results are presented for each of the
three propellant combinations considered in this program: for LOX/RP-1 in
Section III, LOXlhydrogen in Section IY, and LOX/methane in Section V.
Appendices A and B define the results of the Task I and II slmp-
llfled model development, the model calibration, the MR and chamber geometry
sensitivities,the element injector type and element quantity, and the cham-
ber nozzle area ratio to be used for the Task Ill and IV analyses.
Appendix C provides the performance parametric data tabulations
employed in the graphical displays of the other sections.
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If. SUMMARY!. A. ANALYTICALAPPROACH
L This programproducedperformancepredictionsfor different
famlliesof low-thrustorbit transferengines. Tasks I and II of the programwere devotedto preparingand calibratingthe simplifiedthermaldesignand
performancecomputermodelswhich wereemployedin subsequenttasks.!
k The calculationof attainablespecificimpulsevaluesfor liquid
propellantrocketenginesrequiresthatkinetic,boundarylayer,energy
release,divergence,and coolinglossesbe subtractedfroma theoretical
perfomance for eachparticularoperatingcondition. These lossesrelateto
the engineoperatingconditionand are directlyassociatedwith the specific
coolingconceptbeingemployed. The select;onof a differentcooling con-
cept could alterboth the performanceand designmarginat any operating Ipoint.
The generationof performancevaluesfor engir_soperatingovera
broad rangeof conditionsand with differentfuelsrequiredidentificationof
I the applicableat eachcondition. The candidatecoollngcooling systems con-
cepts were screenedto keepthe totalquantityof engineoperatingpointsto
) be studiedmanageable. Selectionof a single"optimum"conceptwas deemed
> undesirableas it would havepreventedan evaluationof engineperformance
sensitivityto coolingconceptselection.
The screeningof variouscoolingconceptcandidateswas based
uponthe concept'sapplicabilityat a particularoperatingconditionand the
) performancelossattributableto its use. Other factorsIncludedthe associ-
lj ated interfacevalues,the concept'sdevelopmentstatus,and the vulnerabil-
ities of eachconceptat its particularoperatingcondition. The prelimi-
nary screeningeffortrequiredseml-qualitativeJudgmentsused in combina-
tionwith parametricanalyseswhich examinedperformance,the performance
decrementwithcoolant mass addition,propellanttotalheat capaclt_yand max-| Imumflux values,and the effectof thrustchambersurfacearea and wall
temperatureson totalheatrejectedand maximumheat flux. The resultant
_- selectionswere subsequentlyanalyzedIn greaterdetailto obtainquan_ita-
i tlve performancedatafor the variousengineconfigurationsand coolingcon_
_ cepts as appliedto differentoperatingconditions.The extentof the Inde






The programlogicappliedto explorethe coolingconcept





II, B, Cooling Concept Selections and Engine Cycle Considerations (cont.)
concepts having the highest performance potential, such as radiation cooltng
and/or regenerative cooling with one propellant, were considered first.
These were followed by a) regenerative cooling with the other propellant,
b) regenerativecoolingwith both propellants(dual-regen),c) the addition
of thermalbarriersin the cylindricalchamberto reducechamberregenerative
heatloads,or d) the reductionof chamberlengths,at the expenseof per-
formance,to attainthe samecoolingobjective. Lower-performingconfigura-
tionswhlch requiremass additioncoolingwere identifiedas applicableonly
after the limitsof the higher-performlngconceptshad beenreached.
2. Applicable Engine Cycles
-" Appllcableenginecyclesincludedboth pressure-fedand
pump-fedsystems. The pump-fedenginescan utilizea gas generator,an
expandercycle,or staged-combustioncyclesto providepowerto drivethe
pumps. The pumpscan alsobe drivenby electricmotorspoweredby batter-
ies, solarcells,or fuelcells. ReferenceI indicatesthatthe pressure-fed
and electricmotor-drlvenpump-fedsystemsare lessdesirablebecauseof the
excessiveweightof the propellantpressurizingsystem. The expandercycle
and a modifiedexpandercycle utilizinga directdrive for one propellantand
an alternatorand electricmotor for the secondwere the lowest-weight
approaches.The lattercycle is definedas the turboalternaterexpander
cycle. As the expandercycle becomespower-balance-limitedat higherpres-
suresand thrustlevels,staged-combustloncyclesbecomemore attractive.
The presentthermalanalyseswere basedon the assumption
thatthe coolantJacketdischargepressuresfor LOX,LH2, or LCH4cooling
are abovethe criticalpressure(thuseliminatingthe concernfor two-phase
coolantflow)and thatthe coolantexpandsthrougha preburneror turbine
prior to beingdeliveredto the injector. Two-phaseflow(bulkboiling)does
not constitutea cycle limitationfor the RP-1coolantsincecoklngis known
to resultat temperaturesbelow its boilingtemperatureat the pressuresof
interest. Boththe expandercyclesand stagedcombustioncyclesare compat-
iblewith the coolingdesignassumptionin almostall cases,exceptat the
veryhighestchamberpressurewhere the expandercyclemay fall to power-
balance. The inletand dischargepressuresof the chambercoolantJacketwere basedupon a power balancedexpandercyclewhere practical.All propel-
lants,wlth the exceptionof RP-I,were assumedto be suitableturblne-drive





The thrustchamberswere not optimizedto providethe abovetemperaturesif
the chamber coolant discharge temperatures were less than the above values.
g
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II. B, Cooling Concept Selections and Engine Cycle Considerations (cont.)
i. gtth these limitations, power-balanced cycles
temperature expander w0r_ pos-
sible up to the fol]owing chamberpressures:
LOX/RP-1, LOXcooling 3792 kPa (550 psta) at MR= 2;
4826 kPa (?00 psta) at RR • 4
LCX/LH2, hydrogen cooling 4481 kPa (650 psta) at MR- 6
LOX/LCH4, LOXcooltng 4826 kPa (700 psia) at MR= 3.5
Methanecooling 3447 kPa (500 psta) at NR = 3.5
C.--COOLING CONCEPTSELECTION,ISP SENSITIVITY, CONCLUSIONS,AND
RECOMHENDATIONS
Thls section presents the conclusions generally applicable to all
t propellant comblnattons. This ts followed by more speciftc conclusions
applicable to the individual propellant combinations. The section concludes
wtth recOmmendationsfor the experimental activities whtch are requtred to
verify or calibrate the analytical efforts of thts program. The figures
employed tn thls summarysection are composites of all data and identify
overall trends and differences between propellant systems. The sameInfor-
mation ts provided in exFandedgraphical and t_bulsr format tn the subsequent
sect_ns and appendices of chts report.
1. General Conclusions Appltcab]e to A11PropellantS_stems
Maximumspectftc impulse ts attainable tn systems employing
regenerattv_ cooltng wtth oxidizer, fuel, or both propellants. The applic-
ability of regenerative cooling can be extended to low-thrust, high-pressure
_ump-fed engines although tt requires somedeparture from the practices which
ave evolved from the design of larger engines and/or have becometndustry
guidelines or standards. These departures include:
o The use of larger-than-nomal chambercontraction
ratios.
o The use of copper chamberwall configurations havtng
narrower and deeper slotted cooling channels.
" The use of both propellants for cooltng.
a. Geomotrtc Considerations
Low-thrust, high-pressure engines designed wtth conven-
_, ttonal chambercontraction rat|os of 2 to 6 result tn very small chamber
i diameters; tn manycases less than 1.27cm (&.5 tn.). Thts small d|ameterdoes not provide the space required for a high-performing, multi-element
injector and a center-mounted ignition source. Nultt-element, fine-pattern
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The need for an injector design containing a minimumof
two rows of elements and a central igniter port was identified. Thts Injec-
tor requires a mintmumdiameter of approximately 3.8 om (1.5 in.). When
packaging requirement is applied to the low-thrust, high-pressure design
points, It can result in chambercontraction ratios of up to_40.
b. Coolant Selection
The use of regenerative cooling for LOX/RP-1and LOX/
methalJeengines is limited by the total heat load and the maximumlocal heat
flux. Large contraction ratios reduce both total heat load and local flux in
the chamberregion and relieve the cooling problems that occur wtth RP-1 and
methane fuuls. This cooling solution drives the chambergeometry to "non-
standard" configurations which offer both improved performance and improved
cooling margin. The problems of handling htgh total heat load and htgh local
heat flux were not encountered with fuel regenerattvely cooled LOX/LH2
systems.
The small quantity of propellant available for cooling
at low thr,lst, combinedwlth the need for high cooling velocities at high
pressure, results in the need-for very small cooling channels. In order to
maximize the coolant surface area, these slots should be narrow and deep
rather than rectangular or shallow and wide as Is commontt, larger engines.
Significant gains in regenerative cooltng capability can be attained when
channels smaller than the 0.076-om. (0.030-tn.) minimum-standardvalues are
utJ;Jzed for the design analyses.
Supercritlcal oxygenwas found to be the preferred .coolant tn two of the three propellant systems considered. The fuel was pre
ferred over the oxidizer only in the LOX/hHdrogensystem.
Oxidizer cooling was found to be superior to RP-1 cool-
F ing because the oxidizer flow ts three times that of the fuel at the optimum
} performance mtxture ratio and becausecooling wtth oxygen avoids the coktng
problem experienced wfth RP-1. SupercrJttcal oxygencooltng was also pre-
I ferred for the LOX/methanesystem due to tts htgher mass flowrate (the LOX
P flow being 3 to 4 times that of the methane).
i _Ignlflcantperforl_ance advantages were predicted tn• the methane and RP-1 systems whe both propellants are used as coolants.
Using both LOXand RP-1 or LOXand LCH4 as coolants resulted in longer
i coolable chamber lengths as well as preheating of both propellants prtor to
injection. The combination of preheatedTherePrOpellantsand greater chamber
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benefit predicted for using both propellants as coolants in the LOX/LH2
system as the hydrogen cooling capacity was adequate even at oxidizer/fuel
(O/F)welghtf)gwratlos up to 8.
c. AttalnahleIsp _
Figure2 providesa compositeplotof attalnableIsp
for the three propellantsystemsconsidered. Thisplot Includesthe highest
and lowestvaluesof thrust,Pc, and mixtureratio. Each data pointon the
performancesummaryfigurehas a definedcooledchamberconfiguration,
includingchannelsize,chamberlength,and coolantpressureloss,which Is
compatiblewlth the stress,life,and materiallimitsfor the proposedappli-
cation. The symbolsin the figurerepresentthe chamberpressureand cooling
media. Solid symbolsdefinefuelcoolingwhereasopen symbolsare for oxygen
coollngand half solid/halfopen symbolsare for dual-propellantregenerative
cooling. The dual-coolingdesignpointsprovidedhigherperformance.This
was especlallysignificantfor the low-thrustRP-I propellantsystemswhere L
4% improvementin specificimpulsewas predictedover an oxygen-onlycooling
approach. When operatingat a mixtureratioof 3.0, the dual-regenconfigur-
ation provided14% higherefficiencythan the bestRP-l-cooleddes(gnwhich
was cooling-limitedto a maximummixtu_ r_t_nnf 2.
The superiorityof the hydrogen/oxygensystemas mea-
suredby the standardIsp (force/unitmass/sec)criteriafor a weight-11mited
systemis obviousfromFigure2. However,when a propellantselectionIs
basedon the volume-limitedSpaceShuttlecargobay, the rankingof propel-
lant systemdesirabilityin termsof Isp timesdensityis reversed,as shown
in Figure3. The transportof 02/H2as H20 and its subsequentconver-
sionto propellantin spacecould result]n thiscombinationbeingoptimumin
boththe Isp and volumetricefficien:ycategories.
The data provtded in this report have been designed to
allow the membersof the technical community charged with packaging payloads
tn the shuttle bay the choice of propellants and mixture ratios whtcll best
meet the weight and volume capabilities.
d. Applicability of Cooling Approaches
The followingparagraphsand figuresidentifythe
applicabilityof variouscoolingapproachesfor each of the propellantcom-
binationsover the thrust,Pc, and MR operatingrangesof this survey. The
level of tecfinology advancementsrequired for cooling can be measuredby
I) the symbolswhich indicate which of the propellants ts best-suited for
cooltng and/or if both propellants are required, and 2) the minimumsize of
the cooling channel which must be fabricated tn order to provide proper
cooling, f
12
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2. LOX/RP-1-----
The cooling results for the LOX/RP-1system are presented in
Figure 4. This figure defines the cooling concept and channel size aS a
function of mixture ratio at three levels of thrust. The figure showsthat
RP-I is suitable for cooling only at pressures <1379 kPa (200 psi) at the
higher thrust levels. In order to operate at the optimummixture ratio of
43, the chamberlength must be reduced from the optimum performance value.
The required coolant channel sizes for RP-1 cooling _re as small as 0,013 cm
I_ 10.005 In..). In contrast,coolingwith supercrltlcaloxygenallowscool-
ing at pressures to 4136 kPa (600 psi) at 445N (lO0 lbF) and to 6894 kPa
(1000psia)at 4448N (1000IbF). Smallchannelsizesare alsorequiredfor
the oxygen, though not as small as those for the fuel, and oxidizer cooling
does not present the concern for carbon fouling of the channels observed with
fueJ-¢ool-lng.
Dual-propellant cooling provides for a higher operating
pressure range at thrust levels of 445 and 1779N (100 and 400 lbF), respec-
f ttvely. In the dual-propellant cooling system, the oxygen is used to cool
the chamberand throatwhilethe RP-I is employedas a coolantfor the higher
ar a ratiosin the nozzl wherethe heat fluxis low and the channelsizes
are much larger. Dual-propellentcoolingdoes not significantlyinfluence
the mlnlmum-channelsize for the oxidizer.
I At fuel-rlchmixtureratios(below_1.5), RP-I tS more suit-
able for cooling than oxygen because it results in slightly larger channels;
however, the performance ts very poor in this regton. If larger channels aredesired, it would be better to consider oxidizer rich higher mixture ratios
i where boththe Isp performanceand the Isp densityparametersare more favor-
able.
k Figure4 indicatesthat,exceptat veryhigh and very low
mixture ratios, regenerative LOX/RP-I cooling is not possible when 0.076 cm(0.030 in.) channel widths are specified to be the minimumpractical coolant
) channel size. These results are consistent with those of previous studies
(Ref.I). If the minimumpracticalcoolantchannelwidth is specifiedto be
I 0.025 cm (0.010 in.), oxygen cooling becomespossible over a large portion of
the Pc/MRbox at thrust levels of 4448N (lO00 lbF) and 177gN(400 lbF).
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3. LOX/H_drooen
Wtth hydrogenas the coolant, no cooling limitations were
encountered at mixture rattos between 4 and 8 and at chamberpressures up to
6894 kPa (1000 psia); consequently, the use of oxygen as a coolant was not
considered. The minimumcoolant channel widths required to provtde rproper
cooling are displayed in Figure 5. As can be seen, the most dffftcult region
to cool, that of high pressure and low thrust, requires cooltng channel
wldths between 0.025 and 0.05 cm LO.OIO and 0.020 tn.). The maximumchannel
depth-to-width ratio employedwas 4. Although the channel widths become
• slightlysmallerat highermixtureratios,thiswas not foundto signifi-
cantlyalterthe conclusionsregardingcoolingfeasibility.
4. LOX/Methane
Inthe LOX/methanesystem,bothpropellantswere foundto be
almostequallysuitedfor cooling,with only a slightadvantagefor oxygenat
the optimumperformancemixtureratioof 3.5. (SeeFigure6) At higher
pressuresand lowerthrust,neitherpropellant,actingalone,providedsuffl-
cientheat removalcapabilityto allowthe requiredcooledchamberlengthto
be attainedat reasonablecoolantpressuredrop. The use of dual-propellant
regenerativecooling,however,providedsufficientheat removalcapabilityto
overcomethis limitation.The designlimitationswith dual-regenerative
coolingare basedstrictlyon the minimum-coolantchannelsizewhichcan be
fabricatedand operatedwithoutplugging. The use of dual-regenerative
coolinghas only a minor effecton the minimumchannelsizeas the latterI_
controlledby the coolingmass velocltiesrequiredto maintainchamberwall
temperaturein the high heat-fluxregionand is not stronglyinfluencedby
rises tn bulk temperature in the single-pass counterflow designs considered .
for thts study.
The minimumchannelwidthsrequiredto regeneratlvelycool
zirconiumcopper(Zr-Cu)chambersoperatingat an engineMR of 3.5 are shown
in Figure7. In general,coolingwith fuelis noted to resultin larger
channelsizes. However,the fuelcoolingsystembecomeslimitedby bulk
temperatureriseas pressureincreases;thus oxidizermustbe employedfor
coolingat higherpressureeven thoughthe channelsare smaller. As can be
noted in the figure,thereare certainthrust/chamberpressureregionswhere
exceptions to this general conclusion exist, thus each case must be examined
Indivldually.
The ability to provide propellant regenerative cooling at
low thrust and high pressure Is again dictated by the minimumslze of the
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for tow thrust and high pressure. The specification of a 0.076-cm
T (O.030-tn.) wtd_ channel, as shownin Reference 1, ltmtts cooling to the use
of fuel only, and then only at high-thrust and low-pressure conditions.
f 5. Effect of AddedEnthalpy
The LOX/h_drogenpropellant system was examined to determine
the potential improvements in specific impulse which could result if either
b the fuel or the oxidizer or both propellants were heated to 922°K (1200°F)
i prior to injection. The performancestudy was conducted at 1779N (400 lbF)
thrust and a chamberpressure of 2758 kPa (400 psta) for mixture ratios
rangingfrom2.0 to 8.0. Itwas assumedthat the hydrogenfromthe tank
would be employedto cooi the chambe_and thatthe dischargecoolantwould
then be externallyheatedto g22°K (1200°F). The increasein heatfluxand
the reductionin coolantflowdue to the effectof the higherpropellant
energywere _ccountedfor in subsequentchambercoolinganalyses.
Figure8 shows thatthu most significantgalnin Isp occurs
at low mixtureratio. Speciflcimpulseimprovementsof up to 10% over normal
boilingpoint(NBP)optimumMR valuesare attainableby heatingboth propel-
lantsand reducingtheMR to _2. The Isp valuesfor 12 respectivecasesare
shownin Table II.
Coolinganalysesfor casesinvolvingheatedhydrogenand
heatin_of both propellantswerecompletedfor selectedPc and thrustcondi-
) tions[2758 kPa and 1779N(400psiaand 400 IbF),resDectively]at a mixture
ratioof 4. These resultswere thencomparedto datawhere bothpropellants
I were supplledto the engineat NBP energylevels. The effectof the higher
combustiontemperatureand lowercoolantflowrate(dueto higherperfomance)
was found to produce slightly more adverse, but manageable, cooling channel
configurations. Table III provides a cooling comparison for the three cases.
The tableshows a smallincreasein coolingpressuredrop for the heatedpro-
pell_ntcases. It shouldbe notedthat the sizeof the coolingchannelmust
P_ be mode smallerIn order to accommodatethe 27% highermaximumflux for the
added enthatpy cases. Representative cooling chazlnel dimensionsare asfollows:
Case ChannelDepth,cm (in.) ChannelWidth,cm (in.)
I NPB H2 and 02 0.376(0.148) 0.094(0.037)
2 922°K (1200°F)
H2 and NBP02 0.252 (0.099) 0.064 (0.025)
3 922°K (1200°F)







Pc = 2758kPa (400psia) F = 1779N (400IbF) _ = 400:1
Case NBP Hot H2, NBP Ox Hot H2 and Hot 02
ATF ATox
MR ISPR °K (°R) IsPH1 % AIsp OK (°R) IsPH2 % AIsp
2 433.8 778 (1400) 505.5 16.5 832 (1497) 518.1 19.4
4 466.4 721 (1296.9) 496.9 6.5 832 (1497) 508.4 9.0
6 464.9 641 (1153.5) 479.9 3.2 832 (1497) 489.3 5.2
8 441.6 623 (1121.9) 451.6 2.3 832 (1497) 459.9 4.1
where
IspR = Referencecase NBP
ISPH1 = Only hydrogenis heatedby "free"source
ATF = Temperatureriseby "free"source
ISPH2 = Both hydrogenand oxygenare heated







i pROP[/.LNITS 021H2 0Z/, 2 02/H 2)(OIalWALP_/P 4 0/400 4 0/400 4 0/400
CASENo. 1 2 3m
.2,92,.,,2..,, 922.,
02., hOP 02 8 HDP 028 8 (1200 "f)
Thrust, N (tbF) 1779 (4001 1779 (400) 1779 (400)
PC, kPa (psia) 2758 (400) 2758 (400) 27_ (400)
Throat Radius. cfn (In.) 1.052 (0.4141 1.029 (0.4051 1.024 (0.4031
ContriDtlon Ratio 8.00 8.00 8.00
I: l'm 4 4 4
_ox* hg/sec (l_m/sec) 0.323 (O.7121 0.28? (0.6318) 0.279 (0.6158)
if, k2/sec (Ibm/sac) 0.001 (0.!78) 0.072 (0.1579) 0.070 (0.1539_
_:_ 6Pcj. kPa (psi) 7.SS (1.1) 17.92 (2.6) 19.30 (2.8)
I Pc,l-tn, kpa (psla) 3894 (564.88 3894 (564,8) 3894 ($64,88
Pcj-Ota%. kPa (psta} _ (_3.71 _1_76 (562.2) _1874 (_2.O)
Tc:-tn. "K ('F) 23 (-418.O) 23 (-418.0} 23 (-410.0)
Tcj-OUt, °1¢ (°F) 202 (-95.P) 250 (-9.6) 264 (14.4)
l Degen ( 11.32 7.28 0,21hg, _tx, k_/m2 °K (Stu/In,2-$_ °f) 6,854 (0.00233) 7.442 (0,002$38 T,3_ {0.002508
f h_. Nx. kw/m2 °K (Btu/tn.2-sec *F) 8.237 (0.00280) 10.149 (0.00345) 10.560 (0.,3591
i Q/A9 max. kw/m2 (Btu/tn.2-sec) 14447 (8.84) 18320 (11.21) 12479 (11.43)
Q/A t rex. kw/m2 (Btu/In.2-sec) 4952 (3.03) 5965 (3.05) 6079 (3.721
(/t_al' kw (BruiseD) 232.3 (220.31 261.9 (248.4) 269.4 (255.7)
I Tr, "_((°F) 2924 (4803.38 3275 (56.25.38 3352 (8573.28Hell Thickness. c_ (In.) ,222 (0.3) .762 (0.3) .742 (0.3)
ii Vcj.M x. m/see (ft/sec) 24.5 (80.3) 32.9 (tO?.8) 38.1 (]15.31- )lcj.eax ' - 0.039 0.051 0.0 4
I No. Channels 72 89 89Ntn. Channel Depth. cm (in.) 0.142 (0.056) 0.124 (O.Deg) 0.137 (O.0M)
Ltml ling Criterion Twg Two TWp: ¢oolln9 Channel GeometryI
, Depth/Width 0 Kax Flux Point, cm (in,) 0.37410.094 0,251/.0_ 0.245/2.061( 148/0.037) (o,ogg o,o_(i) ( .0_/2.024)
I_ 0epth/Wldth 2 Wax Bulk T_erature. 0.81510.203 0.51010.155 0.5_2/2.147
cm (tn,) (0.321/0.000) (0,24010,0618 (0.229/0,0_)
Ii LEG(_(O
Wox Total Weight Flc_ O_ygen Twl Liquid*Side Wall Teeperiture
I wf Total Height Flow Fuel hg GaS*SIHe Heat Trlnsfer ¢oefftctont
i _cJ ¢_olint Weight Plo_ h I _.lqutd-al4e Heat Transfer C_Pfictent
APcj Cooling Jacket inlet Pressure Drop Q/A? Des*Side Heat Flux
r
i PcJ Cooling Jacket Inlet Pressure Q/A1 LIqutd-SiHe Heir Flux
r _Ycj Coolln9 Jacket Tempereturo Rise Yr Recovery T_erature
) Tcj ¢ooltn 9 Jacket Inlet Ta[_oerature Vcj /aaxtmm Coolant Jacket Velcctt¥
. Vfcc Full Fll_-C_lt_ Weight Flov Mcj.m x, 1_axtmm Coolant Jacket _aich humber
_vg Des-Stde Wall T_erature
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D. CONCLUSIONSANDRECOMMENDATIONSFORFUTUREWORK
1. General
• The applicability of regenerative cooling can be
extended to lower-thrust engines when larger chamber contraction ratios and
smaller channels ape employed
o The use of lacger contraction ratios lowers the total
chamber heat load and local chamber flux. Larger contraction ratios allow
more in_ector elements to be utilized, and this yields higher performance for
a given chamber length. Lower total heat loads allow increased combustion
chamber length and increased Isp.
= The contraction ratios used in low-thrust designs
(8 40) are larger than normally employed, and experimental verification of
the heat flux proftles and vaporlzation/mtxtng efficiency should be experi-
mentally verified.
= The fabrication llmits of smaller cooling channels
should be identified for several candidate processes; also, data on channel
surface roughness and manufacturing tolerances should be obtained.
2. LOX/RP-I
" Supercrltlcaloxygen should be employed as the primary
coolant for LOX/RP-I engines operating at hlgh chamber pressures. RP-I
cooling is suitable only at low pressures and thrust levels above 177gN (400
lbF).
= Performance advantages are attainable when both propel-
lants are used as coolants.
• The maximum Isp for fuel cooling, oxidizer cooling, and
dual-regeneratlvecooling is 341, 354, and 359 sec, respectively,at 4448N
(1000 lbF) thrust, and 303, 334, and 345 sac, respectively, at 445N (100 lbF)
thrust.
3. LOX/LH2
• Hydrogen cooling is adequate for the entire F, Pc, and
I MR box of interest [(445-4448N [100-1000 lbF), 68g-6894 kPa (100-1000 psi),and 4 t 8]. Cooling channel widths of 0,025 and 0.051 cm (0.010 and 0.020
w in.) are required for low-thrust, high-pressure operations.
25
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° Whenuslng NPBpropellants for an area ratio of 400:1,
the maxtmumattainable Isp for hydrogen cooling is 468 seconds. This occurs
at the fo]lo_tng conditions: Pc - 2768 kPa (400 psi), F • 4448N (1000 ]bF),
and MR= 4. Further Improvements.are possible If tnJector element density
gutde]tnes are adjusted to a Finer pattern (_re than 0.9_ elements/cm_ (6elements/In.Z) of face surface). A perfect injector ERE 100%woul_d-
provide an Isp of 472 seconds.
" Isp values of 490 to 510 sec are attainable with hydro-
gen and ox.vgentf the propellants are heated to 922°K L12OO'F)by an external
source. Ltquid Wdrogen__l_e_generattvecooling prtor to heating the propellant
is recommended._
4. LOX/LCH4
Etther supercrtttcal fuel or oxidizer can be employedas a
regenerative coolant at hfgher thrust and at pressures below_2068 kPa (300
_I). Oxtdtzer cooling allows operation at lower thrust .nd more opttffnJmMR
3.5) at chamberpressures up to 2758 kPa (400 psi).
° Dual-propellant ¢ooltng allows operatlon to _136 (600
pst) at a thrust of 1779N (400 lbF) and to 5515 kPa (800 pst) at 4448N (lO00
lbF). Ox_Ygenshould be used as the primary coolant fn .he high-flux throat
regton, and fuel should be used as the coolant tn the large contractJ_n ratto
chamberregion to extend the chamberlength and fmprove performance.
° Chamberpressures 9reator than _3447 kPa (500 pst) do
not pr_vtde any significant performance advantage and makecool|ng more dtf-
flcult.
° The maximumIsp at 4448N (1000 lbF) thrust ts 375
seconds. Fuel cooling, oxidizer cooling, or dual-propellant coollng provtde
approximately the sameperformanceat the high-thrust level. At 445N (100
lbF) thrust, the maximumIsp is 356 sec for oxidizer-regenerative cooltng and
360 sac for dual-regenerative cooltng. Fuel cooling at the low-thrust
condition was not recommended.
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Ill. RESULTSOF PA._,IETRICSTUDIESFOR LOX/RP-I
A. SUMMARY J]
The objectiveof the Task III analyses was to dete_Ine the i
extentof applicabillt,y of regenerativecoolingconceptsfor LOX/RP-Iengines
over a thrustrangeof 445 to 4448N(100to 1000IbF),a chamberpressure
rangeof 689 to 6894 kPa (100to 1000psia),and a mixturer:tiorange of i
to 5. Using the simplifiedthermalmodeldevelopedin Task If, these studies
minimizedthe designand coolingconstraintsimposedon earlierstudies. In
this study,eitheror both propellantscould be utlli_ and no
restriction_wasplacedon minimumchannelsize.
The resultsshowedthatcoolingwithRP-I is limitedto high-
thrust,low-pressure,and low mixtureratiooperatingranges. Coolingwith
oxygenallowshigherchamberpressuresand lowerthruststo be attained.If
both the RP-1and oxygenare usedas coolants,an even broaderoperating
rangebecomesfeasible. A limitedhlgh-pressure,low-thrustreglonwas iden-
tifiedwhere additional(film)coolingwould be required. In general,the
Task Ill analysesshowedsignificantcoolingadvantagesfor channelswhose




The simplifiedthermaldesignmodeldevelopedin Task II
requlres(a) preliminaryperformanceparametricdatato estimateweightflows
and throatsize,(b) engineand coolingchann_ldesignconstrainingguide-
lines,and (c) thermochemicaldata characterizingas-sldeflowand therm_1
parameters.Thismodel and the preliminaryanalysesperformedin Task II for
the LOX/RE-Isystemat mixtureratiosof 2 and 4 providedthe methodo]ogyfor
the rapid in_____vestigationof designparametervariations.
The studyenvelopefor Task Illwas as follows:
Propellants- LOX and RP-I
Thrust,F - 44SN(100 IbFl < F < 4448N (IOO0IbF)
ChamberPressure,Pc - 68g kPa (100psia)< Pc < 6894 kPa
(1000psia)
MixtureRatio,O/F - I< x MR < 5
ChamberMaterial - Zlrconium-CopperA11oy
No benefitwas assumedfor posslblegas-sldeheat fluxreduction
due to carbon deposition.
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III, B, Thermal Desi9n (cent,)
a, PerformanceParameters
i Parametricspecificimpulseand thrustcoefficient
(CF) data at the selectedexpansionratio (_ = 400:1)were generatedas a
functionof F, Pc. and MR. then input directlyto the SCALEFthermaldesign
program. These data were used to d terminethe propellantflowratesand
b, throat sizes. Englne L' value_were estimatedfrom these preliminary
performancedata as functionsof thrust and chamberpressurefor energyreleaseeffi_elzc_es(ERE's)greaterthan 95%.
_? b. Design Guidelines
Although11mltlngdesignconstraintswere to be kept to
Ii a minimumby the phllosopW of the study,practicalconsiderationsdictated
certainassumptionsto assess the feasibilityof specificdesigns. These
Included:
o Coolant Pressure Drop)
LO2 and RP-1 _P_ 172& kPa(250 psi)
l • MaximumBulk Temperature
p L02 Tb_ 394°K (250°F)
RP-_I- Tb _ 450°K (350°F)
• MaximumGas-SideWall Temperature
_ LO2 and RP-I Tw9 _ 811QK (1000°F)
o MaximumCoolant-SldeWall Temperature
I LO2 Tw _ 589OK(600OF)
RP-1 Tw _ 561°K (550°F)
The pressure drop limitation was based on power-bal-
ance considerations for typtcal engine cycles. The coolant bulk temperature
), limits and coolant-side wall temperature limtts were based on oxygen-copper
(02.Cu) reaction rates for oxygen and on incipient coktn9 for RP--1. The
_ gas side wall temperaturewas limitedby stren9thand cycle llfe to meet an
epgine firingdurationof a typicalmission (20 cycles and up to 50 hours).
28
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c. Thermochemfcal-andGas DynamicParameters
The TRAN72 and Rao nozzle design programs were
utiltzed to generate gas-stde parameters and nondtmenslonal engtne geometry
for the ranges of thrust, Pc, and HRstudied. The minimumengine contraction
F ratio was selected to be 8:1. Thts was based on test experience and a
sensitivity analysis (Appendix A) which had shownundesirable high mixing and
vaporization losses, high chember-heat fluxes, and high total heat loads at
lower contraction rectos. The minimumchamberradius of 1.91 cm (0.75 In.)
w was chosen to allow for an 19ntter and two rows of injection elements. Thts
resulted tn contraction ratios up to 40:1 at low thrust and high chamber
pressure.
The gas themal transport properties, Co/Cv ratio,
and Prandtl numberwere found to be primarily functions of miEture, retto
only, while chambertemperature, thrust coefficient, and specific tmpulse
were functions of both Pc and mixture ratlo.
2. Anal_stsHethodolo_y
The parametric cooling analyses for LOX/RP-1propellants
were performed in accordance wtth the foltowtng logic:
a. Three values of thrust - 4448, 177g, and 445N (1000,
400,and 100 IbF) - were analyzedsequentlallyjnthato_er.
b. Analysis for "stngle-regen" cool_ng was pePfomed first
for fuel cooling and then for oxidizer cooling. Slngle-regen cooling Is
defined as using one propellant only as coolant, and cooling the chamberfrom
the.radiation-cooled attachment area ratio (or f_eman area ratio of 6:1 tf
the attachpointratioIs lessthan 6:1) to the injectorin a slngle-pass
counterflowconfiguration,
c. Stngle-regen fuel cooling, was considered first,
starting at MR= 1, for each of three chambeJ_pressures [689, 2758, and 6894
kPa (100, 400, and 1000 psta)].
_ For each chamberpressure, the mixture Patio was suc-
cessively increased to 2, 3, 4, and 5 until fuel-cooling becamelimited
: either by bulk temperature rtse (reduced L') or by excessive coolant pressure
drop. In a numberof cases, cemputer solutions could not be achieved because
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high-pressure gradients or because channel widths of less than 0.005 cm
(0.002in.)were required.
d. $1_gle-regenoxidizercoolingwas thenstudiedin the
same fashion,startingwithan MR of 5 and successivelyreducingthe mixture
ratioto an MR-value-of_.
Where the bulk temperaturerlsein the enginebarrel
sectionwas excessive,it led to a decreasein coolan_densityand a rapid
increasein pressuredropas chamberlengthincreased. This resultedIn a
terminationof L'-below.theminimumdictatedby performancecriteria. When
theseconditionswere encountered,calculationswere performedto includea
1ow-conductivltyline_in the cyllndrlcalsectiononly. The thermalresis-
tanceof thlslinerwas standardizedat a t/k value-'-o'ir
The addition of the liner increased the maximumgas-side temperature from
811°K (ZO00°F}, set for copper, to a range between 1089° and 164_°K (1500°
and 2500°F).
e. Dual-regencooling,with or withouta liner,was ana-
lyzedwhen coolingwith a Singlepropellantcouldnot be achievedwithinthe
constraintsimposedby the thermaldesigncriteria. In thismode, RP-I
coolingwas consideredfrom the radiationskirtattachmentpointarea ratio
to an expansionarearatioof 6:1. Thiswas selectedas a practicalpoint
froma fabricationand coolingstandpointas it was not reasonableto make
thls transitionin the high-fluxthroatarea. Oxygencoolingwas then
analyzed from ¢ = 6:1 to the injector plane.
Normally, two significantdesigncooling problemsare
encountered:first,that posedby the 1ocallyhigh heat-fluxregionnearthe
throat,and, secondly,the hightotalheat gain regionIn the cylindrical
section. The latteris characterizedby low flux overa largesurface. The
dual-regenconceptattacksboth problemsbecausethe use of RP-Icoollngin
the skirt allows colder oxygen to be available for throat as well as for
chambercooltng.
f. Theseanalysesprovidedthe chamberL' ariapropellant
temperaturesto the injectorrequiredfor the performanceanalysesfor each
F, Pc, MR, and coollngconce_comhinatlon.
30
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3. Single-Propellant Re_eneratlve Cooltn_ Results (Fuel or
_L Selected input data and calculated results for cooling with
RP-1 and oxygen are preseqted in Tables IV and V, respectively. The table
nomenclature is given in Table V[. The more significant results are dis-
played graphically tn Figures 9 through 20.
a. Coolant Pressure Drop
Coollng channel pressure drops for both RP-1 and oxygen
as stngle-regen coolants are shown in Fl_jures 9 through 11 as a function of ....
mixture ratio for thrusts of 4448, 1779, and 445N (1000, 400, and 100 lbF),
respectively. Chamberpressures of 689, 2758, and 6894 kPe (100, 400, and
1000 psta) are shownat all thrust levels for both coolants, while data at
additional Pc values are displayed for F = 445N (100 lbF) with oxy_en_s--the
coolant.
A key design parameter is the area ratio at which the
regenerative cooling ends and the radiation-cooled skirt begins. At a mix-
ture ratio of 1, the engine can be completely radiation-cooled or regenera-
ttvely cooled at all thrust levels and Pc's. If the allowable radiation-
cooling temperature is reduced from the allowable 1589°K (2400"F) (coated
columbtum) to 1311°K (1900°F), regenerative cooling ts required. Acceptable
coolant Jacket pressure drops at all chamber pressures are possible at RR=I.
, With increasing MR, L_Pvalues 1) increase but rematn acceptable at the F =
4448N (1000 lbF) level for Pc = 689 kPa (lOO psta), 2) becomemarginal up to
MR - 3 for F = 1779N (400 lbF), and 3) are unacceptable at F = 445N (100
lbF). Consequently, fuel-regenerative cooling is practical at the following
F, Pc, end MRcombinations:
MR= 1 All F's, 445-4448N (100-1000 lbF) and Pc's, 689-6894 kPa
(100-1000 psla)
HR = 2-5 F = 4448N (1000 lbF); Pc = 689 kPa (100 psta)
HR = 2,3 F : 177gN (400 lbF); Pc = 68g kPa (lO0 psla)
Whenoxygen is the coolant at mixture ratios from 2
through 5, channel pressuro drops are acceptable at all Pc's at F= 4448N
(1000 lbF). Note, however, that a reduced chamber L' (Table V) Is required
with NR = Z and 3 at a Pc of 6894 kPa (1000 psta). At a thrust of !779N (400
lbF), oxygen cooling is feastble for Pc's of 689 and 2758 kPa (100 and 400
psla). At Pc = 6894 kPa (1000 psta) and MR = 5, an acceptable pressure drop










Code MR F Pc Coolant Pin Ptn/pc twall CR Tc CF Isp* Ratio Throat Barrel
d/w w/d Mid
-- N kPa -- kPa -. cm -- °K -- sec -- cm cm L'
cm
1-1-1/F 1 445 689 F 1379 2.00 0.76 8.00 1424 1.948 -251.2 8. 0.076/0. 610 0.076/0.180 14.48
1-1-4/F 2758 F 6205 2.25 0.76 13.96 1488 1.975 257.5 8. 0.0460/0. 3673 0.0460/0.135 10.46
1-1-10/F 5894 F 9662 1.40 0.25 34.79 1551 1.969 259.5 8. 0.0170/0.1369 0.0358/0.236 10.41
1-4-1/F 1779 689 F 1379 2.00 0.76 8.00 1424 1.915 250.9 8. 0.1793/1.435 0.1798/0.297 19.79
1-4-4/F 2758 F 6205 2.25 0.76 8.00 1488 1.936 257.2 8. 0.0330/0.218 0.0640/0.472 14.40
1-4-10/F 6894 F 9652 1.40 0.25 8.58 1551 1.942 260.4 8. 0.211/0.147 0.0406/0. 325 14.55
1-10-1/F 4448 689 F 1379 2.00 0.76 8.00 1424 1.892 250.2 8. 1.977/1.262 0.2146/1.697 24.41
1-10-4/F 2758 F 6205 2.25 0.76 8.00 1488 1.903 255.7 8. 0.0498/0.335 0.1026/0.798 17.78
I-IO-IO/F 6894 F 9652 1.48 0.25 8.00 1551 1.907 259.0 8. 0.0315/0.226 0.0640/0.450 17.78
2-1-1/F 2 445 689 F 1379 2.00 0.76 8.00 3139 1.768 310.6 8. 0.9974/0.058 0.0114/0.091 4.06
2-4-1/F 1779 689 F 1379 2.00 0.76 8.00 3139 1.822 324.8 8. 0.0168/0.135 0.0236/0.191 10.77
2-4-4/F 2758 F 6205 2.25 0.76 8.00 3266 1.875 333.3 8. 0.0099/0.079 0.0119/0.097 6.05
2-10-1/F 4448 689 F 1379 2.00 0.25 8.00 3139 1.844 330.0 8. 0.0318/0.254 0.0414/0.333 20.07
2-10-4/F 2?58 F 6205 2.25 0.76 8.00 3266 1.899 341.7 8. 0.0132/0.107 0.0185/0.150 7.92
3-4-1/F 3 1779 689 F 1379 2.00 0.76 8.00 3358 1.903 321.4 8. 0.0130/0.104 0.0206/ ..... 7.42
3-10-1/F 4448 689 F 1379 2.00 0.25 8.00 3358 1.956 330.0 8. 0.0249/0.201 0.0323/,.257 17.30
4-4-1/F 4 1779 689 F 1379 2.00 0.76 8.00 3306 1.954 311.4 8. 0.0117/0.086 0.0168/0.135 6.22
4-10-1/F 4448 689 F 1379 2.00 0.25 8.00 3306 1.968 317.5 8. 0.0226/0.18C 0.0292/0.234 12.22
5-4-1/F 5 1779 689 F 1379 2.00 0.76 8.00 3221 1.969 300.2 8. 0.0109/0.086 0.0132/0.107 ?.4_.










hg,max Og,max Oc,max No. of
cm L' rt rch _A 6P Tb,tn Tb.OUt _T_ kw/m2 °K kw/m2 kw/m2 Channels
On on QI kPa °K °K °K x 10-3
0.076/0,180 14.40 1.026 2. fl03 6.00 11.0 289 352 73 1714 1471 752 80
0.0460/0.135 10.46 0.511 1.905 6.00 72.4 289 372 83 5030 4412 1993 73
0;0358/0.236 10.41 0.323 1.905 6.67* /17 289 392 103 ]6679 14935 8945 45
0.1798/0 297 19.79 2.070 5.857 6.00 6.2 289 334 45 1533 1291 719 73
0;0640/0.472 14.40 1.029 2.913 6.00 62.0 289 359 70 10502 8431 1781 117
0.0406/0.325 14.55 0.650 1.905 8.17" 902 289 390 101 24180 20850 6928 67
0;2146/1.697 24.41 3.294 9.319 6.00 0,69 Z89 326 36 1683 1373 310 115
0.1026/0.798 17.70 1.643 4.646 6.00 43.4 289 342 53 9501 7631 1585 134
0_0640/0.460 17.78 1,039 2.936 7.31" 506 289 366 77 21797 18939 5311 85
0-.0114/0,091 4,06 1.080 3.040 6,00 1062 289 450 161 1868 4690 2059 163 --
0.0236/0.191 10.77 2,123 6.005 6.00 232 289 450 161 1462 3693 1209 226
0,0119/0.097 6.05 1.046 2.959 8.61 3114 289 450 161 4324 11062 5016 166
_0.0414/0.333 20.07 3.338 9.439 6.00 104.8 289 456 166 .... 2990 637 237
0.0185/0.150 7.92 1.643 4.651 11.56 3334 289 456 161 5618 13971 4705 197
0.0206/ ..... /.42 Z.062 5.834 6.00 412 289 451 162 1385 3807 1471 232
0.032310.257_ 17.30 3.241 9.164 6.00 112.4 289 450 161 1100 3056 981 248
mm0.0168/0.135 6.22 2.050 5.799 6.00 483 289 468 179 1327 3562 147 235
e:nlD.0292/O 234 12.22 3.231 9.136 6.00 121.3 289 450 161 1050 2876 981 254
iii_ 0.1077.42 2.042 5.776 6.00 533 289 478 189 1291 3366 1454 237









Aspect Ratio Throat Barrel
Code MR P Pc Coolant Pin P_/Pe twall CR Te CF _p* d/w w/d w/d L'
-- lbP psla -- [_la -- in. -- OR -- see in./in, in./in, in, __
1-1-1/P 1 100 100 F 300 2.00 .3 8.00 3564 1.948 951.0 8. .030/.240 .030/.071 5.67
1-1-4/F 400 P 900 2.25 .3 13.96 2680 1.975 957.5 8. ,0181/,1440 .0181/.053 4.19
I-_-IO/P 1000 F 1400 1.40 .1 34.79 2791 1.969 259.5 8. .0007/.0839 .0141/.093 4.17
I-4-1/P 400 100 F 200 9.00 .3 9.00 2564 -1.915 250.9 8. .0706/.398 ,0708/.117 7.79
2-4-4/F 400 P 900 2.26 .3 8.00 2880 1.938 257.2 8. .0130/.086 .0352/.186 5.07
I--4-10/P 1000 F 1400 1.40 .1 8.58 2791 1.942 290.4 8. .0083/.058 .0180/.128 5.73
I-IO-1/P 1000 lO0 F 200 2.00 .3 8.00 2564 1.892 250.9 8. .0831/.497 .0845/.968 9.61 1
1-10-4/P 400 P 900 9.25 .3 8.00 2680 1.903 255.7 8. .0194/.132 .0404/.314 7.00
l-lO-lO/F 1000 F 1400 1.40 .1 8.00 2791 1.907 959.0 8. .0124/.089 .0232/.177 7.08
},'1-1/1v 3 100 100 P 200 2.00 .3 8.00 5651 1.708 310.6 8. .0029/.023 .0045/.039 1.00
_4--1/P 400 100 F 200 2.00 .3 8.00 5651 1.829 324.8 8. .0066/.053 .0093/.076 4.24
• "4-4/P 400 F 900 2,20 .3 8.00 0878 1.876 333.3 8. .0039/,031 .0047/.038 2.38
2-10-1/F 1000 100 F 200 2.00 .1 8.00 0651 1.844 330.0 8. .0125/.100 .0163/.131 7.90
i |-lO-4/P 400 P 900 2.25 .3 8.00 5878 1.999 341.7 8. .0052/.042 .0073/.069 3.123,,4-1/P 3 400 100 F 200 2.00 .3 8.00 6044 1.930 321.4 8.-- .0081/.041 .0081/_ 3.92
i 3-10-1/P 1000 100 P 200 3.00 .1 8.00 6044 1.956 330.0 8. .0098/.079 .0127/.101 5.63
4-4-1/P 4 400 lO0 P 200 2.00 .3 8.00 5950 1.954 311.4 8. .0046/.037 .0086/.053 3.45 .
4-10_l/P 1000 100 F 300 2.00 .1 8.00 5950 1.968 317.5 8. .0089/.071 .0115/.092 4.81 1.
lki':' 5-4"1/F 8 400 100 F 200 3.00 .3 8.00 5797 1.099 300.2 8. .0043/.034 ,0053/,042 2.92
0-10-1/1v lOOO 100 F 200 2.00 .1 8.00 5797 1.978 305.0 8. .0083/.066 .0115/.093 4.37
i
• Estimated For Thermal Design
_.OJ4DOU_,FRAM_
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hlhmax q g,rnmi Qe,mex No. of
Barrel Code CA 6P T_,ln Tb,OUt AT b Btu/In.2 Btu/in, 2 Btu/ln- 2 -Jhl,'I/lNdl
w/d LL rt. reh psi "F °F-- OF seeOF see see --
[n./in. in. in. in. • 10-3
•030/.071 5.07 .404 1.143 l-l-l/P 6.00 1.6 80.3 191.3 161.0 .599 .90 .46 60
.0181/.053 4.13 .201 .760 I-I-4/F 0.00 10.6 60,3 210.0 149.7 1.710 3.70 1.23 73
- .0141/.090 4.17 .127 .750 1-1-1O/P 6.67* 104. 60.3 246.1 104.8 6.670 9.14 4.25 45
.0708/.117 7.79 .815 2.306 l-4+I/P 9.00 .9 60.3 141.3 01.0 .531 .79 .44 73
•0253/.198 6.67 .405 1.147 1-4-4/F B.00 9.0 60.3 185.7 125.4 3.57 5.16 1.09 117
.0100/.128 5.73 .960 .730 I-4-10/F 8.17 • 130.9 60.3 242.6 182.3 0.28 k3.76 4.84 07
.0845/.668 9.61 1.297 3.669 1-10.1/F 6.00 .1 60,3 195.9 65.9 .572 .84 ,19 115
•0404/.314 7.00 .647 1.829 1-10.4/F 6.00 9.3 00.3 155.6 95.3 3.23 4.97 .9/ 134
•0252/.177 7.00 .409 1.156 1-10-10/F 7.31" 73.4 60.3 199.4 139.1 7.41 11.59 3.25 85
•0045/.036 1.90 .424 1.300 2-1-1/F 0.00 154. 60.3 350.7 290.4 .630 2.87 1.30 163
,0093/.075 4,24 .836 2.304 2-4-1/F 9.00 33.6 U0.3 350.7 290.4 .497 2.20 .74 326
.0047/.038 2.38 .412 1.105 9-4-4/P 8.61 451.7 80.3 350.0 289.7 1.._L_-- 6.77 3.07 156
.0163/.131 7.90 1.314 3.716 3-10-1/F 6.00 15.2 00.3 360.0 999.7 -- 1,83 .39 237
•0073/.059 3,13 .647 1.031 2-10-4/1;' 11.50 483.6 60.3 350.3 980.9 1.91 -8.55 2.08 107
• 0081/-- 2.92 .812 8.297 3-4-1/F 6.00 59.7 60.3 361,9 291.6 .471 9.33 .90 232
.0127/.101 5.63 1.276 3.008 0.10-1/F 6.00 16.3 60.3 350.4 290.1.- .9/4 1.87 .60 248
•0089/.053 3.45 .807 2.363 4-4-1/P 0.00 70.0 00.3 381.7 321.4 .451,-- 2.18 .90 385
•0116/.092 4.81 1.273 3.097 4-10.1/P 6.00 17.6 60,3 350.3 200.0 .357 1,76 .60 254
•0063/.049 2.02 .804 3.274 5-4-I/P O,00 77.3 60.3 400.6 340.5 .439 2.06 .92 237
.0U8/.093 4.37 1.299 3.508 5-10.1/P 6.00 18.4 80.3 360,1 399.8 .346 1.00 .60 252





SELECTEDpARAMETERSCHARACTERIZINGENGINENEGE6 (Singl e Regen)(Stngle Regen)
-. Channel
,,m - Aspect 01menstons
• " Ratio Throat Barrel
Code MR F Pc CoolanL Ptn Pin/Pc Lwa11 CR Tc CF Lsp d/w** w/d w/d L' r t rch
j N kPa kPa cm °K sec cm/cm cm/an cm cm cm2-1-110 2 445 689 0 6205 9.00 0.76 8.00 3139 1.768 310.6 8. 0.015210.122 0.0300;0.102 14.40 1.080 3.040
-2=.t-410 2758 0 6206 2.25 0.76 13.10 3266 1.853 315.5 20. 0-007910.155 0.0155/0.307 7.24 0.526 1.905
• 2-4-110 1779 689 0 1379 2.00 0.76 8.00 3139 1.822 324.8 8. 0.027210.218 0.088410.706 19.79 2.123 6.005 (
""_ 2-4-410 2758 0 6205 2.25 0.76 8.00 3266 1.875 333.3 8..--0.025710.206 0.0353/0.231 14.44 1.046 2.957 I
2-10-1/0 4448 689 O 1379 2.00 0.76 8.00 3139 1.844 330-0 8. 0.0531/0.424 0.145311.163 24.41 3.338 9.439 I
2-10-4/0 2758 0 6205 2.25 0.76 8.00 3266 1.809 341.7 8. 0.035810.287 0.0599/-- 17.78 1.643 4.651 11
- 2-.10-1010 6894 0 9652 1.40 -0635 8.00 3327 1.871 332.9 20..30.0.0185/0.549 0.0325/0.480 12.32 1.046 2.961 4:
3-1-1/0 3 445 689 0 6205 9.00 0.76 8.00 3358 1.944 305.5 8. 0.018310.0356 0.0356/0.19114.44 1.029 2.909 I
3-1-4/0 2758 0 6205 2.25 0.76,1.02,1.02 14.39 3562 2.036 320,1 20. 0.008110.165 0,0254/0.196 10.16 0,503 1.905 11
3-1-5/0 3441 0 6791 1.97 0.76,1.02,1.02 16.70 3602 2.056 322.3 20. 0.007610.152 0.0244/0.158 10.16 0.447 1.826 2;
3-1-610 4136 0 7370 1.78 0.76,1.02,1.02 20.00 3634 2.073 324.0 20. 0.0066/0.132 0.0239/0.155 10.16 4.06 1.816 21
3-1-7/0 4826 0 7928 1.64 0.76,i.02,1.02 23.40 3659 2.085 325.3 20. 0.0056/0.112 0.0249/0.091 10.16 0.375 1.814 3_
- 3-4-1/0 1779 689 0 1379 2.00 0.76 8.00 3556 1.930 321.4 8. 0.0315/0.251 0.1024/0.798 19.79 2.062 5.834 I
3-4-4/0 2758 0 6205 2.25 0.76 8.00 3562 2.061 340.1 8. 0.0274/0.218 0.039110.277 14.44 .998 2.8E4 11
"' 3-10-1/0 4448 689 0 1379 2.00 0.76 8.00 3556 1.956 330.0 8. 0.0610/0.488 0.1641/1.313 24.41 3.241 9.164 I
3-10-4/0 2758 0 6206 2.25 0.76 8.00 3562 2.066 348.4 8. 0.0434/0.348 0.0655/0.523 17.78 1.577 4.458 1:
3-10-10/0 6894 0 9652 1.40 0.0635 8.00 3703 2.090 344.9 20.,30.0.0193/0.519 0.0343/0.325 12.88 0.991 2.804 5;
_. 4-1-1/0 4 445 689 O 6205 9.00 0.76 8.00 3306 1.935 297.2 8. 0.0224/0.178 0.0437/0.315 13.49 1.031 2.913 1
4-1-4/0 2758 0 6205 2.25 0.76 14.54 3578 2.056 306.8 8. 0.0117/0.094 0.0434/0.127 10.46 0.500 1.905 11
4-1-5/0 3447 0 6205 1.80 0.76,1.02,1.02 16.70 3550 2.073 309.2 20. 0.009]/0.180 0.0290/0.345 10.16 0.445 1.619 2]
4-1-6/0 4136 0 6205 1.50 0.76,1.02.1.02 20.00 3575 2.084 311.2 20. 0.0084/0.165 0.0284/0.338 10.]6 0.406 1.814 2(
4-1-8/0 5515 0 8514 1.54 0.76,1.02.1.02 26.70 3609 2.095 313.9 20. 0.007]/0.142 0.0267/0.318 10.16 0.351 1.808 31
4-1-9/0 6205 0 9086 1.46 0.76,1.02.1.02 30.00 3622 2.097 314.7 20. 0.0061/0.124 0.0272/0.279 10.16 0.330 1.806 4]
4-4-1/0 4 1779 689 0 1379 2.00 0.76 8.00 3306 1.954 311.4 8. 0.0379/0.302 0.1186/0.947 19.79 2.050 5.799 (
4-4-4/0 2768 0 6205 2.25 0.76 8.00 3578 2.069 326.4 8. 0.0333/0.267 0.0465/0.373 14.44 0.996 2.817 I_
4-4-10/0 6894 0 9657 1.400 0.0635 9.32 3634 2.109 323.9 20. 0.0168/0.338 0.027910.203 3.07 0.625 1.905 44
4-10-1/0 4448 689 0 1379 2.00 0.76 8.00 3306 1.968 317.5 8. 0.0726/0.579 0.1864/1.491 24.41 3.23 9.136 |
4-10-4/0 2758 0 6205 2.25 0.76 8.00 3578 2.076 335.3 8. 0.051310.411 0.0749/0.566 17.78 1.572 4.448 1_
4-10-10/0 6894 0 9652 1.40 0.0636 8.00 3634 2.106 336.2 20. 0.0211/0.422 0.0417/0.483 16.54 0.988 2.794 41
: 5-1-1/0 5 445 689 0 6205 9.00 0.76 8.00 3221 1.963 288.9 8. 0.0267/0.213 0.050010.366 14.44 1.024 2.893 |
5-1-3/0 2068 0 6205 3.00 0.76 10.94 3350 2.064 293.4 8. 0.0152/0.127 0.0330/0.244 ll.lO 0.577 1.905 1¢
5-1-4/0 '_758 0 6205 2.25 0.76 14.77 3396 2.090 295.0 8. 0.0142/0.U4 0.0375/0.221 10.46 0.495 1.905 14
5o1-10/0 8894 0 9652 1.40 0.0635 37.54 3514 2.124 299.6 20. 0.0107/0 213 0.0272/0.061 2.36 0.310 1.905 40
5-4-1/0 1779 689 0 1379 2.00 0.76 8.00 3221 1.969 300.2 8. 0.0412/C.353 0.1316/1.052 19.79 2.042 5.776
5-4-410 2758 0 6205 2.25 0.76 8.00 3396 2.085 312.3 8. 0.0396/q.318 0.053810.376 14.44 0.993 2.807 a
8-4o10/0 6894 0 9552 1.40 0.0635 9.40 3514 2.127 305.9 20. 0.0198/C.396 0.0318/0.127 3.07 0.622 1.905 43
5-10°1/0 4448 689 0 1379 2.00 0.76 8.00 3221 1.978 305.0 8. 0.0026/0.660 0.20711.656 24.41 3.223 9.114 6
5-10,4/0 2758 0 6205 2.25 0.76 8.00 3396 2.084 320.9 8. 0.0599/0.480 0.0851/0.462 17.78 1.569 4.465 lI










(Stngle Regen) _ Metrl_u.its
Liner
i hg,eax qg, max Qc. max t/k
! L' r t rch CA AP Tb,tn Tb,OUt ^Tb kw/mz kw/m2 kw/m2 No, of Channels Jn,Zsec°F/OLu
C_1 cm cm kPa aK *K °K =K
. - x_10-3
_f'O_02 14.40 1.0_0 3.040 _.da 207 94.5 428 334 1868 4723 1177 147
_01307 7.24 0.526 1.905 14.04 824.-- 9_.5 385 290 6207 15,754 2288 114
f0.706 19.79 2.123 6.005 F.ON 174 90.7 365 274 1462 3661 833 200
'0.231 14.44 1.046 2.957 _ 61 869 94.5 382 258 4324 11.080 4412 128
/11163 24.41 3.338 9.439 6.00 64 90.7 277 186 1165 2991 964 221
_0_480 17.78 1.643 4.651 11,56 385 94.5 283 188 5618 14.773 3628 15212.32 1.046 2.961 41.63 1595 97.1 333 236 ]8,032 47,228 7991 85
610.19114.44 1.029 2.909 6.00 105 94.5 365 271 1788 4903 1046 138
t0.196 10.16 0.503 1.905 18.05 454 94.5 390 295 6060 16,947 1977 133 600.
f0.168 10.16 0.447 1.826 23.39 659 94.9 389 294 7295 20,395 2566 129 600.
f0.155 10.16 4.06 1.816 29.08 1038 95.4 389 293 8442 24,039 3154 127 600.
_0,091 10.16 0.375 1.814 33.74 2225 95.8 426 330 9560 27,589 4086 126 600.
_0.798 19.79 2.062 5.834 6,00 86 90.7 321 230 ]385 3775 735 187
10,277 14.44 .998 2.824 10.86 684 94.5 318 224 4206 11.979 3889 122
f11313 24.41 3.241 9.164 6.00 71 90.7 246 155 1100 3072 948 202
/0_523 17.78 1.577 4.450 12.80 319 94.8 244 149 4412 13,204 3775 137
/0.325 12.88 0.991 2.804 52.63 1717 97.1 330 233 17.061 51,265 0220 80
F0.315 13.49 1.031 2.913 6.00 57 94.5 280 185 1677 4527 866 131
f0.127 10.46 0.500 1.905 16.72 946 94.5 395 301 5824 16.113 3677 105
f0.345 10.16 0.448 1.819 21.66 331 97.1 345 244 6972 19.251 2026 126 6GO.
'0.338 10.]6 0.406 1.814 26.87 498 97.1 363 266 8031 22,241 2190 124 600.
'0.318 I0.16 0.351 1.808 36.10 833 96.2 334 238 10.060 28.517 3432 122 600•
0,279 10.16 0,330 1.806 41.02 1790 96.6 344 246 11,031 31,572 4396 ]21 600.
0..947 19.79 2.050 5.799 6.00 94 -- 90.7 278 t87 1327 3546 t030 174
'0,373 ]4.44 0.996 2.817 10.15 412 94.5 258 163 4030 11,325 3285 114
'0.203 3.07 0.625 1.905 44.94 3655 97.] 174 77 12,619 39,940 7141 54
'1.49] 24.41 3.23 _.136 6.00 51 90.7 214 124 1050 2860 817 184
_0.566 17.78 1.572 4•448 12.27 187 94.5 206 111 4442 13.025 3105 128
!0.483 16.54 0.9_ 2.7% 46.76 1726 97.1 320 223 16,061 48,222 7321 78
r0.366 14.44 1.024 2.893 6.00 35.8 94.5 251 157 1615 4233 719 125
e0.244 11.10 0.577 1.905 10.23 300 91.8 303 211 4529 11,979 2304 106
P0.221 10.46 0.495 1.905 ]4.74 424 94.5 3]5 221 5735 ]5,247 3023 102
!_.061 2.36 0.310 1.908 40,70 266 97.1 172 74 11,882 34,334 7926 32
'1.052 19.79 2.042 5.776 6.00 64.8 90.7 245 154 1291 3350 899 164
0.376 14.44 0.993 2.807 8.92 255 94.5 214 119 3971 10,688 2680 107
0..127 3.07 0.622 1.905 43.58 1679 97.1 301 70 13,735 41,394 6341 52
.656 24.41 3.223 9.114 6.00 30.3 90.7 191 100 1024 2713 670 171
_Q.462 17,70 1.569 4.465 11.21 110 94.5 182 88 4588 12,020 2484 119











-- Coda lit F PC Coolant- Pin Ptn/Pc two11 CR To CF_ lsp d/w** w/d ,/d L' r I rch
IbF psto psla In. '*R sec In./In. In,lln, In. In, In.
(n,t,b)*
2-1-110 2 100 100 0 900 9.00 .3 8.00 5661 1.768 310.6 8. ,0060/.048 ,0118/.040 5.67 ,424 1.200
2-1-4/0 400 0 900 2.25 .3 13.10 5878 1.853 315.5 20. .0031/.051 .00611.121 2.85 .207 .750
2-4-1/0 400 tO0 0 200 2.00 .3 8.00 5651 1.822 324.8 8. .0107/.085 .0348/.278 7.79 .836 2.364
2-4-4/0 400 0 900 2.25 .3 8.00 5878 1.87b 333.3 8. .0101/.081 .0139/.091 5.67 .412 1.164
2-10.1/0 1000 100 0 200 2.00 .3 8,00 5651 1.844 330.0 8. .0209/.167 .0572/.458 9.61 1.314 3.716
2-10.4/0 400 0 900 2.25 .3 8.00 5878 1.899 341.7 8. .0141/.113 .0236/--* 7.00 .647 1.831
2-10-10/0 1000 0 1400 1.40 .025 8.00 59_8 1.871 332.9 20.,30, .0073/.216 .0128/,189 4.85 .412 1.167
3-1-1/0 3 100 |00 0 900 9.00 ,3 8.00 6044 1.944 305.5 8, .0072/.014 .0140/.076 5.67 .405 1.145
3-1-4/0 400 O 900 2.25 .3..4,.4 14.39 6411 2.036 320.1 20. .0032/.065 .0100/.077 4.00 .198 .750
3-1-8/0 500 0 985 1.97 .3..4..4 16.70 6483 2.056 322.3 20. .0030/.060 .0096/.066 4.00 .176 .719
3-1-6/0 600 0 1069 1.78 .3,.4,.4 20.00 6541 2.0/3 324.0 20. .0026/.052 .0094/.061 4.00 1.69 .715
3-1-7/0 700 0 1150 1.64 .3..4,.4 23.40 6587 2.085 325.3 20. .0022/.044 .0098/.036 4.00 .148 .714
3-4-1/0 400 100 0 200 2.00 .3 8.00 6044 1.930 321.4 8. .0124/.099 .0403/.314 7.79 .812 2.297
_ " 3-4-4/0 400 0 900 2.25 ,3 8,00 6411 2.061 340.1 8. ,0108/.086 ,0154/,109 5.67 .393 1.112
3-10-110 tO00 100 0 200 2.00 .3 8.00 6044 1.956 330.0 8. .0240/.192 .0546/.517 9.61 1.276 3.608
3-_0.4/0 400 0 900 2.25 .3 8.00 6411 2.066 348.4 8. .0171/.137 .0258/.206 7.00 .621 1.755
3-10-10/0 1000 0 1400 1.40 .025 8.00 6665 2.090 344.9 20.,30..0076/.228 .0135/.128 5.07 .390 1.104
4-1-1/0 4 100 100 0 900 9.00 .3 8.00 5950 1.935 297.2 8. .0088/.070 .0172/.124 6.31 .406 1.147
4-1-4/0 400 0 900 2.26 .3 14.54 6332 2.056 306.8 8. .00_6/.037 .0107/.050 4.12 .197 .750
4-1-5/0 SO0 0 900 1.80 .3..4o.4 16.70 6390 2.073 309.2 20. .0036/.071 .0114/.136 4.00 .175 .716
4-1-6/0 600 0 900 1.50 .3,.4..4 20.00 6435 2.084 311.2 20. .0033/.065 .0112/.133 4.00 .160 .714
4-1-8/0 800 0 1235 1.54 .3,.4,.4 26.70 6497 2.095 313.9 20. .0028/.056 .0105/.125 4.00 .138 .712
4-1-9/0 900 0 1318 1.46 .3,.4,.4 30.00 6520 2.097 314.7 20. .0024/.049 .0107/.110 4.00 .130 .711
4-4-1/0 4 400 100 0 200 2.00 .3 8.00 5950 1.954 311.4 8. .0149/.119 .0467/.373 7.79 .807 2.283
4-4-4/0 400 0 900 2.25 .3 8.00 6332 2.059 326.4 8. .0131/.105 .0183/.47 5.67 .392 1.109
4-4-10/0 tO00 0 1400 1.400 .025 9.32 6541 2.109 323.9 20. .0066/.133 .0110/.088 1.21 .246 .750
4-10-1/0 1000 100 0 200 2.00 .3 8.00 5950 1.968 317.5 8. .0286/.228 .0734/.587 9.61 1.272 3.597
4-10.4/0 400 0 900 2.25 .3 8.00 6332 2.076 335.3 8. .0202/.162 .0295/.219 7.00 .619 1.751
4-10.10/0 1000 0 1400 1.40 .025 8.00 6541 2.106 336.2 20. .0083/.166 .0164/.190 6.51 .389 1.100
5-1-1/0 5 100 tO0 0 930 9.00 .3 8.00 5797 1.963 288.9 8. .0105/.084 .0197/.144 6.67 .403 1.139
6-3-3/0 300 0 900 3.00 .3 10.94 6030 2.064 293.4 8. .0063/.050 .0130/.096 4.37 .227 .750
5-1-4/0 400 0 900 2.25 .3 14.77 6112 2.090 295.0 8. .0056/.045 .0128/.087 4.12 .195 .750
5.1o10/0 1000 0 1400 1.40 .025 37.54 6325 2.124 299.6 20. .0078/.156 .0125/.05 .93 .122 .750
5.4-1/0 400 100 0 200 2.00 .3 8.00 5797 1.969 300.2 8. .0174/.139 .0518/.414 7.79 .804 2.274
5.4-4/0 400 0 900 2.25 .3 8.00 6112 2.086 312.3 8. .0156/.125 .0212/.148 5.67 .391 1.106
5.4-10/0 1000 0 1400 1.40 .025 9.40 6325 2.127 305.9 20. .0078/.166 .0125/.05 1.21 .245 .760
5-10-1/0 000 100 0 200 2.00 .3 8.00 5797 1.978 305.0 8. .0325/.260 .0816/.652 9.61 1.269 3.588
5-10-4/0 400 0 900 2.25 .3 8.00 6112 2.084 320.9 8. .0236/.189 .0335/.182 7.00 .618 1.748




**When two numbers are given, the first refers to throat d/w, whtle the second to bsrrol d/w
O0000001-TSDll
:
_ TABLE V (Cont.)
_---RIZINGE_GINEREGENERATIVECOOLINGWITH OXYGEN........... E.gllshunits
(SingleRegen)
hg,mx 9onklx Qc,m4x Liner
L' r t rch cA t,P Tb,in Tb,OUt ATb Btu/|n.2/ Btu/In. 2 8tu/tn. 2
t/kNo. of Channels
in. tn. in. psi °F °F °F sec°F sec sec in.2 secOF/Btu
x 10-3
040 5.67 .424 1.200 6.00 30.0 -289.9 310.6 600.5 .635 2.89 .72 147
F'- 121 2,85 .207 .750 14.04 119.5 -289.9 232.7 522.6 2.11 9.64 1.40 114
*-_ 2_8 7.79 .836 2.364 6.00 25.3 -296.7 196.7 493.4 .497 2.24 .51 200
_--091 5.67 .412 L..bS4- 8.61 . 126.1 -289.9 174.7 454.6 1.47 6.78 2,70 128
L-- 458 9.01 1.314 3.716 6.00 9.3 -296.7 37,7 334.4 .396 1.83 .59 221
,_-- 7.00 .647 1.831 11,56 55.9 -289.9 48.7 338.6 1.91 9.04 2.22 152
189 4.85 .412 1.167 41.83 231.3 -285.3 140.2 425.5 6,13 28.90 4,80 88
_..-079 5,67 .405 1.145 6.00 15.2 . -289,9 197.3 487,2 ,698 3.98 .64 138
;.--077 4,00 .198 .760 18.05 65.8 -289.9 243.3 531.2 2.06 10,37 1.21 133 600.
_-. 066 4.00 .176 .719 23.39 95.6 -289.1 240,3 529.4 2.48 12.48 1.57 129 800.
_061 4.98 1.60 ,7!6 29.98 150.6 -288.3 239.8 528.1 2.87 14.71 1.93 127 600.
_-- 030 4.00 .148 .714 33,74 322.8 -287,6 306.8 594.4 3.25 16.88 2.50 126 600,
L.. 314 7.79 .812 2.297 8.00 12.6 -296.7 117.0 413.7 .471 2,31 .46 187
_--. ]LQ9 5.67 .393 1.112 10.86 99,2 -280.9 ]12.8 402.7 1.43 7.33 2.38 122
'.. 5,17 9,61 1.276 3.698 6,00 10.3 -296.7 -17,6 279.2 .374 1,88 .58 242
_206 7.00 .621 1.765 12.80 46.3 -280.9 -21.0 268.9 1.50 8.98 2.31 137
.--.]L.28 5.07 .390 1.104 52.63 249.0 -285.3 133.9 419.2 5.80 31.37 5.03 80
.124 5,31 .406 1,147 6.00 8.3 -289.9 44.0 333.9 .570 2.77 ,53 131
_050 4.12 .197 .750 16.72 137.1 -289,9 251.6 541,5 1.98 9.86 2.25 105
.138 4.00 .175 .716 21.66 48.0 -285.3 164.2 439,5 2.37 11,78 1.24 126 600.
_]L33 4.00 .160 ,714 26.87 72.2 -285.3 194.2 479,5 2,73 13.61 1,43 124 600.
_-.].25 4.00 .138 .712 36.10 120.9 -286.8 141.8 428.6 3.42 17,45 2.10 122 600.
._t0 4.00 .130 ,711 41.02 259.7 -286.1 159.8 445.9 3,75 19.32 2.69 121 600,
.373 7.79 ,807 2.283 6,00 13.6 -296.7 39.9 336.6 .451 2.17 ,83 174
--.47 5,67 .392 1.109 10.15 59.8 -289.9 3,8 293.7 1,37 6.93 2.01 114
.(}88 1.21 .246 .750 44.94 530.2 -285.3 -146.1 139,2 4.29 24,44 4.37 54
._87 9.61 1.272 3.597 6.00 7.4 -2%,7 -74.3 2Z2.4 ,357 1,75 .50 184
.239 7.00 .619 1.75t 12.27 27.1 -289.9 -90.1 199.8 1,61 7.97 1.90 128
.190 6.51 .389 1,100 48.76 250,3 -285,3 116,2 401.5 5.46 30,12 4.48 78
• 144 5.67 .403 1.139 6.Oq 5.2 -289.9 -7.7 282.2 .549 2.59 .44 126
.,096 4.37 .227 .750 10.23 43.5 -294.7 84.8 379.4 1.54 7.33 1,41 106
r-" .087 4,12 .195 .750 14.74 61.5 -289.9 107.8 397,7 1.95 9.33 1.85 102
_'-.05 .93 .122 ._50 40,70 386.0 -285.3 -151.3 134.0 4.04 21.01 4.85 32
.414 7.79 .804 2.274 6.00 9,4 -296.7 -19.5 277.2 .439 2.05 .55 164
'--" . 148 5.67 .39! 1.105 8,92 37,0 -289.9 -75.6 214.3 1.35 6.54 1.64 107
._-_-,,06 1,21 ,245 .750 43.58 243.5 -285.3 -158.6 126.7 4.67 25.33 3.88 62
:m" . 652 9,61 1.269 3.588 6.00 4.4 -296.7 -116.2 180.5 .348 1.66 .41 171
_"_- . 182 7.00 .618 1.748 11,21 15,9 -289.9 -131.5 158.5 1,56 7.85 1.52 119





Code Designator for basic analysis parameters
X-Y-Z/C where X = MR
Y - F (lasttwo zeros deleted)
Z = Pc (lasttwo zerosdeleted)
C = Coolant (F = fuel,0 = oxidizer)
MR TCA mixture ratiowith no film cooling
F Engine thrust,N (]bF_
P_ _ Chamberpressure,kPa (psia)
Coolant Regenerativecoolant,where F = RP-I
0 = 02
Pin Coolantinlet pressure,kPa (psia)
Pin/_Pc Ratio of coolantinlet pressureto chamberpressure
twall Gas-sidewall thickness,cm (in.)
CR Contractionratio,chamberflow area/throatflow area





L' Engine L', cm (in.)
rt Throat radius,cm (In.)
rch Chamberradius (to metal),cm (in.)Liner consideredto have no thickness.
CA Attachmentarea ratio for radiation-coolednozzle. Based on wall temperature
of 1311°K (I900°F)for MR = L and 17B6°K (2755°F)for other valuesof MR
AP Calculatedpressuredrop for a multistationanalysis,kPa (psi)
Tb, in Coolant temperatureat channelinlet,°K (°F)
Tb, out Coolanttemperatureat coolantoutlet (injectoror dischargemanifold),°K (°F)
ATb Coolanttemperaturerise,°K (°F)
hg, max Maximumgas-sideheat transfercoefficient,kw/m2°K (Btu/in.2 sec °F)
Maximumgas-sideheat flux, kw/m2 (Btu/in.2 sec)Qg, max
Maximumcoolant-sideheat flux, kw/'m2 (Btu/In.2 sec)
OC, max
Throatw/d Channelwidth/channeldepth at throat,cm/cm (in./In.)
Barrelw/d Channelwidth/channeldepth in cylindricalsection,cm/cm (in./in.)






F_gure 9. Coolant Pressure Drop for LOX, RP-1, and Dual-Regenerative
Coollng Concepts, F = 4448N (_000 lbF)
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FigureI0. CoolantPressureDrop for LOX,RP-I,and Dual-Regenerat|ve
Cooling Concepts, F = 1779N (400 lbF)
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Figure 11. Coolant PPessu_eDrop for LOX, RP-1, and Dual-RegenePattve
Cooling Concepts, F = 445N (100 ]bF)
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PC, kPa (psia)I Coolant& Mode
! 0 6894 (1000) Single- _. RP-I
-200 - _2758 (400) Regen _ 0 02
F D 689 (lOO)
Dual-_: RP-Ii Regen 02
i I I I I I- I -
100
_300
0 l 2 3 4 5 6
I
_. MR
Figure12. CoolantDischargeTemperaturefor LOX, RP-I,and Dual-Regeneratlve
CoolingConcepts,F = 4448N (1000lbF)
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F = i779N (400lbF)
500 -
500








+o.. 200 ® ,P-+] _,;. . L,2@ 02 j Regen
-200.
*RP-IOutletat Startof ConvergentSection(NoBarrel)
d/w = 8, UnlessNotedOtherwise
100
-3oo!. I I t iml I-- I- ,. I
1 2 3 4 5 6
MIXTURERATIO,O/F
Figure13. CoolantDischargeTemperaturefor LOX, RP-I,and Dual-




_: 500 - F = 445N (100 lbF) P_.._P,(p_ia) _olant_ Mode
1 0_94 (LO00)' • ""1 S,n,,,-/1 6205 (gO0) 0 02 ReQen
t: 0 s_15(8oo)
500 0 4ez_(700) ® P,p-11_,=1-
_4137 (600) @ 02 J Aegen
400 0 3447(_o)•"-e'/ss 4 o)
FUELLIMIT A zo_ (3oo)















' d/w = 20. Unless Noted Otherwise
10
)i- -3o0 I , I I I , I I
. 1 2 3 4 5 6
)
MIXTURERATIO, O/F
Figure 14. Coolant Discharge Temperature for LOX. RP-1, and Dual-
Regenerative Cooling Concepts. F = 445N (100 lbF)
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!Pc, kPa (psia) ¢o01an_ & Mode
06894 (I000) Single-J"• RP-1
Z_ 2758 (400) Rege_n [ 0 02
[] 689 (100) Dual- 7® RP-I
Regen
12 - 30 F=_48N--d6bO1bF) ® 02L
10
25





i 01. 0 I I, I ,,, I t ,, I
0 1 2 3 4 5 6
, MR
l Figure15. MaximumChamberL' for LOX,RP-I,and Dual-Regeneratlve







Pc. kPa (psia) Coolant,& f'bde
0 6894 (1000) • RP-1} Sl'_jle-A 2758 (400) O 0Z Regen
10 25 F = 1779N (400 lbF) 13 6e9 (loo) _ RP-_ ooal-
02 I e,egen





d/w = 8, Unless Noted Otherwise
0 0 I I I I I I
1 2 3 4 5 6
HIXTURERATIO, O/F
Figure 16. HaxtmumChamberL' for LOX, RP-1, and Dual-Regenerative






i0 25 F = 445N (I00 IbF) _, k-pa('psla) cool,.t_Modei_ O_ • _"-1 Single-
- A (;205 (_0) 00_ _ Regen0 sss (Boo)
_:_ 0 _z6 (700) ® _'_I o.aT-
_4137 (_0} ® 02 _,Regen
8 201 0 _47 (soo)
IP. I A zzsm(4oo)
I _ 20_ (300}
n _a9 (100)I
_"" d/w= 8
•_ 6 - u15 --0




d/w = 20 Unless Otherwise Noted
0 0 , _ , I I , I _ I
I 2 3 4 5 6
MIXTURERATIO
Figure 17. Maximum Chamber L' for LOX, RP-I, and Dual-Regeneratlve
Cooling Concepts, F = 445N (100 IbF)
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Pc, kPa (psla) Coolanl; (_Mode
0.10 F = 4448N (1000 lbF) OZ_27586894(1000)(400) RegenStngle"_ oeRP-102




- • Fd/w ->20 /\\o.o1 . m__ m
r,,, " -2-'_°_P) & d/w = 8, Unless Noted Otherwise
!: 0.004 =.... l , I I ,..... ,I
0 l 2 3 4 5 6
_ Figure18. MinimumCoolantChannelWidthRequiredfor LOX, RP-I,and
Dual-RegenerativeCoolingConcepts,F = 4448N (1000IbF)
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0,10 - F = 1779N (400 lbF) Pc,kPa(p_=,) cootant8_dew
0 6894 (1000) • RP-I I Slng|e.ZI =758 (400) 0 02 Regen
• 13.9 (too)
P_-I] Dual-@ 02 Regen
.o.ic_
0.01 --
d/w = 8, UnlessNotedOtherwise
0.003 I I I # I- •
1 2 3 4 5 6
MIXTURERATIO,O/F
Figure19. MinimumCoolantChannelWidthRequiredfor LOX, RP-I,and
Dual-RegenerativeCoolingConcepts,F = 177gN(400lbF)
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0.003 d/w = 20, Unless Otherwise Noted
0.00: _ I I I, I I I
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MIXTURERATIO,O/F
Figure20. MinimumCoolantChannelWidthRequiredfor LOX,RP-I,and




HI, B0 Thermal Design (cont.)
of 20 and a reduced chamberL'; also, it is necessary to resort to dual-regen
cooling (oxygen inlet at ¢ = 6:1) to achieve a pressure drop less than the L_P
limit criterion. Single-regen cooltng with oxygen is not practical at mix-
ture ral_s below5aJ_-hggh operating pressures in the mid- and low-thrust
range.
The excessive pressure drop problem is compoundedat
F = 445N (100 lbF). The pressure drops are acceptable only for the HR range
studied for Pc = 689 kPa (100 psta). Additional analyses at intermediate
chamberpressures were madeto assist in determining data trends. The
decreased pressure drop associated with higher aspect ratio channels ts
tlluttrated by the data for d/w = 8 and 20 at Pc = 2758 kPa (400 psla).
Thus, the additional Pc's evaluated at MR's of 3 and 4 were characterized by
the larger coolant channel aspect ratio. Although these analyses are
limited, it appears that single-regen cooling with oxygenat the 445N (100
lbF) thrust level is possible at Pc's up to about 4619 kPa (670 psta) at MR=-
4, and at Pc's of perhaps 3447 to 4136 kPa (500 to 600 psfa) at MR= 2. Sev-
eral data points suggest that the pressure drop curve is linear at the higher
HR's but curves upward at MR's below about 3.
b. Coolant Discharge Temperature
The temperature of the coolant leaving the coolant
Jacket is displayed in Figures 12 through 14. For oxygen, the outlet temper-
ature is below the limiting temperature for most design points except at the
445N (100 lbF) thrust level. The temperature limit is a complex function of
MR, Pc, and channel aspect ratio. This parameter is a direct tnput to the
performance sensitivity analysts.
The fuel outlet temperature is below the lJmtttng value
only at MR-= 1. At higherMR's, It becomesthe controllingparameterin
determiningchamberL'. Note that for F = 177gN (400IbF)at MR'sof 4 and
5, the temperatureshownexceedsthe statedcokinglimit. This is the result
of the limitbeing reachedwithinthe convergentsection;consequently,if
the desired contraction ratio is to be achieved (albett with a zero-length
cylindricalsection),an increasedoutlettemperatureIs necessary.
c. ChamberL'
Trendsin chamberL' as a functionof MR and Pc are
shown in Figures 15 through.17 for thrusts of 4448, 1779, and 445N (1000,400, and 100 lbF). With RP 1 as the coo]ant, the L' values decrease with
increasingmixtureratioat a11 thrustlevels. Decreasingthrustalso
resultsin lowerL' valuesfor the same Pc and MR. Bulk temperaturerise




III, B, Thermal Design (cont.)
With oxygencooling, however, L' values are essentially
independent of MRexcept at F = 4448N (1000 lbF) and Pc = 6894 kPa (1000
pete) where the bulk temperature rise limits L' at HRLsof 2 and 3. Chamber




Ref. I through3) with LOX/RP-I,LOX/LCH(,and LOX/LH2 as coolantshad
shownthatRP-I couldnot be used to coolenginesin thisthrustand Pc range
if conventionalchanneldimensionswere used. Currentfabricationtechnolo_
limitsmilledchannelsto a width of 0.083cm (0.0325in.)wlth a maximum
aspectratio(depth/width)of 5.
As shown In Figures18, 19, and 20, the analyses
reputed hereinsubstantiatetheseearlierfindings. Gnly for RP-I at HR = I
and at the lowestthrustand chamberpressure[445N (I00IbF)and 68g kPa
(I00psla),respectively]does the predictedchannelwidth of 0.076 cln(0.030
in.)approachthe conventionalminimumwidthof 0.083cm (0.0325in.).
IncreasingPc or MR requiresdecreasingchannelwidth forcooling;the
smallestchannelwidth for v/nlcha designsolutionwas achievedwas 0.058cm
(0.023In.) for F - 445N (I00IbF),Pc = 689 kPa (I00psla),and MR - 2 (see
Figure 202.
The maximumchannel width calculated for oxygen was
0.081 on (0.032 in.) at F - 4448N (1000 lbF), Pc = 689 kPa (100 pete), and HR
- 5 (see Figure 18). A minimumvalue of 0.006 cm (0.0022 in.) was calculated
for F = 445N (100 lbF), Pc - 4826 kPa (700 psla), and MR_ 3. Channel width
decreases with decreasing thrust and mixture ratio and tnc._astng chamber
pressure.
Channel width as a function of Pc for curves of con-
stant thrust for each coolant at each mixture ratio are cross-plotted in
Figures-21 and 22. Channel width is a sensitive function of Pc for RP-1 at
MR- 1. The data indicate less sensttJ-vtty of channel width to both MRand
Pc at higher mixture ratios.
The broader feasibility range for oxygen cooling, as
shownin Figure 22, indicates a similar but somewhatlower sensitivity of
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Ill, B, Thermal Oestgn (cont.)
1+ A graphic illustration of the relationship of fabrica-
tion technology to the regenerative cooling capabilities of oxygen is shown
tn Figure 23. The upper panel depicts the approximate operating ltmit_tlors
for a conventional channel width of 0.076 cm (0°030 in.). Only at MR 5does aW cooling capability exist, and this only at the maximumthrust and at
_ low Pc.
Design feasibility is greatly enhancedif the channel
' minimumwidth ltmit is reduced to 0.025 cm (0.010 in.}, assumedachievable !) wtth a relatively modest.investment in technology development. At MR- 5,operation at a thrust of 4448N (1000 lbF) is practical at all chamberpres-sures. At 1779N (400 lbF), the upper Pc limit is about 5615 kPa (800 psia),
": while a thrust of 445N (100 lbF) can be obtained at Pc's near 689 kPa (100
i psla). As the mixture ratio ts reduced, the operating mapbecomesmorerestricted but still encompassesa broad range at the lowest MR.
For a minimumchannel width of 0.013 cm (0.005 in.),
considered the lowest constraint on size based on filtration limitations, the
operatingmap coversmost of the studyrange. The minimumthrustdesigns
becomeprogressivelyless feasiblewlth decreasingmixtureratlo. The
obviouslimitationfor thls expandedcapabilitymap Is the increaseddlffl-
culty anticipatedin fabricatingreproduciblechannelsto thisdimension.
_+ The equlvalentillustrationfor RP-I coolantchannels
is givenin Figure24. Increased-coolingcapabilitYis predictedas minimum --
channelwidth is successivelydecreasedfrom0.076 to 0.025 to 0.013 cm
(0.030to 0.010 to 0.005in.). However,this improvementis limitedto
MR - I, withonly limitedcapabili_ shownat hi£hermixtureratiosfor thei.
! 0.013-cm(O.O05_n.)minimumchannelwidth. --
I 4. Dual-PropellantReBeneratlveCoollnBResults(Fueland
k Selected input data and calculated res+llts for dual-
_ regenerative cooling are presented in Table VII. RP-1 cools the nozzle from
the radiationattachpointarea ratioto _ = 6:1,assumedto be a practlcal
locationfor manlfoldlng.Oxygenservesas the coolantfromthispointto
the dlscha_gemanifoldat the injector.
Of the six dual-regen cases studied, three analyses included
both RP-I and oxygen in terms of all system parameters (_P, channel width,
discharge temperature, etc.). For the remaining cases, a complete analysts
was perfomed only for the oxygen-cooled section which sustains both the max-
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k Figure 23. Sensitivity of Required H_ntmumCoolant Channel
: W_dth to Chamber Pressure, Hixture Ratio, and Thrust
for Oxygen Regenerative Cooltng of LO2/RP-1 Engines
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_! _ _ kP____a.- kea nlE_._* __ °_.K - see c_ cWcm
i 2-1-4/F0 2 446 2758 F 6205 2.25 0.76 3266 1.853 315.6
0 6205 2.25 0,76 13.10 3266 1.853 315.5 20 0,0081/0.163 0.0152/0,163 8.05
2-1-5/F0 3447 F 6791 1,97 0.16 3282 1.862 315.7 .
0 6791 1.97 0.76 16-75 3282 1.862 315.7 20 0.0079/0,157 0.015510.157 8,66
- 0-10/F0 4 8 6894 9652 1.40 ,0 35 327 . 71 32,9 8.
0 9652 1.40 0.0635 8"00 3327 1,671 332.9 20.,30. 0.0201/0,602 0,0284/0,526 17,9_
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_- 5-1-10/F0 5 446 6894 F 9652 1.40 - 3514 2,124 299,6 -
0 9652 1,40 0.0635 37.54 3514 2,124 299.6 _. 0.010210.203 0.0254i0.485 6.48
I 5-4-10/F0 1J29 6894 F- 9652 1.40 35]4
0 6952 1.40 0.0635 9.40 3514 2,127 305.9 20. 0,022930.462 0.0305_0,611 12.14
D
';I. *n - nozzle
t - throat
b - barrel
**t_hen two numbersare 91ven, the first refers to throat d/w,
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IH, 8, Thermal Bestgn (cant.)
the barrel. An energy balance was sufficient to detemtne the RP-1 discharge
temperature.
The results of the dual-regen analyses are tncluded in
Figures 9 through 20. Typical results are displayed for Case Code2-10-10/F0
[MR - 2, F - 4448N (1000 lbF), Pc - 6894 kPa (1000 psta)]. If the data from
the single-regen oxygencooling are comparedwith the oxygen portion of the
dual-regen system, the following results are obtained. Wtth the dual-
cooltng, the oxygen A° (Figure g) is decreased from 1595 to 1358 kPe {231,3
to 197 psta); L' (Figure 15) ts significantly increased from 12.32 to 17.98
cm (4.85 to 7.08 in.); as+a result of the increased L' which can be cooled,
the outlet temperature (Ftgure 17) ts Increased from 333 to 373"K (140.2 to
212°F); and mtntmumchannel wtdth (Ftgure 18) ts Increased from 0.0185 to
0.0201 cm (0.0073 to 0.0079 in.). In addition, the temperature of the RP-Z--
to the injector is Increased from 289 to 356°K (60 to 180°F), improving
atomization and vaporization. These results should be reflected in an
increased Isp and in decreased pumppower requirements.
5. Thermal Conclusions for LOX/RP-1Cooling
The primaryconclusion to be drawn fromthis analytical
studyIs that the narrow,highaspectratioZr-Cucoolingchannelshavefar
more favorablecoolingcapabilitiesthan thoseachievablewithcurrentcon-
ventlonalchanneldesignsfor enginesof relativelylow thrustand chamber
pressure. At thrustlevelsbetween445 and 4448N(100and 1000IbF), chamber
pressuresfrom689 to 6894kPa (100to I000 psla),and mixtureratiosfrom I
through 5, the fuel RP-1 has been demonstrated to have somecooling capabtl-
it# (thoughllmited)on the F-Pc-HRoperatingmap. In contrast,use of
oxygenas a coolantprovidesa much broaderrangeof parameters.For the
LOX/RP-1propellantcombination,regenerativecoollng(RP-I,L02,or RP-I
and LO2) has been shownto be adequate at pressures below 3447 EPa (500
psla). Thermal liners becomenecessary tn someF Pc-MRranges above°3447 kPa(500 psta) and at low thrust. For the remaining regions on the lower thrust
Pc-MRmaps, cooltng augmentation such as ftlm cooltng ts needed.
P The analysis matrices for the three thrust levels studied
_= are given in Figures 25, 25, and 27. The design points are coded to indicate
I results, and boundary lines have been sketched to showthe approximate extentof cooling concept applicability. Regions are defined by the design pointcodes.
The data of Figure 25 at F - 4448N (1000 lbF) for single-
regen RP-1 indicate a low MRregion where regen cooling ts practical. An
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limited,a thermal11nerin the barrelcan be used to lengthenL' for a part
of thisregion.However, a zero or negativecylindricalsuctionlengthwas
determinedfor somepoints,obviatlngany linerusage.
Oxygenas a single-regencoolantcan be satisfactorilyused
over the entirePc-MRmap at F= 4448N (1000IbF). Dual.-regencoolingis
applicableto reduceoxygenpressuredropand to raisethe RP-I temperature
to the injector.
At 177g_ (400IbF),the slngle-r_genRP-I results,shownin
Figure26, are similarto thoseof Figure25 for F = 4448N (1000IbF). Oxy-__
gen sinDle-regencoolingis adequateat all MR's at Pc's of 400 and below,
but is marginalat 6894 kPa (IO00psia)at MR - 5 and inadequateat 6Bg4 kPa
(1000psla)at MR _ 4. However,dual-regencoolingachievescoolingfeasl--
bllityfor thesepoints. C-.;Ingcapabilitycould not be dem(_e_J;rated
lowerMR's at high Pc's.
The trendsinitiatedin Figure26 at 1779N(400IbF) are
intensified_t F - 4448N (100IbF),as shownin Figure27. The feasible
slngle-regenRP-I regionis somewhatsmaller,as is the slngle-regenoxygen
coolingregion. As before,the use of dual-regencoollngincreasesthe Pc
levelfor which coolingcan be achieved.
Designcalculatlonsat the pointsindicatedby an "X" were
not achievabledue to numericalproblemswhere very largepressureor temp-
eratureg]'adlentswere computedor where channelwidthsbelow0.005cm (0.002
in.)were required. For thesepoints,calculatlonalfailureis equlvaleatto
conceptfailureas no designfeasibilityexists.
In summation,the net resultsof the Task Ill studyare
shownin Figure28 which providesF-Pc-MRoperatlngmaps delineatingcooling
concr_tareas. Some formof regenerativecoolingis shown to be applicable
or( :_stof the study range;however,coolingaugmentationis requiredover
a l_,._.t_dregion.
6. AdditionalRemarksPertainin_to ChamberGas-SideWall
Tblcknessano _bannel_eometr_a¢ LOW l_rust
The preliminaryTask Ill studieshad showna significant
improvementIn heat-fluxtransformationat low Pc'swith increasingwall
thickness. These analyses considered a gas-stde wall thickness of 0.76 cm
(0.3 in.)at Pc's through2758kPa (400psla). At the highergas-sldeflux
levels associated wtth high Pc operation, the wall thickness was generally
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Figure 28. Thrust/Chamber Pressure/Mixture Ratto Operating L1mtts for




The effect of increasing wall thickness Is Illustrated tn Figure 29. Figure
30 (for the throat of an LO2/RP-1 thruster operating at a mixture ratio of
2.0) showsthe wall thickness required to maintain a 222QK(400°F) tempera-
ture dlfferenttal across the wall us a functton of Pc while maintaining a
maximumsurface temperature of 811°K (IO00°F). Curves are given for vartous
thrust levels. For practical considerations, these curves cannot be used
directly, but they do provlde rough guidelines for estimating wall thick-
nesses required for thts study.
In general, a channel aspect ratio {depth/width) of 8:1 was
utilized at the lower Pc's where flux levels were lower and transformation
requtroments were less, thus reducing the demandon fabrication technolo_y.
At the higher _c values and where pressure drops were unacceptable, an aspect
ratl_ of 20:1 was nomally considered. The criteria used to select the mtnt-
mumland size of 0.064 cm (0.025 in.) are showntn Figure 31o
C.- PERFO_ANCESENSITIVITY
A parametric performance analysis was conducted to determine the
delivered performance of engines using oxidizer, fuel, and oxidizer + fuel(oual propellant) regenerative cooltng.
The parametric operating points investigated are as follows:
Thrust {F), N (lbF) 445,1779,4448
(100, 400, lO00)
ChamberPressure (Pc), kPa (psta) 689,2758,6894
(I00, 400, 1000)
Mtxture Raulo (MR) 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
The propellants were LOX/RP-1, and the area expansion ratio was ftxed at
400:1 for all cases. Attainable combustion chamberlengths (L'), based on
cooling limits, propellant temperatures, and contraction ratios (_c), were
predetermined from themal analyses. The chamber length and contraction
ratto data and the results of the parametric performance.analyses are listed
tn Table VIII. Figures 32 to 40 are cross-plots showing the Influence of
mixture ratio, thrust, and chamberpressure on predicted I:p. The peak per-
fomance and cooling schemesfor various F/Pc combtnat:_s are Identified tn
Table IX. The data contained tn Figures 32, 33, and 34 >howthe delivered
specific impulse as a function of mtxture ratio cooling schemeand chamber
pressure for thrust levels of 445, 1779, 4448N i100, 400, and 1000 lbF),
respectively. These data show the following:
• Wtth LOX/RP-1, performance of all cooling concepts decreases
raptdly below a mixture ratio of 2.0.
65
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MR = 3.0 MR = 3.0 MR = 3.5
4448 (I000) FuelRegen Ox Regen Ox Regen
Isp = 337 Isp = 354 Isp = 35]
MR = 2.0 MR = 3.0 MR = l.O
1779 (400) FuelRegen Ox Regen Fuel Regen
Isp = 330 Isp = 346 Isp = 260*
MR = 2.0 MR = 3.0 MR _ l.O *
445 (lO0) Ox Regen Ox Regen FuelRegen
Isp = 31_ Isp = 330 Isp = 259
689 (lO0) 2758 (400) 6894 (I000)
ChamberPressure,kPa (psia)
*Only MR consideredwhere coolingsolutionwas found





o Performance also decreases at mixture ratios greater titan
3.0, except for the 4448N/6894 kPa (1000 lbF/iO00 psta)
(F/Pc) case.
:111_/ o Fuel-regenerative cooling is only attractive from a perform-
ance standpoint at low chamberpressure 689 kPa (100 psla)
_;+ and mid [177gN (400 lbF)] to htgh [4448N (1000 lbF)] thrust
levels, with attainable peak Isp values of 330-340 seconds.
At other_ conditions, the chamberL' that is dictated by
i_. cooling requirements is too short for reasonable combustion
T_+ efftdency.
o Oxtdtzer regeneratively cooled engines can be designed for
use tn an O/F range from 2 to 5 and a thrust range from
445-4448N (100-1000 IUF) at chamber pressures from 689-2758
,_ kPa (tO0-4OOpsla),with attainablepeak Isp valuesof 315.,t
" to-354 seconds.
o High [6894 kPa (1000 psia)] chamberpressure operation is
possible wtth oxidizer or dual-regenerative co01tng, but
only at htgher thrust levels (_4448N/1000 lbF)_ The attain-
able Isp for this case is 360 seconds.




The predicted delivered specific tmpulse.(tspO£L .) was




(n2O), loss due to the thrust decrement within the boundary layer, and loss
due tO film coollng.
A computer program had previously been developed to help
facilitate parametric analysts by representing each loss mechartismin a SUb-
routinewlth the appropriatedatabase.
DuringTask I, a Prlem vaporizationmodel and an empirical
mixtng loss correlation for LOX/RP-1were Incorporated into a subroutine
which enabledthe ERE to be internallycalculated.The vaporizationmodel
was calibratedusing datafromthe NASA-LeRCOFO tripletengl(tes(NASATH
7931g). IsPoo£ and IsPooK data were obtained through the Two-Dimensional
Kinetics Program (TDK), Reference 4, and were tabulated over a range of con-






i The kinetic e ftciency was obtained by comparing the one-
dimensional kinetic spec!ftc tmpuls_ (IsPOOK) to the %spODEinK =IsPoOK/IsPoOE). The two dimensional efficiency was obtained from charts
which gave the n2D for optimumRao nozzles, as described in Reference 5.
These charts were then tabulated 1_ facilitate their use in the performance
program. The performance loss due to boundary layer development was obtained
by implementing the turbulent boundary layer chart procedures also given tn
Reference 5. These procedures were modified to incorporate the results of
the BLIMPanalysts performed tn Task I. The boundary layer efficiency was
cal_culated by assuming an adiabatic wall and propellants at the tank
enthalpy. Past analyseshad shownthis approachto be quicker,and to result
in the sameefficiencyas the more rigorousmethodof calculatingthe
enthalpyloss to the regencoolant,than findinga new IsPODEby usingthe
increased.propellantenthalpy.
The performancemodel used alsoincludeda subroutineto
calculatefilm-coollngefficiency,If required. The film-coollngefficiency
was calculatedby ratlolngthe mass-welghtedperformancefor the core and
coolantstreamtubesby the performa_ceat the injectormixtureratio. The
performancemathematicalmodeling(lossaccounting),shownIn Figure41, is
consistentwith the JANNAFsimplifiedproceduresspecifiedin CPIA 246.
Designand operatingguidelineswere based on previoustask investigations
and are shown in Figure42.
2. AttainableIsp for RP-I Re)eneratlwCooling
Fuel-regenerativecoolingcan be successfullyappliedto
most operatingpointsinvolvinglow chamberpressureand mid to highthrust.
At low mixtureratio(MR = I), fuel-regeneratlvecoolingmay be usedover the
entire chamber pressure and thrust range: however, the attainable delivered
_ecific Im)ulseis low (247 to 260 sec).
When usingfuel-regeneratlvecoolingat low chamberpressure
I and mixtureratiosgreaterthan 1, shortcombustionchamberlengths(L')arerequiredto limitthe propellantheat pickupin order to preventcoklngInthe coolingchannels. These shortchamberlengthslimit performanceby
) restricting the time for fuel vaporization, even whenconsideration is given
f to the effect of not RP-1 (450"K/350°F) supplied to the injector. The allow-able reg n ra¢tvely cooled length, and hence engine L', te d t tncrease w_th
increasing thrust. As can be seen tn Figure 35, thts results in improved
i performanceat higherthrust. At a mixtureratioof 2, thrusttncreas!n9from 445 to 4448N (100 to 1000 lbF) improved performance by 10%, increasing
thrust from 445 to 4448N (100 to 1000 lbF) increased performance 3,5% and
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Ill, C, Perfomance Sensltlvi_ (cont,)
_ At this mixture ratio, performance was effectively constant over the entire
thrust range but averaged 20-25% lower than that of the higher-mixture-ratio,
oxtdlzer_ooled cases.
As seen in Figures 35, 36, and 37, fuel-regenerative cooling
at mixture ratios of 2 and above does not offer any significant perfomance
advantage over oxidizer-regenerative cooling and is only viable over limited
ranges of low chamberpressure, high thrust, and mtxture ratio. Thls same
conclusion ts evldent from the cross-plotted_data of Figures 38 through 40.
Use of a thermal liner in the cylindrical chamberallows for
increases in the chaznberlength.for the sametotal fuel- heat pickup and
thereby provides someperformance improvement at low thrust. Performance
data-for chamberswith and without a thermal liner are presented in Table X.
Inclusion of a chamber thermal liner improved performance
from 7%for the low-thrust case to less than 0,3% at high thrust. The ltr_r
impacts perfomance less at htgh thrust because the ortgtnal L' ts in the
asymptotic region of the ERE-versus-L' curve. Task I parametrlcs indicated
the "knee" of the EREoversus-L' curve to be at approximately 10.16 cm (4
I- in.), as showntn Figure 43.
t 3. Attainable Isp for Ox_y_enRegenerative Coolln_
The thermal analyses determined that oxtdtzer regenerattvely
cooled engines are feasible except In the highest-Pc, low- to mid-thrust
range. Generally, the cooling properties of oxygenallowed longer and larger
cooltng channels than attainable wtth the use of RP-I, resulting in longer
chamberlengths and increased residence time for propellant vaportzatlon.
However, the lack of fuel preheating with oxidizer-only cooling slows the
fuel vaporization and reduces the delivered performance. For the low-Pc, mid-
to high-thrust operating points, the performance attained in using oxidizer-
regenerative cooling was within 1¢ of that for fuel-regenerative cooling (see
Figures 33 and 34).
I; The oxidizer cooling results, shown in Figure 35, tndtcatethat, at low Pc, perfomance will tncrease 5 to 7%as thrust ts increased
I from 445 to 4448N (100 to 1000 lbF). A 7 to 11%performance increase ts
_ indicated for the mid-Pc cond|tfon (2758 kPa/400 psta) as can be seen from
P_, Figure 36. Tht_ increase tn performance with increasing thrust is again due
. to increases tn engine chamberL', The limited applicability of regenera-
i ttvely cooled concepts at htgh Pc (6894 kPa/IO00 psia) ts Illustrated by thedata contained in Figure 37. These data showthat oxidizer-regenerative









F Pc L' Isp L' Isp A Isp
.N (IbF) kPa (psia) MR cm (in.) cm _in.) %
445 (100) 689 (100) 2.0 4.06 (1.60) 303.4 I0.80 (4.25) 325.2 7.2%
1779 (400) 2758 (400) 2.0 6.04 (2.38) 33L3 10.80 (4.25) 342.3 3.3%
689 (100) 2.0 I0.77(4.24) 330.1 14.83 (5.84) 331.3 0.4%
3.0 7.49 (2.95 325.7 14.83(5.84) 333.9 2.5%
4.0 7.44 (2.93 315.1 14.83 (5.84) 320.4 1.7%
5.0 7.42(2.92 303.5 14.83 (5.84) 307.5 1.3%
4448 (I000) 689 (I00) 3.0 14.30(5.63 337.1 18.31 (7.21) 337.5 0.1%
4.0 12.22(4.81 322.3 18.31(7.21) 323.2 0.3%




Ill,C, Perfomance SensltlvlU (cont.)
The wider applicability range of oxidizer as opposedto fuel
regenerattvely cooled engines t s evident tn the data presented in Figures 35
through 40. In general, the perfomance of an oxtdlzer regenerattvely cooled
engine tends to increase with increasing chamberpressure and thrust level. --
As shownfn Figure 40, an exception to this trend is at the highest thrust
level (4448N/1000 lbF) where the peak perfomance, for somemixture ratios,
ts achieved at chamberpressures of 2758-4136 kPa (400-600 psia). This peak
performance for the high-thrust case occurs at less than the maximumchamber
pressure due to the mixing and vaporization influences on the energy release
efficiency which evolve from the element density and contraction ratio design
criteria selected.
As Pc increases, the throat area decreases and, since a
constant contraction ratio (8.0) Is used, chamberdiameter and the numberof
injector elements also decrease. The chamberdiameter ranges from 17.8 cm (7
in.) at Pc = 689 kPa (100 psia) to 5.08 cm (2 in.) at Pc = 6894 kPa (1000
psta). At these small chamberdiameters, fringe e_fects with their detri-
mental influence on mixing efficiency becomemore predominant, Thus. the ERE
dec,'eases, resulting tn lower performance at high Pc. Thts trend ts also
evident tn the data of Ftgure 34. In future analyses, an alternate approach
could be to fncrecse-contractton ratio wtth chamber pressure.
i 4. Attainable Isp for Dual-Propellant Regenerative Coolln_
At severaloperatingpoints,regenerativecoollr,g wlth a
singlecoolant(eitheroxidizeror fuel)was not practical,or the allowable
chamberL' was too short. To operateefficientlyat theseconditions,bothpropella4ts(dual regenerativecooling)are neededto cool the engine. Per-
formancewas predictedfor the three dual-regenerativecases givenIn Table
VII|. As can be-seen, dual-regeneratlve as opposedto oxtdtzer.-re9enerativecooling increases perfomance by 2% for the low thrust, mid Pc case and by 3%
for the high-thrust, high-Pc case. These increases in perfomance result
ffo_increasesIn allowableengineL' and fuelIn_ectlontemperature;both
)_ effects increase fuel vaporization efficiency.
I The above results indicate that peffomance will benefit
from heating the fuel whenoxidizer-regenerative cooling Is used. Additional
i studies were perfomed to detemtne howmuchthe perfomance could be
I improved by heatt,_g the fuel for selected maxtmally-perfomtng oxidizer-
regenerative cases. Table XI lists the results of this analyses. For the









F Pc MR Isp Isp Alsp
N (IbF) kPa (psia) Ox Regen DualRegen* %
4451(100) 2758 (400) 2 311.2 -326.9 5%
3 329.5- 344.8 5%
4 316.9 336.0 6%
]779 (400) 2758 (400) 2 338.9 344.2 2%
3 345.8 355.6 3%
4 333.1 344.8 4%
4448 (lO00) 2758 (400) 2 345.2 347.0 1%
3 . 353.8 360.5 2%
4 340.4 --347.4 2%
5 325.4 .. 331.4 2%
4448 (1000)689_(1000) 2 334.8 340.9 2%
3 348.9 354.8 2%
4 347.5 352.6 I%





For these cases, the fuel temperature was assumedto be
422°K (300°F). Heat required to ratse the fuel temperature was assumedto be
obtalnable by running the fuel through the nozzle skirt which would ordinar-
ily be radlatton-cooled. Further analyses need to be dona on the thermal
_=: feasibility of this approach and on the weight penalties which may be
incurred,
5+ .performancesumar_ for LOX/RP-1
_k_ Significant perfomance advantages have been identified as
being attalnable whenoxygen regenerative cooltng is considered. The oxygen
cooling eliminates the need for extensive fuel film-cooling and the associ-
ated loss tn performance Identified in previous studies, In past cases, the
film-cooling requirements were dictated by the cold [561°K (550°F_ chamber
wa33s needed to prevent coking.
Further improvements in attainable Isp (up to 5%) have been
Identified for the dual-regenerative cooling concept over oxidizer-only
cooltng.
The aboveconclusions are unique to low-thrust, high-
pressure engines. The results are heavtly Influenced by the design criteria
selected for chambercontraction ratio, element size, and densLty.
The resulting unusually large contraction ratios (¢c • 8
to 30), and the.known but not fully predictable interaction of ¢c on mixingefficiency, gas side soot deposition, and the gas side heat transfer coeffl-
ctent, makeexperimental verification of these anally.
gO
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IV, RESULTSOF PARAMETRICSTUDIESFORLOX/HYDROGENA. SUMHARY
Thts sectton documentsthe LOX/hydrogenportton of the Task IV
I ana]yses to detem|ne the extent of applicability of regenerative coollng forLO2/LH2engin s at thrust lev ls rangtn9 from 445 to 4448N (100 to I000
F_ lbF), _hamberpressures from 689 to 6894 kPa (100 to 1000 psla), and mtxturerattos fr_n 2 to 8. The prtma_ effort considered NBPpropellants. A 11m-Ired ev;luatton was also madeof the effect of added enthalpy from a source
externai to the engtne _stem for LOz/LH2.
__ Delivered spectftc tmpulse values were computedfor ¢ - 400:1
= ustng simplified JN4NAFtechlques and tncluded the effects on energy release
ii¢,-- efficiency of propellant vaporization and mtxtng deftned In AppendtxA. All
performance values were based uponspectflc engtne destgns end conftgurat|ons
whlch were found to be vtable on the basts o_ the above-thermal analyses.
As tn Task IIl, etther single-propellant or dual-propellant
coollng could be uttllzed, an_ channel fabrication technology was not 11mtteJ
by current capabilities.
The study results of the LO2/LH2 propellant systemshow that
hydrogencoollng ts feastble over the complete thrust/chamber pressure regton
of |nterest. For the most part, channel destgn parameters requtre only
modestadvancementstn fabrication technology.
EnthalW addltlon of the LO2/LH2 results tn an additional but
manageablethermal load to the hydrogen regenerative coolant. The addttlonal
energy results In a need for narrower coollng channels but tmproves the spe-
cific impulse up to 2.3_ at an HR of 8 and 16.5_ at an HRof 2.
B. THERH_-DESIGN
1. Scopeand Analytical Basts
! The analytical destgn methodology employed.in TaSk III for
the LO2/RP-1 system (documentedtn AppendtxA) was uttltzed In continuing
the design studtes for LO2/LH2.
The study envelope for the LOz/LH2 analyses was as
. follows:





i IV, B, Thermal Design (cont.): ChamberPressure, Pc 689 kPa (100 psla) _ Pc _ 6894 kPa(1000 psla)
Mixture Ratio, O/F 4 < MR< 8 NBPPropellants
2 _ MR_ 8 Heated Propellants
ChamberMaterial - Zirconium_CopperAlloy
Performance parameters, design guidelines, and thermocheml-
cal/gas dynamic parameters were the sameas discussed in Section III.B,1,
except for design guidelines specj_ftc to hydr._Lgen.
° Coolant Pressure Drop
L02 and LHz Z$P_ 1724 kPa (250 psta)
° MaximumBulk Temperature
L02 Tb Z 394°K (250°F)
LH2 Nonedirectly (outlet temperature limited only
i by _P). o MaximumGas-Side Wall Temperatur_
LO2 and LH2 Tw9_ 811°K (IO00°F)
° MaximumCoolant-Side Wall Temperature
LO2 Tw _ 5Bg°K (600OF)
LH2 None directly
The pressuredrop limitationwas basedon power-balance
considerationsfor typicalenginecycles. The coolantbulktemperaturelimit
k. for oxygenwas basedon the reactionratesfor copperoxidation. Hydrogen
! was not assigned a bulk temperature limit as a coolant. The gas-side copper
wall temperature was limited to values consistent with a cycle life of 20
t cycles and long hold-times at operating temperature. Copper oxidation wasthe sole constraining factor on coolant-side w ll temperature.
: 2. Analysis Me_thodology
,, For the LO2/LH2 coolant combination, tt was anticipated






IV, B, Thermal Design (cont,)
interest and that no recourse to oxygen cooling would be necessary. This
pre-assessment of.cooling capabilities led to the following logtc fo_the
performance of the thermal analysis:
a. The LO_/LH2 system was analyzed at three values of
thrust [445, 1779, and 4448N-(100, 400 and 1000 lbF)] for each of three mix-
ture ratios (4, 6, and &) and each of three chamber pressures [689, 2758, and
6894 kP_ (IO0, 400, and I000 psia)], These analyseswere performedfor
"slngle-regen"coolingwith hydrogen-asthe coolant. The chamberwas assumed
to be regenerativelycooled from the point at which a radiation-coolednozzle
extensioncan be attached(or from an area ratio of 6:1 if the attachpoint
ratio is less than 5:I) to the injectorin a single-passcounterflowconfig-
uration.
b. In the event hydrogencould not be demonstrateda_ a
feasibleregenerativecoolantat any designpoint noted above, analyseswith
oxygenas the coolantwould be performed. "Dual-regen"cooling,definedas
using both propellantsas coolantsin seri_s,was to b_ utilizedonly if
coolingwith a singlepropellantproved to be unfeasible. !i
3. HydrogenRegenerativeCooltn_ Results ii
As anticipated, hydrogen was shown to b_ a feasible coolant
over the completeF-Pc range of interest,thus no analysesfor oxygencooling
were performed. Selectedinput data and calculatedresultsfor coolingwith
hydrogenare given in Table XII. (Table nomenclatureis definedin Table
VI.) Significantresultsare displayedIn Figures 44 through55. Data
points cot shown In completedetail In this thermalsectionhad been foun_ to
be completelyfeasiblein prior studies(Ref. I) with the use of existing
technology. For example,In Figure44, the two lower operatingpressures
have low A° valuesand utilizestandardchannelsizes. The hlohestA°
represents_ _aslgnpoint which has been made possibleby the use of a larger
contractionratio and smallerchannels.
a. CoolantPressureDrop
Cooltng channel pressure drops for NBPhydrogen as a
stngle-regen coolant are shown in Figures 44 through 46 as a function of
mixture ratio for thrusts of 4448, 1779, and 445N (1000, 400, and 100 lbF),
respectively. Pressuredrop is low, even at the highestpressureand low
thrust,and is relativelyinsensitiveto thrust. The maximum_P occursat a





COOLINGWITH NBP HYDROGENWITH LO2_
(SingleRegen)
Co_ie F Pc Coolant Pln Pin/Pc twa11 CR CF** Isp** d/w* L' rt rch cA aP Tb, in
MR N kPa kPa - cm sec cm cm cm kPa °K
4-1-1/F 4 445 689 F 2068 3.000 0.76 8.00 1.8223 440.7 4,2 17.98 1.062 3.002 6.00 0.69 22.3
4-1-4/F 2758 F 3894 1.412 0.076 12.90 1.8268 444.3 6.3 13.08 0.531 1.905 18.26 27.6 23.3
4-1-10/F 6894 F 9479 1.375 0.0635 33.28 1.8673 455.2 4 10.59 0.332 1.912 45.99 58.6 28.6
4-4-4/F 1779 2758 F. 3894 1.412 0.76 8.00 1.8536 450.8 4 17.98 1.052 2.977 11.32 7.58 23.3
4-4-10/F 6894 F 9479 1.375 0.0635 8.32 _.8792 458.1 4 14.55 0.660 1.908 33.50 45.5 28.6
4"10-10/F 4448 6894 F 94?9 1.375 0.0635 8.00 1.8813 468.6 4 17.98 1.044 2.954 46.86 68.9 28.6
6-1-1/F 6 445 689 F 2068 3.000 0.76 8.0 1.9494 439.4 4,2 17.98 1.026 2.903 6.00 2.07 22.3
6-1-4/F 2758 F 3894 1.412 0.76 14.06 1.9504 446.4 6 13.08 0.513 1.923 26.30 8.27 23.3
6-1-4/F 2758 F 3894 1.412 0.76 14.06 1.9504 446.4 4 13.08 0.513 1.923 26.30 14,5 23.3
6-1-10/F 6894 F 9479 1,375 0.0635 35,15 1.9891 459.1 4 10.59 0,322 1.905 65.42 173.7 28.6
6-4o4/F 1779 2756 F 3894 1.412 0.76 8.00 1.9783 452.8 4 17.78 1.019 2.883 16.72 8.27 23.3
5-4-10/F 6894 F 9479 1.375 0.0635 9.00 2.0012 461.9 4 14.55 0.640 1.923 45.43 90.3 28.6
6-10-10/F 4448 6894 F 94?9 1.375 0.0635 8.00 2.0034 462.4 4 17.7s; 1.013 2.863 59.80 72.4 28.6
8-1-1/F 8 445 689 F 2068 3.000 0.76 8.00 1.9936 416.2 4 17.78 1.016 2.870 6.00 0 22.3
8-1-4/F 2758 F 3894 1.412 0.76 14.20 2.0085 427.0 4 13.08 0.505 1.905 23.97 8.96 23.3
0-1o10/F 6894 F 9479 1.375 0.0635 36.51 2.0663 443.9 4 10.59 0.315 1.905 61.68 159.9 28.6
8-4-4"r 1779 2758 F 3894 1.4t2 :'). 76 8.00 2.0377 433.2 4 17.78 1.003 2.840 15.28 5.51 23.3
8-4-10/Y 6894 F 3894 1.375 0.0635 9.00 2.0784 446.5 4 14.55 0.629 1.887 42.69 72.4 28.6
8-10-I0/F 4448 6894 F 3894 1.375 0.0635 6.00 2.0802 446.9 4 17.78 0.993 2.809 54.63 413.9 28.6
_When two numbers are given, the first refers to throat d/w. while the second refers to barrel d/w
**Employed for propellant flowrate detemlnatton of throat sizing









aP Tb, tn Tb,out_ _Tb kw/m2 °K Q8, max Qc, max Ratto wtd _ w/d No. of
kPa °K °K °K x 10.3 kw/m2 _ d/w cm]_ cmJ_ Channels
0,69 22.3 256 233 2924 5965 1030 0.1438/0.575 0.2654/0.737 55
27.6 23.3 287 263 8148 20,362 4559 0.0438/0.264 0.0493/0,295 75
58.6 28.6 276 245 19,503 41,819 19,823 0.0424/0.168 0.1562/0.625 23
7.58 23.3 202 178 6854 14,446 5393 0.rj940/0.376 0.2037/0.815 72
45.5 28.6 247 216 14.884 32,014 11,848 0.0876/0.351- 0.140/0.559 30
68.9 28,6 225 195 28,004 59,877 27,046 0.1013/0.405 0.2029/0.796 42
2.07 22.3 336 314 2492 6128 1030 0.1138/0.455 0.1140/0.137 63
8.27 23.2 402 379 8707 22,437 4788 0,0323/0.193 0.0970/0.582 84
14.5 23.3 402 379 8707 22,437 5867 0.343/0.137 0.1013/0.406 82
173.7 28.6 403 373 18,061 48,470 26,147 0.0299/0.120 0.101610.406 26
8.27 23.3 281 258 6236 15,064 4461 0.762/0.305 0.1527/0.610 80
90.3 28.6 345 315 12,943 34,841 20,052 0,0688/0.276 0,1006/0.401 33
72.4 28.5 310 280 20,209 53,880 21,212 0.08_9/0.356 0.1491/0.597 44
0 22.3 349 327 2112 5180 850 0.1163/0.465 0.2068/0.828 62
8.96 23.3 426 404 7442 19,757 5066 0.0366/0.1455 0.0980/0.394 80
159.9 28.6 432 402 15,973 44,548 25,265 0.0254/0.3212 0.0855/0.381 26
5,51 23.3 299 276 5413 14,397 4151 0.0813/0.325 0.1529/0.612 77
72.4 28.6 373 343 11.413 31,89g 17.421 0.0660/0.2644 0.0953/0.381 34
48.9 28,5 263 297 16,444 45,529 16,832 0,0899/0.360 0.144610.579 43
"2_
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Code F Pc Coolant -Ptn Ptn/Pc twa11 CR CF** CA TbIsp** d/w* L' rt rch ^p Tb,in
HA tbF psta _ in. sec in. in. in. - _._ °F
4-1-1/F 4 100 100 F 300 3.000 0.3 8.00 1.8223 440.7 4.2 7.08 0.418 1.182 6.00 0.1 -419.8 -C
4ol-4/F 400 F 064.8 1.412 0.3 12.90 1.8268 444.3 6,3 5.15 0.209 0.750 18.26 4.0 -418.0 5_
4-1-10/F 1000 F 1375 1.375 0.025 33.28 1.8673 455.2 4 4.17 0.131 0.753 45.99 8.5 ~405.6 3(
4-4-4/F 400 400 F 564.8 1.412 0.3 8.00 1.8536 450.8 4 7.08 0.414 1.172 11.32 1.1 -418.0 -_
4-4-10/F 1000 F 1375 1.375 0.025 8.32 1.8792 458.1 4 5.73 0.260 0.751 33.50 6.6 -405.6 -]
4-10o10/F 1000 1000 F 1375 1.375 0.025 8.00 1.8813 458.6 4 7.08 0.411 1.163 46.86 10.0 -405.6 -(
6-1-1/F 6 100 100 F 300 3.000 0.3 8.0 1.9494 439.4 4,2 7.08 0.404 1.143 6.00 0.3 -419.8 14
6-1-4/F 400 F 564.8 1.412 0.3 14.06 1.9504 446.4 6 5.15 0.202 0.757 26.30 1.2 -418.0 2(
6-1-4/F 400 F 564.8 ].412 0.3 14.06 1.9504 446.4 6 5.15 0.20E" 0.757 26.30 2.1 -418.0 2(
- 6-1-10/F 1000 F 1375 1.375 0.025 35.15 1.9891 459.1 4 4.17 0.127 0.750 65.42 25.Z -405.6 2(
-- 6-4-4/F 400 400 F 564.8 1.412 0.3 8.00 1.9783 452.8 4 7.08 0 401 1.135 16.72 1.2 -4]8.0 4(
6-4-10/F 1000 F 1375 1.375 0.025 9.00 2.0012 461.9 4 5.73 0.252 0.757 45.43 13.1 -405.6 |(
6-10-10/F 1000 1000 F 1375 1.375 0.025 8.00 2.0034 462.4 4 7.08 0.399 ] .127 59.80 1.0.5 -405.6 g_
8-1-1/F 8 100 100 F 300 3.000 0.3 8.00 1.9936 416.2 4 7.08 0.400 1.130 6.00 0.0 -419.8 |(
8-1-4/F 400 F 564.8 1.412 0.3 14.20 2.0085 427.0 4 5.15 0.199 0.750 23.97 1.3 -41`8.0 3{
:. 8-1-10/F 1000 F 1375 1.375 0.025 36.51 2.0663 443.9 4 4.17 0.124 0.750 61.68 23.2 -405.6 31
. 8-4-4/F 400 400 F 564.8 1.412 0.3 0.00 2.0377 433.2 4 7.08 0.395 1.118 15.28 0.8 -418.0 7,[
8-4-10/F 1000 F 1375 1.375 0.025 9.00 2.0784 446.5 4 5.73 .248 0.743 42.69 10.5 -405.6 2]
8-10-10/F 1000 1000 F 1375 1.375 0.025 8.00 2.0802 446.9 4 7.08 0.391 1.106 54.63 7.1 -405.6 1;
*Mhen two n_nbers are gtven, the first refers to throat d/w, while the second refers to barrel d/w





"DROGEN WITH LOz/LH2 PROPELLANTS
'_Single Regen) Page 2 of 2
EnglishUnits
hg,max
^p Tb,|n Tb,ou t ATb Btu/in.2-sec-°F Qg,max Qc,max Aspect Throat ThroatRatio w/d w/d No. of
°F "F °_FF x 10-3 _ _ _ _ In./In. Channels
0.1 -419.8 -0.1 419.7 0.994 3.65 0.63 0.056610.2263 0.1045/0,290. 55
4.0 -418.0. 56.2 474.2 2.77 12.46 2.79 0.0173/0.1040 0.0184/0.116 76
8.5 -405.6 35,9 441.5 6.63 25.59 12.13 0.016710.0667 0.0615/0.246 23
1.1 -4]8.0 -96.9 32].1 2.33 8.84 3.03 0.0370/0.1482 0.0602/0.321 72
6,6 -405.6 -16.3 389.3 5,06 19.59 7.25 0.0345/0,1380 0.055010.220 30
lO.O -406.6 -56,3 350.3 9.52 36,64 16.56 0,0399/0.1595 0.0799/0.314 42
0.3 -419.8 145,1 564.9 0.847 3.75 0,63 0.044810.1792 0.044910,054 63
1,2 -418.0 263,8 681.8 2,96 13.73 2.93 0.0127/0.0761 0.038210,229 84
2,1 -418.0 263,8 681.8 2.96 13,73 3,59 0.0135/0.0540 0,0399/0.160 82
25.2 -406.6 266.1 671.1 6,14 29.66 16,00 0.011810.0473 0.040010.160 26
1.2 -418.0 46.5 464.5 2,12 9.83 2,73 . 0,0300/0.1201 0.060110.240 80
13.1 -405.6 161.7 567,3 4.40 21.32 12.27 0.0271/0.1086 0.0396/0.158 33
I0.6 -405.6 98,2 503.8 6.87 32.97 12.98 0,0360/0,1401 0.0587/0.236 44
0.0 -419.8 169.0 588.8 0.718 3.17 0.52 0.0458/0.1831 --0.0814/0.326 62
1.3 -418,0 306.0 727.0 2.53 12.09 3.10 0.014410.0577 0.0386/0.155 80
23.2 -405.6 318.0 723.6 5,43 27,20 15.46 0.011210.0477 0.0376/0.150 26
0.8 -418,0 78.1 496.1 1,84 8,81 2.54 0.0320/0.1279 0.060210.241 77
10.5 -405.6 211.3 616.9 3.88 19.52 10.60 0.0260/0.1041 0,0375/0.150 34
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IV, B, Thermal Design (cont.)
The data showntn Figure 46 illustrate the senstttvlt¥
o_A ° to channel aspect ratio (d/w) options for Pc = 2758 kPa (400 psta).
Although the channel surface area (at the throat) increases by 31%|f-the
aspect ratio ts increased from 4:1 to 6:1, the total channel pressure drop
decreases by 43%, largely as a result of lower coolant velocity 27.7 vs 36.1
m/s (90.8 vs 118,3 ft/sec) required at the higher aspect ratio. Stnce the
coolant pressure droE was very small, no further attempts were madeto mini-
mize pressure loss. However, the trend ts applicable to high-pressure
systemswhere pressure drop becomesa limitfng parameter.
b. Coolant Outlet Temperature
The temperature of the hydrogen discharged from the
cooling jacket ts displayed tn Figures 47 through 49. This parameter is
significant in that the energy level of the hydrogen is crtttcal to those
engine cycles using heated hydrogenas a turbine drive fluid, In this
respect, the lower-thrust engines provide a higher outlet temperature flutd.
In all cases, discharge temperature increased with chamberpressure,. Since
pressure drop is not limiting, the coolant temperature could be increased by
adding chamber length to ensure a _ower-balanced expander engine cy¢]_ .....
c. ChamberL'
ChamberL' requirements to meet minimumperfomance
crtterta are shownin Figures 50 through 52 for the three thrust-levels
studied. The required L" values decrease with Increasing Pc and decreasing
thrust and showno sensitivity to mixture ratio. The chambersare relatively
long comparedto those of the LO2/RP-1 combination. Since bulk tempera-
tures do not constrain L', even Tonger L' values may be advantageousto pro-
vide higher perfomance and higher temperature hydrogenas a turbine drive
fluid. Detailed cooling analyses were not repeated where previous studies
had already demonstrated cooling feasibility; instead, emphasis was placed on
the high-pressure, low-thrust operating range where prevtous studies had
£atled to provide design solutions.
d. Channel Width
The results of earlier analyses, reported in References
I through 3, showedthat cooling wlth hydrogenwas limited whenconvent_on-
ally sized chambercontraction ratios (_c = 3.3) and channels (mtntmum
width of 0.083 cm [0.032 in.]) were speclfled. Only the following design
points showedcooling feastHltty: (1) F - 4448N (1000 lbF) at Pc's of 689,
2758, and 6894 kPa (i00, 400, and 1000 psia) at Pc's of 689 and 2758 kPa (100
and 400 psta), Ftgures 53 through 55 show that mtntmumchannel width
I00
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IV, B, Thermal Oeslgn (cont.)
increases as Pc decreases and thus substantiates the conclusions reached tn
the previous studies,
The minimum channel width, usually found at the maximum
heat-flux point (at or near the throat station), is plotted in Figure 56 as afunction of thrust for constant values of chamber pressure. The cross plot
in Figure 57 shows the coolable thrust and Pc design points posstble for var-
tous channel widths greater than 0.025 cm (0.010 in.), The ftgure also shows
the minimum-channel widths at a mixture ratio of 6 forthe study range of
interest.
4. Effect of Added Entha]p_
The effect of added entha]w from a "free" source was
examined for the LO2/LH2 propellant system.- Two cases were considered:
first, tt was assumed that energy was added to hydrogen alone; secondly, that-
energy was added to both hydrogen and oxygen to ratse injector inlet tempera-
ture(s) to 922°K (1200"F) after the hydrogen supplted to the engine at NBP
energy levels had cooled the chamber regeneratlvely. The design point for F
= 1779N (400 lbF) and Pc = 2758 kPa (400 psia) at a mixture ratio of 4 was
selected for this analysis. Based on the results of the performance analy-
ses, this mixture ratio was chosen to maximize the effect of enthal W addi-
tion to hydrogen. The conclusions obtained are believed to be app]icable to
all other F, Pc, and MR combinations.
The resu!ts of these calculations are presented in Tables
XIII and XIV. External heating of the hydrogen results in a 340°K (622"R)
increase In the combustion temperature. Heating of the oxygen adds an addi-
tional 83°K (148°R) to the combustion temperature. Consequently, less than
half the en_:'gy increase appears in temperature rise. The balance is
absorbed in the dissociation to the ionic concentrations noted in-Table XIII.
The increased energy level of the combustion gases results
in a greater thermal load to the regenerative coolant, as shown In Table XLV.
Pressure drop, though negligible, increases, as does the bulk temperature
rlse of the hydrogen. The flux levels increase, and the minimum channel
widths required for proper cooling decrease.
5. Therma] Conclusions for H_dro_en Coolln_
The following conclusions can be drawn from thts analysis:
(1) Hydrogen-regeneratlvecooling ts feasible for the com°
plete thrust and chamber pressure region of interest. Oxidizer coollng Is
not required.
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EFFECTOF ENTHALPYADDITIONTO LO2/LH2 PROPELLANTSON
ONE-DIMENSIONALEQUILIBR!UMPARAMETERS
I
i (Pc = 2758kPa [400psia],MR = 4.)
i_ H2 and 02 @ NBP H2 @ 922.2°K(1200OF) H2 @ 922.2OK(1200OF)
I' 02@ NBP 02 @ 922.2OK(1200OF)
Tc, °K (°R) 2924 (5263) 3269 (5885) 3352 (6033)
H* ca1/9 (Btu/lbm) -291.2 (-524..2_) ._._3_ (643.4,) 549 (gBB,2)
_ Cp 1.5533 2.2762 2.5339
Isp,_sec 477-_9-_ 527.6 541.6
[HI* 0.01649 0.04417 0.05403
[0]* 0.00011 0.-00102 0.00160







i PROPELLk_T_ 02/H2 02/H2 02/H2
• I/_i| NAI.Pelf 400/400 400/400 400/400
cm ko, I _
"2o 922'x (1200"F) "2_. 922"K02 e NBP 02,, 0 (1250 F)
Thrust, N (lbF) 1779 (400) 1770 (400) 1779 (400)
Pet kPe (piSs) 2758 (400) 2758 (450) 27M (4001
Throat-Rsdlus, an (in.) 1.052 (0.414) 1.020 (0.40$) 1.094 (0.403)
Contraction Patio 8.00 8.50 0.00_-_
KR 4 4 4
_QX' kg/se¢ (ll_m/sec) 0.323 (0.7Z2) 0.287 (0.6,118) 0.279 (0,6158)
._f. kg/se¢ (Ibm/see) 0._1 (0.1781 0.072 (0.15791 0.970 (0.15391
;': _P¢.t' kPt (psi) 7._8 (1ol) 17.92 (2.6) ,9._10 (2.8)
Pcj-ln. P_a (pill)- 3894 (384.8) 3894 (564.8} 3894 (564.8)
P¢.t-_ut, kPa (pile) 3866 ($43.7) 3876 ($62.2) 3874 (_2.0)
To,l-in. "_ ('F) 23 (-41a.o) _3 (-418.o) 23 (-41e,o)
Tcj-out, "K ('F) 292 (-96.9) 2_ (-9.6) 264 (14.61
_ 11.02 7._ 8.25
hg, rex. kw/m2 *K (Btu/ln.2-sec °F) 6.854 (0.500233) 7.442 (0.00253) 7.3S4 (0.002501
hl. max. kv/m2 °K (Otu_n.2-s_ "F) 8.237 (0.00250) 10.149 (0._345) 10.380 (0.Q03591
Q/A9 e4x. kw/m2 (Otu/In.9.se¢) 14447 (0.84) 183211-(11.211 18679 (11.43)
Q/A1 mx. kw/m2 (etu/ln._-Sec) 4052 (3.031 0905 (3.6S) 6079 (3.72)
Qtotal' kw (Btu/se¢) 232.3 (238.3) 261.P (248.4) 269.0 (255.7)
Tr. *K (*F) 2924 (4803.3) 3275 (5425.31 3352 (5573.3)
Wall Thickness. _ (In.) .762 (0.31 .782 |0.3) .752 (0.3)
Yc.t-mx' I_sec (ft/sec) 24.5 (80.3) 32.9 (107.81 35tl (|1S.1}
Mc,_.m,x, - 0,039 0.0S1 O.OM
KO.Channels 72 89 89
• Men. _hinnel Depth, cm(ln.) 0.142 (0.0S6) 0.124 (0.049) 0.137 (0.054)
L1mlttn9C_'i_rt_ Twg Tvg T_
CoOlingChannel Geometry
Oepth/Idi4th @ J4ixFlux Point. cm(in.) 0.376/0.094 0.251/.064 0.|49/0.061
I (0.14B/0.037) |0.099/0.025) (0,(F_/0.024)
Depth/Width 9 I_x Bulk TmOerature. 0.815/0.203 0.61010.1S5 0.4n2/0.147
em (in.) (0.321/0.080) (0.240/0.061) (0.22910.038)
I LECENO
• WQX TOUl Weight Flo_ Oxygen Twt Liquid-Side Wilt Temperiture
vf Tall,1 W_l_t. fl_ Full h9 _$*SId_ ;_l,_. T;'&_sftr C_fft¢ltr, t.
i, W¢._ Coolant Weight Flow hi Liquid-Side Heel Transfer Coefficient
_F¢_ Cooling Jacket Inlet Pressure Or_p QIAg GaSoSldeHeat Flux
Pej Cooling Jacket inlet Pressure Q/At Liquid-Side Heat Flux
_Tcj Cooling Jacket TemperatureRise Tr Recovery T_erature
Tej C¢oltng Jacket I_let Te_gerature Vcj * I_xfmum ¢oolsnt Jacket Velo¢l_





(2) Mlnimumchannelwidthsare withinthe realmof current
fabrlcatlontechnologyor requireonlymoderateadvancesin the stateo_the
art. No channelwidthslessthan 0.025cm (0.010in.)were requiredfor NBP
propellants,as comparedto the widthsfor--RP-1and oxygen,which,in some
cases_were below 0.013cm(O.OO5 in.).
(3) Hydrogenchannelaspectratiosof 4Ll_gavesatlsfactory
results.
(4) Coolantpressur_losswas sufficlentlylow, relativeto




advantagesof usingLOX/hydrogenpropellantsinsteadof LOX/RP-I. The poten-
tlal for l_pr_vedperi_ormanceby addingenthalpyto the propellantsfrom
"free"energ_source¢(i.e.,waste heator solar-heat)was also investigated.
The parametricoperatingpointsinvestigatedin the-performance
analyses are as follows:
Thrust, F 445, 1779, 4448N(100, 400, 1000 lbF)
ChamberPressure,Pc 689, 2758,6894 kPa
(100, 400, 1000 psia)
MixtureRatio,OIF
N&P 4, 6, 8
Heated 2, 4, 6, 8
Expansion Ratio 400:1
Z. PerformanceModel
The vaporization model was calibrated for oxygen-hydrogen
using like doublet element data fromtheExtended Temperature RangeThruster
Program (Ref. 6). The mixing limitations are representative of all oxygen- / ,/
hydrogenclass injectors, including those with coaxial elements.
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l
_' The performance computer programwas further modified to
calculate the change in Isp resulting from enthalpy addition. Incorporated
in the performance computer programwas a subroutine containing data tables
_ relatingthe ratioof changein Isp to changein enthalw as a functionof
• mixtureratio,chamberpressure,and expansionratio. Thesedatatableswere
_ compiledfroma seriesof ODE and ODK runs for differentpropellant
enthalples.
2. Attainable Isp for NBPLOX/H_droBen
_ TableXV summarizesthe designpointconditionsand attain-
able Isp for LOX/hydrogenpropellants. The delivered spectftc impulse ts
predictedto decreasewith Increasingmixtureratio for a constantthrustand
chamberpressure,as shownin Figure58. The peak deliveredperformance
_ (455-468 sec)occursat a mixtureratio equalto 4.
Anotherinterestingresultwhich evolvedfromthe selected
designguidelinesis that, for thrustsof both 4448and 1779N(1000and 400
IbF),performanceincreasesbetweenchamberpressuresof 689 to 2758kPa (I00
to 400 psla)and then decreasesbetween2758 to 6894kPa (400to 1000psla).
This trendmay be seenin Figures58 through60. At a mixtureratioof 4,
, performancewill increaseapproximately1.3%fromPc = 68g kPa (1000psla)tO
Pc = 2758kPa (400psia)and will decreaseslightly(_ 0.3%)betweenPc =
2758kPa (40Dpsla)to Pc - 8894kPa (I000psia). The variationbecomesmore
pronouncedwith increasingmixtureratio. At a MR of 8, performance
increasesapproximately2.5% betweenPc's of 689 and 2758 kPa (100and 400
>_ psia) and decreases up to 2,8% between Pc's of 2758 and 6894 kPa (400 and
1000 psia).
This trend occurs becauseof a decrease tn energy release
efficiency (ERE) with increasing chamberpressure for a constant thrust.
FromPC-= 689 kPa (100psia) to Pc = 2758 kPa (400psla),an increaseIn
kineticefficiency(qKIN)offsetsthe decreasein ERE, However,fromPc =
2758kPa (400psla) to Pc = 6894 kPa (I000psia),the increasein qt(INis
lessthan the decreasein ERE. The net effectis an increasein predicted
performancefromPc = 689 kPa (100psia)to Pc = 2758kPa (400psla)and a
decreasefromPc , 2758kPa (400psla)to Pc - 6894 kPa (I000psla).
The reasonERE decreaseswith increasingchamberpressureis
primarilydue to a decreasein elementmixingefficiencywhich resultsfromthe In)eractlonof selectedinjectorfaceelementdensity[o.g3/cm
(6/In.Z)]and chambercontractionratiosof 8 minimumbut not less than3.8
cm (I.5in.)diameter. As Pc increases,the throatarea decreasesahd,since
a constantcontractionratio(8.0) is used,chamberdiameterand numberof
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efficiency are predlc':ed to becomemore predominant. Also, having fewer ele-
ments inhibitsInterelementmlxlngand propellantvaporization.
At F = 445N (i00IbF), the minimumchamberdiameterand num-
ber of elementshad beenreachedfor both Pc _ 2758kPa (400 psla)and Pc -
6894 kPa (I000psla);therefore,increasingPc from2768 to 6894 kPa (400 to
i000psia)does not significantlyreduceERE. The low-thrust,hlgh-pressure
designsresultin contractionratiosof up to 37.
For the 445N (i00IbF)thrustcase (Figure61), the increase
in PE_nKI_is greaterthanthe decreasein ERE from Pc = 2758kPa (400psla).to 6894kPa (I000psla). Thesetrendsindicatethatfurtherim rove
mentsin Isp are attainableat highthrustif eithera finerinjectorelemenY_
pattern,or contractionratiosgreaterthaneight,or bothare utilized.
Figures62 through64 are cross-plotsof predictedperform-
ance as a functionof thrustand mixtureratiofor constantchamberpres-
sures. For Pc = 689 kPa (I00psla)and Pc - 2758kPa (400psia),performance
will Increasewith increasingthrust. Thisoccursbecausethe throatarea
increaseswith increasingthrust,resultingin bothnKlN and ERE improving
i: with thrust. Kinetic efficiency improves because the engine gets larger,
providing longer residence times and thus more potential for rec__nbtnatton.
: Energy release efficiency improves becau e larger roat ar as mean larger
chamberdiameters and a greater numberof elements, thus improving mixing
efficiency. For Pc = 6894 kPa (1000 psta), the minimumchamberdiameter and
minimumnumberof elements occur at both 445 and 1779N (100 and 400 lbF)
thrust. Althoughthe numberof elementsat both thrustlevelsis the same,
the elementorificediameterincreasesfrom445 to 1779N (I00to 400 IbF).
Thls increasein orificesize decreasesInterelementmixingand vaporization,
thus loweringERE..At thrustsfrom 1779to ¢448N (400to I000 IbF),chamber
diameterand elementnumberincreasesresultin improvedmixingand ERE.
3. Effectof Added EnthalWk
). The potential for performance improvementby adding heat
from a "free" source was investigated using LOX/hydrogenfor the following
i_ operating points:
I:
) Thrust, F 1779N (400 lbF)
i ChamberPressure, Pc 2758 kPa (400 psta)
,'. Mixture Ratio, O/F 2, 4, 6, 8
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TableXVI liststhe resultsof thisanalysls. Performancewill improvefrom
2.3% (at MR - 8) to 16.5%(at MR • 2) if the hydrogenis heated922.2"K
(1200°F)after it has been usedin regenerativecooling. Another2% to 3%
performanceimprovementmay be realizedby also heatingthe oxygento g22.2"K
(1200°F).
Withoutenthalpyaddition,the peakperformanceoccurredat
a mixtureratioof 4. Withenthalpyaddltion,the maximumperformance
occurredat a mixtureratioof 2 and increasedfurtheras the mlxtureratto
was lowered.
Althoughthe heatingof hydrogenresultsin significantper-
formanceImprovements,the same-maynot be true of hydrocarbons.At these
high temperatures,coklngmay occur in the propellantlineswhich has a
detrimentaleffec_on engineoperation.
4. PerformanceConclusionsfor LOX/H_drogen
The followinggeneralconclusionsmay be drawnfromthis
analysis:
" The maximumIsp for LOX/hydrogenis approxlmately25 to_
30% higherthanthat for LOX/methaneand 30 to 35%
higherthanthat for LOX/RP-I.
• The peakperformancegenerallyoccursat a mixture
ratioof 4 ± 1 for the thrustand chamberpressure
ranges analyzed.




allowanceis made for the developmentof improved
injectorsor the use of largerele_w_ntquantities,sig-
nificantimprovementsin attainablelsp are posslbleat
pressureshigherthan 2758kPa (400psla). While the
higherattainableperformanceis not expectedto alter
the cooling conclusions, It could result in sltghtly
smaller channel sizes.
o In all cases, maximumspeciftc tmpulse is obtained at







Pc - 2758 kPa (400 psta) F - 1779N (400 lbF) c - 400:1
MR Isp R _TF IsPH1 ai_Pl 6Tox iSPH2 Ai_p2
2 433.8 778 (1400) 505.5 16.5 832 (IA97) 518.1 19.4
4 466.4 720 (1296,9) 496.9 6.5 832 (1497) 508.4 9.0
6 464.9 641 (1153_5) 479,9 3.2 832 (1497) 489.3 5.2
8 441.6 623--(1121.9) 451.6 2.3 832 (1497) 459.9 4.1
UNITS
isPR Reference_Case - 1NBP sec
ISPH1 Only hydrogen is heated by "free" source sec
ATF Temperature rtse by "free" source Deg-R
iSPH2. Both hydrogen and oxygen are heated sec
ATox Temperature rise from tank condition Deg-R
% AISPl ISPHI * 100
ISpR




V. RESULTSOF PARAMETRICSTUDIESFOR LOX/METHANE
A. SUMMARY
The LOX/LCH¢propellantcombinationpresentsthe most chal-
lengingdesigntask for optimizationas both propellantsare reasonablygood
coolantsof almostequal capability. However,unlike hydrogen,neitheris
completelysatisfactoryfor the entire operatingrange. Oxygencoolingwas
found to be more difficultthan with the LOX/RP-Isystem due to a combination
of higher gas*sideheat flux and lower total _popellantflows availablefor
the higher-performlngLOX/methanepropellants.
For the oxygen-methanesystem,methanecoolingis limitedto
lower Pc's, low MR, and higherthrusts. Oxygencoolingis favoredat nominal
and high MR's and higherthrusts. The attainablespeci£icimpulseIs maximum
at a mixtureratio between3.0 and 3.5. The presenLstudy shows that fuel
shouldbe the primarycoolantat an MR of 3.0 while oxygen is preferredat an
MR of 3.5. At optimummixtureratio, a large regionat low thrustand high
Pc requirescoolingaugmentation;this region shrinksas the tllrustlevel
increases. The use of dual-regencoolingprovidesa good solutionto design
pointswhich are limitedby bulk temperaturerises. The secondcoolant
allowsthe added chamberlength requiredfor high performanceto be attained
withoutrequiringuse of film cooling.
B. THERMALDESIGN
I. ScoRe and Apal_tlcalBasis
The study envelope for the LO2/LCH4 analysesof Task IV
was identicalto that given in Section IV.B.Ifor LO2/LH2, except that
the mixtureratio range was from 2 to 5. In this study,no credit was taken
for possiblegas-sldeheat-fluxreductionresultingfrom carbondeposition
from oxygen-methanecombustion. The maximumbulk temperaturefor methane is
limitedprimarilyby pressuredrop. The decompositiontemperatureof methane
is above the allowablewall temperatureand thus is not a limitingfactor.
2. Analysis Methodology
The coolingcapabilitytrends for the LOz/LCH4 system
resemblethose prev!ouslydeterminedfor the LO21RP-Ipropellantcombina-
tion. Methanecoollngwas evaluatedat mixture ratiosof 2, 3, and 3.5, In
that order, whtle oxygen cooling was studied starting at MR= 5 and pro-
ceeding to MR = 3.5. Selected inpu¢ data and calculated results fop cooltng
with methane and with oxygen are presented in Tables XVII and XVIII, respec-









** Aspect Throat Barrel L'Code HR F Pc Coolant .Ptn Pin/Pc twa11 CR CF Isp** - Ratio wtd w/d
-- N kPa kPa an sec d/w _ _m . cm.
2-1-4/F 2 445 2758 F 7583 2,75 0,76 13.05 1,8465 321.1 10 0.0301/0.308 0.0301/0.109 13,21
F 7583 2.75 0.76 13.05 1.8465 321.1 5 0.0338/0.169 0.0338/0,071 13.21
F 17235 6.25 0.76 13.05 1.8465 321,1 10 0.0335/0.336 0.0335/0.056 13.21
2-4-4/F 1779 2758 F 7583 2.75 0.76 8.00 1.8557 322.7 20 0.0563/1.325 0,0653/0.163 17.08
2-10-4/F 4448 2758 F 7583 2.75 0.76 8,00 1.8553 322.8 20 0.0442/0.881 0.0803/1,549 22.10
i
2-10-10/F 6894 F 9652 1.40 0.0635 8.00 1.8534 322.3 20 0.0373/0,747 0.0554/0.904 18.03
3-4-1/F 3 1779 689 F 5515 8,00 0.76 8,00 1.9853 358,2 20 0.0963/1,923 0.0963/1.090 24.64
3-4-4/F 2758 F 7583 2.75 0.76 8.00 2,0047 367.0 20 0.0427/0.053 0,0427/0,089 15.11
3-10-4/F 4448 2758 F 7583 2,75 0,76 8.00 2.0095 357.9 20 0.056411.128 0,0564/0,831 22.10
3.5-4-1/F 3.5 1779 6_ F 5515 8.00 0.76 8.00 2,0000 352.7 20 0.0919/1.841 0,0925/1,328 24,64
689 F 5515 8.00 0.76 8,00 2.0000 352.7 7 0.1016/0.710 0.1016/0.406 24.64
3.5-4-4/F 2758 F 7583 2.75 0.76 8,no 2.0400 367.4 20 0,0442/0.886 0.0442/0.079 14.48
2758 F 7583 2.15 0.75 8.00 2.0400 367.4 20 0,0411/0.825 0.0414/0.066 15.16
3.5-10-1/F 4448 689 F 5515 8.00 0.76 8.00 2.0204 356,3 5 0.2160/1.084 0.2177/0.21_ 30.48
3.5-10-4/F 2758 F 7583 2.75 0.76 8,00 2.0574 368.9 20 0.0569/1.137 0.0569/0,457 72.10
*MR- _ _ / Coolant




METHANE WITH LO2/LCH4 PROPELLANTS
(SingleRegen) 51unlts
i a.s
Barrel "A ^P Tb'tn Tb.out ATb hg. max Qg. n_x Oc. max No. of
w/d L' rt rch kPa °K °K °K kw/m2 °K kw/m2 kw/m2 C_annels
cm on cm x 10"3
_. 0301/0.109 13.21 0.528 1.905 13.82 103 114.3 557 442 7589 !6881 1879 86
_. 0338/0.071 13.21 0.528 1.905 !3.82 55 114.3 557 442 7569 lr._,81 3072 83
_P. 0335/0,056 13.21 0.528 1,905 13.82 153 114.3 572 458 7589 ;6881 1634 83
.0663/0.163 17.98 1.052 2.974 9.27 142 114.3 398 283 5501 11390 2752 88
_6. 0803/1.54'_ 22.10 1.664 4.704 15.54 15 114.3 347,4 233 10149 22732 6896 142
m. 0554/0.904 18.03 1.052 2.977 42.54 105 114.3 437 322 23621 53716 10132 70
.0953/I.090 24.64 2.05 5.753 6.00 2.8 114.3 435 320 1665 4216 570 110
[ram'.0427/0.089 15.11 1.011 2.863 13.09 396 114.3 497 383 4942 13563 5229 105
.0564/0.831 22.10 1.598 4.521 13.55 14 114.3 447 332 4648 13123 1895 124
,_ . 0925/1.328 24.64 2.027 5.733 6.00 2.8 114.3 458 344 1574 4020 654 171
_" o 1016/0.406 24.64 2.027 5.733 6.00 9.0 114.3 458 344 1574 4020 801 106
" -. 0442/0.079 14.48 1.001 2.832 6.00 481 114.3 496 382 4707 13041 3840 109
: . 0414/0.066 I5.16 1.001 2.832 12.76 631 114.3 525 411 4707 13025 4167 106
". 2177/0.218 30,48 3.188 9.017 6,00 13 114.3 331 217 1253 3203 899 89











, Code MR F Pc Coolant Pin Pin/pc twa11 CR C;* Isa** Ratio w/d w/d L'
_:_ __ lbF _ psia In. sec _ d/____ww ln./tn, tn./ln. - _I_n_
. 2-1-4/.E- 2 100 400 F 1100 2,75 0.3 13.05 1.8465 321,1 10 0.0121/0.1213 0.012110,043 5.20
F 1100 2.75 0.3 13.05 1.8465 321.1 5 0.013310.0606 0.0133/0.028 5.20
l F 2500 6.25 0,3 13.05 1.8465 321,1 10 0,0132/0.132] 0.0132/0.022 5,20
2-4-4/P 400 400 F 1100 2,75 0.3 8,00 1.8557 322.7 20 0.0261/0.5217 0.0261/0.064 7.08
2-10-4/F 1000 400 F 1100 2.75 0,3 8.00 1.8563 322.8 20 0.0174/0.3470 0,0316/0.610 8,70
2-10-10/F 1000 F 1400 1.40 0.025 8,00 1.8534 322.3 20 U.0147/0.2940 0,0218/0.356 7.10
i 3-4-1/F 3 400 100 F 800 8.00 0,3 8.00 1.9853 368.2 20 0.0379/0.7570 0.037910.4?9 9.70
:i 3-4-4/F 400 F 1100 2.75 0.3 8,00 2.0047 367.0 20 0,0168/0.3359 0,0168/0.035 5.95
i 3-10-4/F 1000 400 F 1100 2.75 0,3 8.00 2.0096 367.9 20 0.0222/0,4442 0.0222/0.327 8.70
I" 3,5-4-1/F 3,5 400 100 F 800 8.00 0.3 8.00 2.0000 352.7 20 0.0362/0.7249 0.0364/0.523 9,78
100 F 800 8.00 0.3 8.00 2.0000 352.7 7 0.0400/0.2797 0.0400/0.160 9.70
P 3.5-4-4/F 400 F 1100 2.75 0.3 8,00 2,0490 367.4 20 0.0174/0,3479 0.0174/0.031 5.70
400 F 1100 2.75 0.3 8.00 2.0490 367.4 20 0.016P/0.3249 0 0163/0,026 5.97
t 3,5-10-1/F 1000 100 F 800 8,00 0.3 8.00 2.0204 356,3 0 0.0854/0.4269 0.0857/0,086 12.00












: Barrel CA ^p Tb,in Tb,out ATb hg, max Qg, _x Qc, mx No, of
:- w/d _ L' rt rch ps_ °F °F °F Btu/ln2-sec-_F Btu/|n2-sec Btu/In2-sec Channels
! __in./tn.. in. in. in. x 10.3 ]]
-" 0.0121/0.043 5,20 0.208 0.750 13.82. 14.9 -254.2 542.2 796.4 2.58 10.33 1.15 86 t
0.0133/0.028 5.20 0.208 0.750 13.82 8.G -254,2 542,2 796.5 2,58 10,33 1.88 83
0,0_3710.022 5.20 0.208 0.750 13.82 22.2 -254.2 570,0 824.2 2.58 10,32 1.11 83
0.026110.064 7.08 0,t14 t.171 9.27 20.6 -254.2 255,9 510.! 1.87 6 97 1.69 88
: 0.031610.610 8.70 3.655 1,852 15.54 2.2 -254.2 155.3 419.5 3.45 13.91 4.22 142 I
0.021810,356 7.1C 0,414 1,172 42.54 15,3 -254,2 325,8 580.0 8.03 32.87 6,20 70 i
0.037910.429 9.70 0,801 2.265 6.00 0,4 -254.2 322.7 576,9 0.566 2.58 0.41 110
0.016810.035 5.95 0,398 1,127 13.09 57,5 -254.2 434,4 688.6 1.68 8.30 3.20 105
0.0222/0.327 8,70 0,629 1.780 13.55 2.0 -254.2 344.0 598.2 1.68 8,03 1.16 124
0.036410.523 9.70 0,?98 2.257 6.00 0.4 -254.2 364.7 618,9 0,535 2,46 0.40 171
0.0400/0.160 9,70 0.798 2.257 6.00 1.3 -254.2 364.8 619.0 0,535 2.46 0.49 106
• 4
: 0.0174/0,031 5,70 0,394 1,115 6,00 69.8 -254.2 433.6 687.8 1,60 7.98 2,35 103
0.016310.025 5,97 0,394 1.115 12.76 91.6 -254,2 485.7 739.9 1.60 7.97 2.55 106
0.085710,086 12.00 1.255 3.550 6.00 1.9 -254.2 136.6 389,8 0.426 1.96 0.55 89










F PC Pin t_! I L' rt rch AP Ib,in Ib,ou
N kPa kPa Pin/pc an CF" Isp** rm c'_ an LA kPa °K "K
3,5-1-1/0 3,0 455 680 0 5205 9.0 0.76 8.90 1.9554 346.0 10.21 1.021 I,OOl 6,00 154 06,5 394
(IOO) (loo) (9(8)) (0.3) (5.20) (0.402) (1.138) (22.0) (-289.9) (250J
3,5-1,4/0 2758 0 7101 2,575 0,76 14,33 2.0273 363.5 6.73 0.503 1.905 20.31 1737 97,0 394
(4OO) (10303 (0.0) (2.50) (0.1883 (0.750) (201.9) (-Z85.3) (250,1
3.5-4-1/0 1779 689 0 6205 0.0 0.76 O.OO 2.0O_Q 352.7 24.64 2.027 5.733 6.OO 47 94.5 309
(4OO) (tOO) (880) (0,3) (9.70) {0.7.) (2.257) (5.8) (-260.0) (06.5:
0,5-4-4/0 2758 0 7101 2.075 0.75 8,OO 2.0490-.- --_67._1 17,42 t.OOl 2.832 12.75 529 97.0
(400) (10302 (0.3) (6,86) (0.304) (1.1152 (75.8) (-285.3) (250.4
2.0-10-1/0 4448 680 0 6303 9.0 0.75 8,00 2.0?04 356.3 30,48 3.188 9.017 5.OO 31 04,5 217
(IOOO) (100} (UOO) (0.0) (12,00) (1.255) (3.550) (4.5) (-289.92 (-58,1
0.5-I0-4/0 2758 0 7101 2.575 0.75 8.OO 2.0574 368.9 22..0 1.360 4.458 12.06 239 97.0 292
(4oo) (1036) (0.3) (8.702 (0.522) (1.7592 (34.5) (-300.S) (55.0:
3.5.10-5/0 4136 0 9_27 2.30 0,OO36 8,00 2.0502 371.5 20.10 1.288 3.545 78.77 1194 95.8 389
(6OO) (13_0) (0,025) (7.95) (._07) {1.435) (173,7) (-285,7) (340.(
3.S-10-8/0 9015 0 15.157 2.75 0.0635 8.OO 2.0615 373.0 14.68 1.115 3.153 45.03 2729 101 394.
(OOO) (2200) (0.0253 (5.78) (0.439) (1.2433 (395,03 (-278,7) (230,(
4-1-1/0 4 440 589 0 5_05 9.0 0.76 8,00 1.9[_06 337,0 14.81 1.074 2,895 5.(10 33 94._ 304
(IOO) (lOg) (900) (0.33 (5.03) (0.403) (1.140) (4.83 (-209.9) (230,{
4-1-4/0 2388 0 7101 2.075 0.76 :4.35 2.0304 355.1 9.19 0,503 1.365 19,1Z 929 95.8 394
(400) (10303 (0,3) (3.62) (0.198) (0.750) (134.83 (-305,7) L236.C
4-4-1/0 1779 689 0 0205 9,0 0,76 8.00 1.9958 343.4 24.64 2,029 5.738 6.00 16 94.5 275
(400) (IOO) (9(X)) (0.3) (9.70) (0.709) ( 2.;_593 (2.3) (-309.9) (35.4
4-4-410 2358 0 7101 2.575 0.75 8.00 2,0544 359.3 18.03 I.OOl 7.827 12.01 325 Q5,0 354
(400) (1030) (0.3) (7.)0) (0.394) (1,I13) (4,_.23 (-289.7) (195.1
4-10-1/0 4448 589 0 6305 9.0 0.75 0.00 2.0105 _47,3 30,48 3.188 0.019 6.00 7.5 94.5 136
(1000) (IOO) (880) (0,33 (12,00) (1,P50) (3.551) (1.1) (-309,9) (-103.C
4-10-4/0 _730 0 7101 2.575 0.75 8.00 2.0536 36(].9 72.10 1.577 4.450 12,54 105 96.8 262
(400) (10303 (0.3) (0,70) (0,071) (l.756) (30.8) (-zs5.3) (10.1
4-10.6/0 4136 0 9307 2,25 0.0635 O.OO 2,0715 364,7 20.19 1.285 3.635 !8,$3 605 96.6 351
(soo) (1350) (0.025) (7.95) (0.505) (1,431) (95.0) (-285,7) (173.2
4-10-$10 5515 0 15.157 2,75 0.063_. 8.00 _,0754 366,9 15,97 1.113 3.145 44,54 1916 101 394
(800) (2200) (0.025) (5.08) (0.430) (1.235) (277.$) (-278._) (2_ 0
5-I-1/0 0 445 6a9 0 6205 9,0 0,76 S.OO 1.9584 330.6 17.60 1.024 2,895 5.00 77 94.5 094
(IOO) (lOg) (360) (0.3) (6.06| (0.403) (1.1403 (3.9) (-289.9) (230.0
5-1-4/0 2736 0 7101 2.575 0,75 14.30 2.0236 336.8 11.04 0,503 1.885 17.21 297 95.2 394
(400) (I030) (0.3) (4.553 (0.1883 (0.7_) (43. I) (-28_. 7) (250.0]
5-1-10/0 6894 O 15,167 2.2 0.OO35 35.30 2.0540 345.7 0,38 0.315 1.905 46.87 1721 ZOZ 394
(IOOg) (2_0) (0.029) (3._0) (0.124_ (0,750) (249.5) (-278,2) (230.0',
5-4-110 1179 589 0 5?05 0.0 0.30 8.00 1.9945 375.5 24.64 2,01_ 5.740 6 _'*) 7.6 q4.5 737
(4"._) (IOO) (900) (0.3) (0.70) (0.7:9) (2.3003 (1.1) (-709.0) (-42.93
5-4-410 2758 0 7101 2.575 0,76 0.00 2,0464 340,6 10.03 I.OO} 2.835 :'I77 251 95,Z 280
(4OO) {10]0) (0._) (7.t0) (0.364) (1.116) (37.3) _ LY60,7_, (44 7)
5-4-10/0 5804 0 15.157 2,2 0,0635 9.12 2,0641 347.4 13.28 0.530 1.905 39.84 815 101 394
(IOOO) (22(:0) (0.025) (0.23) (0.248) (0.750) (118,2) (-778,2) (730.0)
3-I0-II0 5 4448 689 0 6305 9,0 0,75 O.OO 2.0164 330.1 30,48 3.190 9,027 6.OO 3.4 94.5 180
(looO) (IOO) (900) (0.3,_ (I2.OO) (1.2553 (3.554) (0.5) (-309.0) (-135,2)
5-10-410 2736 0 7101 2,575 0,75 8.00 7,0530 342.1 22,10 1.300 4.470 11,99 104 %.Z 218
(400) (1030) (0,3) (8,70) (0.672) (I,7503 (15.1) (.288.7) (-08.4)
5-10-10/0 0894 0 15,151 2.7 0.0635 8.00 2,0653 347.5 18.03 0.998 2,819 30.52 381 101 377
(IOOO) (2200) (0.025) (7.10) (0,393) (I,llO) (55.3) (-778,73 (218.82
'1_ . Thrust, N - Pc kPa
1-_- _[_ /coolant




JOLING WI_O2/LCH 4 PROPELLANTS
(SingleRegen)
h0, NX
kv/m2 °K Qg, max Qc, mx Throat Thr_t
rt rch _p Tb,ln Tb,ou& ^Tb (Otu/im2 $ec .F) kv/m2 kw/m2 Aspect w/_ w/d
c'm om cA kPa °K *K °K P4klo at/_ (m/on HO. Of
1.021 2,891 5,00 154 94.3 394 _ 1903 5442 1079 10 0 0 47/0 147 0,024110,241 143
(0,402) (I.I_H]) (22,3) (-589.93 (250.0) (539.9) (0,647) (3,33) (0.66) 0,9090/0.0900) (0,0800/0.0}5]
0,503 1.905 20,31 1737 07.0 3% 291 5548 18.579 3100 20 0,0005/0,133 0,0152/0.305 113
(0,190) (0.750) (251,9) (-280,3) (250.0) ($30.3) (2,25) (11,43) (1,90) 0,0026/0,0325) (0,0060/0.120)
2.027 5.133 5.80 47 94.5 309 215 1574 4298 801 7 0,038810.273 0,0711/0,498 121
(0,798) (2,257) (6,6) (-289,9) (95.0) (396,4) (0.535) (2,63) (0.49) O,0103/0,1074) {0.0200/0,196)
1.001 2.832 12176 029 97,0 394 207 4707 10,433 3258 20 0.0206/0.419 0.0258/0,34a 131
(0.394) (1,115) (76.8) (-285.33 (250.0) (535.3) (1,803 (8.22) (2.00) 0,0082/0.1546)(0,009410,137)
3,188 %017 6.80 31 94.5 217 123 1253 3432 1120 S 0,0846/0,423 0.1273/0.551 158
(1.255) (3,5503 (4,5) (-_89.9) (-68.9) (221.03 (0.426) (2,10) (0.69) 0.0333/0.16543(0.030110.217)
L,5_) 4,468 12,% 239 97,0 292 195 4324 12,976 3546 20 0,0348/0,444 O.0460/0,910 148
(0,5223 (1,7503 (34,03 (-285.3) (63,3) (30|.2) (1.47) (7.04) (2.173 0.013710.1249){0,0181/0.3623
1.288 3.645 28.77 11% %.8 389 292 9255 29,170 3987 20 0.0234/0.467 0,0391/0,558 96
(,507) (I.4353 (173.2) (-280.7) (240.0) (025.7) (3.153 (17.053 (2.44) O.8092/0.18_83 (0.0154/0.141 )
1.115 3.157 45.03 272) 101 394 293 15,032 45,235 9085 20 0.0198/0.380 0.025410.450 8q
(0.439' (1,243) (390.6) (-270,2) (258,0) (528.2) (5,11) (27.58) (5.55) 0,8078/0.1556)(0,0104/0.190)
1.024 2._95 6.80 33 94,0 304 360 1830 5180 997 20 0.015'_/0 307 0.026110.33_ 142
(0,4033 11.1403 (4.8) (-L_80.93 (230.0) (558,93 (0.522) (3.173 (0,01) 0,0061/0.1210)(0.0100/0.1333
0._.5 1.905 19.12 929 95,8 394 _'_ 6324 17_829 2531 20 0,0_76/0,15[, 0.014710.297 112
(0.1_4_) (0.750) (134.8) (-285.1) (250.0) (535.7) (2.153 (10.91) (1.51) (0,0050/0.0902) (0,0090/0,117)
2.029 5,138 6.no 10 94.5 215 101 1401 4809 e05 2o 0.0_/0.7/0 0,0509/1.350 172
(0.199) (2,259) (2.3) (-280.0) (35.4) (325,33 (0,509) (2.49) (0.37) (0,015210,)031)(0,027510.535)
1.801 2,8_7 12,01 325 56.8 364 267 4501 12,763 2729 20 0,0236/0.474 0.0277/0,551 122
(0.394) (I,113) (47.2) (-285.7) (195.2) (480,9) (1.53) (7.01) (1.07) (0,0093/0.18003 (0, 0109/0.211 )
3. l_d_ 9.019 6.00 7,5 94,5 198 104 1194 3252 654 20 0.0770/1.551 O,5133/1.587 176
( 1.255) (3.5513 (1,i) (-189.9) (-103.0) (166.9) (0.406) (1.99) (0,34) (0.0)0510,5180)(0.8045/0,680)
1.577 4.450 12.64 185 95.8 252 154 4155 17,714 _007 20 0,0909/0.770 0,05|5/1,029 144
(0.521) (1,7_) (26,8) (-285,7) (!0.93 (2%,6) (1,45) (7,70) (1,64) (o. O103/0.3054) (0.0583/0.405)
1.285 3,658 !8.53 655 96.8 301 255 9237 28,958 3710 20 0.0259/0,511 0.0429/0,577 95
(0.905) (1.4313 (95.0) (-285.7) (173,2) (458.0) (3,143 (17.72) (2,27) (0.010210.2034)(0,0169/0,227)
1,113 3.145 44.64 1915 101 394 293 14,443 43,731 7599 20 0,021510.433 0.0587/0. _ 07
(0.4]8) (t.258) (277.9) (-270.2) (2)0.0) (520.23 (4.91) (25.763 (4.55) (0.8080/0,170,1) (0.0121/0.151)
1.024 2,8')5 0.80 27 94.5 304 3900 1750 4739 033 20 0.0213/0,425 0.0900/1,115 132
(0,403) (I.140) (3,0) (-287,9) (2_,0) (555.5) (0,590) (2.50) (0,51) (0.00_410.15753 (0.0220/0,4393
0.503 1,9Q5 _7.21 247 95,2 394 299 6119 16,358 2353 20 0.0107/0.212 0,0330/0.690 107
(O._M]) (0.750) (43.1) (-_80.7) (250,0) (538.7) (2.08) _10,01) (1.44) (0.8042/0.80353 (0,0130/0,209)
0.315 1.905 46.87 1721 101 394 253 12 619 31,458 8383 20 0.0102/0.206 0,02f12/0.396 32
(0,124) (0,250) (249.6) (-278.2) (2SL_.O) (558.2) 4.29) (19,25) (5.13) (0.0040/0,001 O)(0. O|19/0.190 )
2,029 5,140 6."0 7,6 q4,0 732 137 1455 3612 490 20 0,0525/1,051 0,110711.127 151
(0.799) (2,280) (1,13 (-285,9) (-42.9) (241.0) (0.495) (2.21) (0.30) (0,020710,4137)(0.0435/0,5_)
1,001 2.835 _ 7_ 251 95.Z 280 185 4354 11,803 2595 20 0.0115/0,632 0,0531/1.029 117
(0,3943 (1.11_,) (37,3) _, _88.7 _, (44 "_) ;333.4) (1.483 (7.103 (I.55) (0,012410.2401)(0,020910,400)
0.6)0 1.905 3_.84 015 101 394 293 10,354 30 $21 4085 20 0.025110.502 0,0345/0,658 4q
(0,248) (0.750) (110,2) (-218,2) (250.0) (528.2) (_ _;'_ 10.65 (2.53) (0.0099/0.1077 ) (0.0135/0,250)
3,190 9.u27 5,80 3.4 94,0 180 86 1152 2893 425 20 0.100912,119 0.1545/1.217 147
(1.290) (3.554) (0,5) (-289.9) (-135,2) (154.7) (0,395) (] .713 (0.26) (0,0417/0, 0341) ( 0,8048/0,470)
1,580 4.470 11,99 104 95,2 210 122 4324 12,289 20)0 20 0.050611.015 0.083311,207 129
(0.522) (1.750) (13.1) (-298.7) (-58.4) (220.3) (1.47) (7,52) (1,73) ( 0.0_00/0. 39953(0.0328/0.475)
0.990 2.819 58,52 581 |0! 317 2/6 16,914 47,617 9047 20 0,02_2/0,9090 0.0549/0.025 72
(0.393) (I.110) (55.3) (-270,23 (210.0) (407,03 (5,75) (29,20) :4.19) (0,01 |510,2303)(0,0216/0,3643
118
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V, B, Thermal Oestgn (cont.)
3. Single-Propellant Regenerative Cooltn_ Results
(Fuel or O_gen)
a. Coolant Pressure Drop
Channel pressure losses for NBPmethaneand oxygen as
single regenerative coolants in a channel c_ aspect ratio • 20 are shownin
Figure 65 for a thrust of 4448)4(1000 lbF). Acceptable cooltng with lower
aspect ratio channels was not possible at manydesign points. At low chamber
pressures (< 2758 kPa [400 psia_), methane gives low pressure drops over the
mixture ratTo range investigated; data trends indicate a rapid increase tn _P
asMR is increased. At a Pc of 6894 kP_ (1000 psta), a fuel cooling solution
couldbe achievedonly at mixtureratiosof 2 or lesswithinthe limitsof
practical_P values.
With oxygencooling,t)_ imposedpressuredroplimitof
_P < I724kPa (260psi) alloweda maximumPc of about4137kPa (600psla)at
an FIRof 3.5. For higherPc values,operationat highmixtureratioor at
reducedL' is requiredIf the pressuredroplimitationcriterionis not to be
exceeded. Oual-reg_n cooling overcomes the need for the reduced L'.
These cooling data, showncross-plotted tn Figure 68,
define _P versus Pc for lines of constant MR. Hetnane cooling at the maximum
Pc and at the highest thrust can be accomplished only at a low mixture ratio
(MR- 2); oxygen cooling is practical only at a htgh mixture ratio (MR- 5).
At lower pressures and at an optimum MRof 3.5, methane cooling offers t,_e
advantage of a lower pressure drop.
Pressure drop data for a thrust of 17791((400 lbF) are
showntn Figures 66 and 69. These lower--thrust oxygen data exhtbtt the same
trends as for the high-thrust case, but with the data displaced toward higher
&O's. The lack of adequate methane coolant flow at the lower thrust levels
leads to higher coolant temp#__j_tures,eliminating the-reduced pressure loss .......
advantage over oxygen.
In order to rematn within the bulk temperature rise
limit for oxygencooling, reduced L' engines are required for a thrust of
¢45N (100 lbF). A channel aspect ratio of 20 is required in order to hold
the pr(ssure loss to the specified limits. The data. showntn Ftgure 67. are
solely for oxygen and continue the trends established at the higher thrusts
(Figures 65 and 66). The low fuel coolant flow makesnlethane cooling Imprac-
tical at low thrust. The cross-plot of Ftgure 70 gives the ltmittng Pc value
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The limited data on the effect of aspect ratio indicate
that the optimization of thts parameter is a complexfunction which ts depen
.-- dent on thrust, mixture ratio, pressure, cycle fattgue effects, and coolant
properties. This can be observed by comparing the two-case_coded* 2-1-41Fand-3.5-4I/F takenfromTableXVII:
_ Case 2-1-4/F Case 3.5-4-1/F
. d_w _P, kPa (psi} B_w _Pp kPa (psi)
. 5 55.16 (8.0) ? 8,96 (1.3)
10 102.73 (14,9) 20 2,76 (0,4)
In the firstcase,increasingthe channelaspectratio (d/w)increasesthe
pressure drop; in the secondcase, _P is decreased. It is apparent that a.more detailed investigation ts required to establish the criteria for optt
mtzatton of channel aspect ratio.
b. Coolant Outlet Temperature
Figures 71 through 73 showthe respective outlet bulk
temperatures o£ methane and oxygen as slngle-r_gen coolants at the three
_ thrust levels specified for this study. At F 4448N (1000 lbF), oxygen
becomesbulk-temperature-limited at MR=-3.5 for chamberpressures above 4137
kPa (600 ps_a), Increasing the mixture ratio lowers the flux and increases
the coolant flow, O_ygents not bulk-temperature-limited at a mixture ratio
of 5 for the highest Pc studied. Methane outlet temperatures range from 328
to 478°K (130 to 40O°F) and are suitable for use as a turbine drive Fluid in
an expander cycle,
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Both oxygen and methanedischarge temperatures are
higher at the mid-thrust level of 1779N (400 lbF) (Figure 72) than they wore
at 4448N (1000 lbF) (Figure 71). ReducedL' values are requtred for single-
propellant cooltng at the higher chamberpressures analyzed. At the lowest
thrust level, oxygen outlet bulk temperatures are at the upper llmtt at all
_ressures and reduced L' values are required at every design point,.as shown
n Figure 73. Thls limttatlon can be overcomeby cooltng with both propel-
lants or by the use of themal liners, discussed in subsequentsections of
this report.
c. Chambe__L!
E The chamber L' va]ues r_qutred to meet the coo]ant L_P
and temperature rise crtterla are shown in Figures 74 through 76 for the
three thrusts studied. The reduced L' va]ues shownfor oxygen result from
the maximumbulk temperature limitation. No L' reduction is required for F =
4448R (1000 lbF). Only the highest Pc requires a reduced L' at F = 1779N
(400 1bE), whereas every design point at F = 445N (100 lbF) is limited by
maximumoxygen temperature. No L' reductions are recLuired If dual-regen
cooltng is employed.
d. Channel Width
The mtn|mumchannel widths calculated for each design
point are shownin Figures 77 through 79. These data are cross-plotted |n
Figures 80-82 using the coordinates thrust versus Pc fop a mixture ratio of
3.5 (the optimumperformance HR). The cross-plots define the minimumfuel or
oxtdtzer sizes required for aparttcular design point. The data for oxygen
are stmtlar to those determined for oxygen in the LO2/RP-1 studies(reported tn Section III.B) but result in a narrower channel. For example,
at Pc = 2758 kPa (400 psta)_HR - 4, minimumchannel widths are as
follows:
HtntmumChannel Widths
Thrust, F LO2/LCH4 LO2/RP-1
cm(in.____i cm
4448 (1000) 0.0389 (0.0153) 0.0513 (0.0202)
1779 (400) 0.0236 (0.0093) 0.0333 (0.0131)
445 (100) 0.0076 (0.0030) 0.0117 (0.0046)
I
The smaller channels result from the higher heat flux of LOX/methaneas
I._ comparedto the LOX/RP-1combination.
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V, B, Thermal Design (cont.)
" Becauseof the lower fuel density, methane channel
widths are ]arger than those determined for RP-1. The minimum channel wtdth
calculated for F - 1779N (400 lbF) (the lowest practical thrust level), Pc =
2758 kPa (400 _sta), and MR= 2 was 0.0563 cm (0o0261 tn.) for a channel
aspect ratio of 20:1. The channel width for RP-1 at the sameF-Pc-MR
combination was 0°0099 cm (0.0039 in,) for a channel aspect ratio of 8:1.
The methanedata al_o showa lower sensitivity to mixture ratio than was
noted for RP-1. The differences In slope for channel width vs MRat 2758 kPa
(400 psta) for the 4448N (1000 lhF) and 1779N (400 ]bF) thrust levels are
most likely due to coolant bulk temperature/flowrate interactions.
4. Dual-Propellant Regenerative Cooling and Coating
Applicability
With single-propellant cooling, the oxygen or methanebecome
heat-absorption-limited based on the a]lowable coo]ant discharge temperature.
These 14mttations becomesignificant at low thrust, higher Pc_s_ and optimum
MRwhere the total heat flux is high. Operation at a reduced L" provides a
_tmple cooling solution for many of these design points; however, the_ccomp-
awing perfomance loss makes this approach undesirable.
The bu]k temperature rise limits of a single-propel]ant
coolant can be overcomeby (1) dual-regen cooling tn which both propellants
are used tn series flow, or (2) utilization of a themal resistance liner in
the chamber to reduce the heat flow to the coolant.
A comparison of fuel-only (stngle-regen) and oxidizer-fuel
(dual-regen) cooling is given in Table XIX for operation at F = 1779N (400
lbF), Pc = 2758 kPa (400 psta), and MR= 3.5. The use of oxYgento cool from
the sktrt attachment point area ratio (¢ = 12.76) to the coolant changepoint
area ratio (¢ - 6) results in a small oxygen pressure drop and temperature
rise but provides a 7%decrease in &Tb for the methanewhich cools the
throat and chamber, Thus dual-regen cooling for this case _e_ults tn a lower_
fuel coolant temperature which can be converted to a longer chamberL',
which, tn turn, results tn higher perfomance.
A reduction in coolant discharge temperature from the cham-
ber by either (a) dual-regen cooling which distributes the total heat load to
both propellants, or (b) use of chambercoatings or ltners which reduce the
total heat flow to the coolant, increases the region of regenerative cooling
teastbtHty of the F-Pc-MRmaps(shown in Figure 83).
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PROPELLANT3 021CH4 02/CH4 .
ROMISh,P_/F 2758/1779(480/400) 2758/1779(400/400)
Stngle
CASENO. ReRanCH4 02 Ctl4
Tht_Jst, N (IbF) 1779 (400) 1779 (400)
6 Pc, kPa (psia) 2758 (400) 2758 (400)
• lap, sac 367.4 367.4
" Throat Radtuso_n (in.) 1.001 (0.394) 1.001 (0.354)
" Contraction _ 8:1 8:1
o L', on (In.) 19.16 (5.97) ],4,48 (5_70)
3.5 _,5
° WOX.kg/sec (ll:m/sec) 0.386 (0.85) 0.386 (0.85)
wf, kg/sec (l_/sec) _..109 (0.24) 0.109 (0.24)
aPc.j.,kPe.(psi) 631 (91.6) 3.45 (0.5) 481 (69.8)
ecj ,-In, kPa (psta) 7583 (1100) 7101 (1030) 7583 (1100)
G Pc.`1..-out, kPe (psla) 6962 (100_.4) 7097 (3029.5) 7102 (1030.2)
^Tc.j., °K (°F) 411 (739.9) 6.7 (12.4) 382 (687.8)
Tc.j.,-in, °K (aF) 114 (-264.2) 97.0 (-289.3) 114 (-254.2)
Tc.j.,-out, °K (°F) 525 (485.7) 104 (-272.9) 496 (433.6)
Regen¢ 12.76:1 12.76:6 6;1
• T_cj,_x, °K ('F) 816 (1008) 233 (-40) 818 (1009)
Tw_,n_x, oK (°F) 747 (884) 222 (-60) 492 (885)
hg,max,kw/m2 °K (Btu/tnZ-sec °F) 4.707 (0.00160) 0.6236 (0.000212) 4.707 (0.00160)
he,max, kw/m2 °[ (Otu/tn2-sec °F) _3.943 (0.00474) 6.295 (0.002_4) 17.179 (0.00584)
q/Ag max, kw/,2 (Btu/tnZ-sec) 13025 (7.97) 1945 (1.19) 13041 (7.98)
Q/At. max, kw/m2 (Btu/tn2-sec) 4167 (2.55) 343 (0.21) 3897 (2.36)
Otota1, watt (Btu/sec) 162264 (153.9) 44C8(4.2) 151405 (143.6)
,, ,m
° Tr, °K ('F) 3569 (5964.3) 3477 (5498) 3314 (9954.3)
teal1 Thickness, cm (in.) 0.792 (0.300) 0.762 (0.300)
Vc4 .mex. m/sac (ft/sec) 86.9 (285) 1.65 (5.4) 111.9 (356)
He.j..max, " O.154 0.002 O.196
No. Channels 105 131 103
Min. ¢han. Depth, cm(in.) 0.066 (0.026) 0.612 (0.241) 0,0?9 (0.031)
aPe..1./Pc' " 0.229 O.00|25 O.1749
ttm_ttn5 Criterion Gas-Side ChannelAspect Gas-Stde
Well Tamp. Ratioof 20 WallTemp.
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- 5. Thermal Conclusions for NBPLO2/LCH4 Cooltng
The analyses of the oxygen/methanepropellant system further
substantiate the conclusion drawn from the LO2/RP-1and LO2/LH2 studies
that TCAcooling channel widths are highly sensitive to thrust, chamberpres_
sure,mixtureratio,and channelaspectratio. The analysi_of methaneand
oxygen as coolants has shownthat regenerative cooling feasibility depends
largely on selecting proper channel widths and aspect ratios. The use of
smaller,high-aspect-ratiochannelsprovidesan effectivemethodof
extendingthe range of regenerativecoolingwhich,in turn,meanshigher
performancedue to eliminationof lossesassociatedwith the use of less
efficientcoolingmethods. It must be emphasized,however,that these
resultsare applicableonly for a highthermalconductivitya11oy suchas
i copperwblch allowsfor veryeffectivefin heat transferand,thus, excellent
fluxtransformation.
The analysismatricesfor the three thrustlevelsstudied
are givenin Figures80 th ough82. Each designpoint an lyzedi coded to
l indicate design feasibility status; approximations for boundaries have beensketched to delineate regions of differing feasibility.l
The use of methaneas a single-regencoolantprovidesdesign
feasibilityat Pc's_f roughly3448kPa (500psia)or lessat MR's from2 to
3.5 -- the most likelyrangefor use of methane. As shownin Figure65,
I pressuredropbecome_verylarge at higherPc'sand mixtureratiosaboveZ.
• The use of oxygen as a single-regen coolant is feasible at
I highmixtureratiosat Pc'sbetween4137and 6894 kPa (600 and 1000 IbF).
Oxygencoolingismarginalat higherPc'sat the lowermixtureratioand does
not appearfeasibleat 6894kPa (1000 psia)for MR's of 3.5 and 4. Againthe
dataof Figure65 showthat v ryhlgh pressuredrops and narrowchannelsare
requiredto approacJ1_thisregionon the F-Pc-MRmap.
At 1779N(400IbF),the feasibledesign regionhas decreased
b while the marginaland nonfeasibleareashave increased(Figure81).
The analysesperformedat F = 445N (100 lbF)showedeven
lesscoolingcapabilityfor oxygen;thisis evidentin Figure82. In all
cases, the bulk temperature limitation of stngle-pruG_llant cooling results
in a reduced chamberL' and reduced Isp.
i_ One detailed dual-regen analysis was performed for F - 1779N
/ (400 lbF), Pc = 2758 kPa (400 psta), and MR- 3.5. Oxygenwas selected to
b- regenerattvety cool the divergent nozzle from ¢ = 12.76 to ¢ = 6. Pressure
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V, B, Thermal Design (cont.)
and 6.9"K (12.4QF). Methane was then selected to cool the balance of the
regenerattvely cooled chamber. In comparing these results to stngle-regen
cooling wtth methane, the Z_Pwas reduced from $32 kPa (91.6 psta) to 481 kPa
(69.8 psta) and the outlet bulk temperature from 525.4°K (485.7°F) to 495.4°K
(433.6°F). Channel mtntmumwidths Increased slightly from 0.041 cm (0.016
In.) to 0.044 cm (0.017 in.).
The net results for the Task LV study of the oxygen-methane
propellant combination are displayed fn Ftgure 83 which provides F-Pc-MR
operating mapsdelineating approxtmate cooling concept areas. At the highest
thrust, regenerative cooling must be augmentedby other performance-degrading
concepts only at the highest Pc's near the optimummixture ratio. This
augmentedregion Increases as thrust ts decked.
C. PERFOPJ4AHCE+SENSITIVIT_
1. Performance Model
The performance mode] used was essentially the sameas tn
the pre¢tous secttons for LOX/RP-1and LOX/hydrogen. Calibration for
oxygen-methaneused OFOtrtplet element data from the NASA-LeRCHydrocarbon
Fuel Engine Injector Svaluatton (Ref. 7).
2. Attainable Isp for NBPLOX/LCH4
Unltke the oxygen-hydrogenengines which can successfully
use fuel-regenerative cooling at all operating points, only a ltmtted number
of operating points are possible wtth methane or oxygencooltng. As can be
seen from Table XX and Ftgure 84, fuel-regen coollng ts feasible for mixture
ratios less than 3.5 at a Pc of 2758 kPa (400 psta) and thrusts of 4448 and
1779N (1000 and 400 lbF). By increasing the mixture ratio from 2 to 3.5 at
the two thrust levels, performance increased 12.3% and 9.9%, respectively.
Table XXI documentsthe results of the oxygen regen-cooled
cases. Oxygenregen-cooltng can be used for mtxture ratios greater than 3.5[Pc = 2758 kPa (400 psta)] tn the mid Pc des|gn range. By vawtng the mtx-
ture ratio from 3.5 to 5, performance decreased by 4_3%at 445N (100 IbF)thrust and 6.8% at 4448N (100 lbF) thrust. With MR 3.5, etther oxygen Or
fuel regen-cooltng could be used at Pc - 2758 kPa (400 psta).
The benefits of dual-regen coollng tn Improving perfomance
are _abulated tn Table XXII. As can be seen tn Figure 84, the most stgntfl-
cant performance improvementsoccur at the lowest thrust level. Figures 85
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Figure 84. Predicted LOX/LCH4 Performance as a Funct4on
of Mixture Ratio for 4448, 1779, and 445N (1000,
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V, C, Perfomance Sensitivity (cont.)
through 87 show that when re_l injector ERE is considered, the peak perform-
ance generally occurs at Pc = 2758 kPa (400 psta) for a constant thrust. The
general trend ts that perfomance increases from Pc = 689 kPa (100 psta) to
Pc = 2758 kPa (400 psta) and then decreases from Pc = 2758 kPa (400 psta) to
Pc = 6894 kPa (1000 psta). At high Pc, chamber diameter, element quantity,
and ERE decrease as indicated in Tables XXI and XXlI, resulting in lower per-
fonnance.
The potential Isp improvements attainable by utilizing more
efficient injectors are indlcated,by the dotted cur-yes, More efficient
injectors can be achleved,by improved element design or by use of a larger
quantitY of smaller elements per unit area of injector face. The real Injec-
tor prediction lines are based on 0.93 elements/cm 2 (6 elements/ tn. 2)
surface face. Another approach to improving the injector efficiency by
adding elements would be to keep the element density fixed and inca:ease the
chamber contraction ratio to allow more elements to-be packaged.
The respective maximum LOX/LCH4 Isp for real and ideal
injectors for coolable chambers are compared in the following table:
Thrust, F Chamber Pressure, Pc Isp,
N (.___lbF) Ifljector MR kPa (psta) sec
4448N (lO00) Ideal 3.5 to 4 5515N (800) 383 --
Real 3.5 2758N (400) 375 Fuel or Oxygen
177gN (400) Ideal 3.5 2758N (400) 380 --
Real 3.5 2758N (400) 371 Dual-Regen
445N (100) Ideal 3.5 2758N (400) 377 --
Real 3.5 2758N (400) 362 Dual-Regen
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V, C_ Performance Sensitivity (cont.)
3. Performance Conclusions for LOX/Methane
From _hese data, the following general conclusions may be
o The peak performance generally occurs at a mixture
ratto of 3.5 _ 0.5 for LOX/methane.
= Whenreal injector effects are considered, maxtmumspe-
cific impulse is obtained at the tntemediate chamber
pressure levels [2758 kPa (_00 psia)] except for the
low-thrust [445N (_100 lbF)] high chamber pressure
condltlon. In all cases, maximumspecific impulse is
obtained at the maxtmumsteady thrust level [6894N
(1000 lbF)]. +
o Whenhigher-efficiency injectors becomeavailable, the
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I, INTRODUCTION
The primaryobjectiveof the Task I thermalanalysiseffortwas to
identifycandidatecoolingconceptsand to developa simplifiedthermal
design process. The resulting design model for regenerativelycooled cham-
bersis capableof providingpreliminarydesignsfor a widerange of design
variableswith a simplifiedinputand at lowercomputationalcost per case.
Coolinganalysesutilizingany of the threecandidatefuels,oxygen,or com-
bined fueland oxygencoolingare possible.
The objectivesof Task II were to evaluatethe thermalmodeland the
selecteddesigncriteriaby performingpreliminaryregenerativecoolingchan.
nel design studies on the LO2/RP-1system. Thrusts of 667, 1779, and 3114N(150, 400 and 700 lbF), Pc's of 689, 2758 and 5515 kPa (100, 400, and 800
psta) were studied at mixture ratios of 2 and 4 as specified in the contrac-
tual statement of work. These calculations resulted in chambergeometric
propor_ionin9 criteria,suchas contractioBratio_c, and other specifica-
tionsused to completethe balanceof the study.
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If. THERMALDESIGNMODEL AND INPUTS
o DEVELOPMENIAND VERIFICATIONOF ANALYTICMODELS (TASKSI AND If)
The primaryobjectiveof the thermalanalysiseffortin Task I
was tomodifyexistingcomputerthermaldesignprogramsto provlde(I) auto-
matedoptimizationof channeldesignvariablesat two criticallocations--
" the maximumheatfl_xpoint and the maximumbulktemperaturepoint -- and (2)
simplificationof computationaltechniquesto facilitateparametricstudies
of enginedesignvariablesat minimumcost in computerand engineeringtime.
i' This methodologywas thenevaluatedin the Task II preliminarystudiesof the
LO2/RP-Ipropellantcombination.This programmodificationand its more
, significantfeaturesand inputvariablesare discussedbelow.
i l, ModifiedChannel-ThermalDesignProgram (SCALE)
_,- A generalizedheat transfermodel for regeneratlvelyand
_ radlatlon-cooledchambersis depictedin FigureA-I, In this study,lower-
i performingmass transfercooling,suchas filmand transpirationcooling,was
) advisedonly whena regenerativecoolingconfigurationmeetingthermalcri-teriacould not be developed. The gas-sldefilm resistanceaccountedfor
i boundarylayerlaminarizationeffects. Soot resistance(hot-wallcarbon
deposition)was not includedIn the model;a cleanchamberwall conditionwas
' assumed. A manufacturedthermallinerwith a specifiedresistancewas
employedto reducethe chamberheat flux in thosecases wherethe totalheat
i_ load to the coolantwas excessive, Such linerswere applledonly to the
> cylindricalchamberregionwherethe heat fluxwas low. The finmodel of the
chamberwall includesa simplifiedtwo-dimenslonaleffect,as shown in Figure
A-2. The coolantfllm resistancewas basedon appropriatedesigncorrela-
tions for single-phasefluidin forcedconvection.
tL The need fora more flexibl_and rapid designfeasibility
i programto facilitateparametricthermalanalysiswas recognizedfromthe on-set of this studyeffort. The ALRCSCALERthermaldesigncode programwas
k modifiedto providegreaterinternalcoolingchanneloptimizationpara-
metrics,suchas variablewidth and depthat the criticalpointsof maximum
_. heatfluxand maximumcoolanttemperature,and to acceptsomeloss In station
• desig_detail. The resultingcomputerprogram,SCALEF (documentedin Ref.
A-I), providesthe followingfeatures:
: (I) The hot-gasheattransfercoefficientis calculated
directlyfrom
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with the film temperature defined as 0.5 (Tr + Two) and DB being the
temperature-dependentDittus-Boelter propertiesf_ctor.* The Cg's are
input both as a function of area ratio (convergent section) and as station-
_i specifled values.(nozzle). This parameter reflects the combined effect ofcombustion and nozzle pressure gradients. Laminarlzationcriteria and syn-
il thesis of the reverse transition regime are identical to previous analyses
• employed in Contract NAS 321940 (documented in Ref. A-2), These crlterla are
• based on a fixed _.....°_n°nr_o-_ _nule.of 30 degree_ _d were not altered for
this program even though a slightly larger angle of 40 degrees was used.m
_ (2) Simplified chamber contour and station definition per-
_: mits input of the contraction ratio through use of dimensionless contour
parameters. Chamber cylindrical and convergent section geometrlcs are gen-
erated internallybased on the speclfied contraction ratio, convergenceangle, and three dimensionless radii of curvature (cylindrical to conical, lthroat upstream, and throat downstream). The number of subdivisions in the.
i barrel, in the curve at the start of convergence, and at the conical section
are specified input. The divergent nozzle is a scaled Rao contour for a 90%
bell nozzle.
: (3) Addition of the two-polnt design option provides an
_ iteratlve solution to optimum channel size and quantity for minimum pressure
_ drop in a relatively inexpensive fashion. This option requires the following
Inputs: (a) the nozzle channel width, (b) the nozzle land width at the inl-
.w tial (coolant inlet) station, and (c) the land width in the throat region
wB. (normally the maximum heat flux point). The throat channel width and the
land and channel widths in the cylindrical barrel section are calculated. A
slngle-pass counterflow cooling system is assumed, with the first point
D located in the constant channel width section (normally at the maximum flux
,_ point) and the second point located in the barrel (normally at the maximum
bulk temperature location). The coolant bulk temperature at each station is
: calculated by an energy balance method based on the difference between the
: known gas temperature and the desired wall temperature, the gas-side heat
transfer coefficient, and the coolant flowrate and properties. This is
i accomplishedwithout concern for the coollng channel geometry at stations
other then at the two critical design points. At Point No. 1, the program
accounts for the radius change across the gas-slde wall In calculating the
_e "OB _a_tor," as used herein, consists of the fluid properties and cor-
relation constants of the Dlttus-Boelter equation. It is calculated as




channelwidth and the correspondingnumberof channelsto satisfywall
temperaturecriteria. At PointNo. 2, a similarcalculationof the land
width and correspondingchannelw_dth is performedby usingthe numberof
chann_s definedfor PointNo, I.
In thesecalculatlons,the channeldepth is relatedto the














covera rangewhichyieldsthree distinctboundarylayerflowregimesas a
resultof flowaccelerationin the convergentsection. At highReynolds .numbers,the flowremainsturbulentand, as shownin FigureA-3,heat trans
fer coefficientsare calculatedfrom a standardpipe-flowcorrelation.The
dip shownin the turbulentcorrelationcoefficientaccountsfor the effects
of flowacceleration.At low Reynoldsnumbers,accelerationeffectsare
strongenoughthat the boundarylayerundergoesa reversetransitionto lami-
nar flow. At moderateReynoldsnumbers,the reversetransitionprocessis
startedbut not completed,and the throatboundarylayerIs in a transition
state. These regimesare shown in FigureA-4, in which the solidcurvegives
the throatStantonnumberas a functionof the diameter-basedReynolds
number. The reversetransitionregimespans the Reynoldsnumberrangeof
6-13x 105. This range,as well as the coefficientof the lamlnarlzed
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• FigureA-4 also illustratesthe calculationprocedure
used upstreamof the throatwhen reversetransition,or completelaminariza-
tion,occursat the throat. Considerfirstthe laminarizedcasewith the
throatat PointNo. 1. A laminarboundarylayer analysis(Ref.A-5) is used
to predictthe Stant_nnumberupstreamof the throat. Thisanalysisemploys
a length-basedReynoldsnumber,with the effectivestartingpointof the
laminarboundarylayercalculatedsuchthat the predictedthroatStant_n
numberequalsthe empiricalvaluefrom the solidcurveof FigureA-4, i.e.,
Cxt Rext'O'5 = 0.4 Reft -0"5
Thls boundarylayeranalysisappliesdownstreamof the point tn the conver-
gent sectionwhere the local turbulentand laminarStantonnumbersare equal,
i.e.,
Cg Ref"O'Z = Cx Rex"0"5.
The Cg employedis the local turbulentcorrelationshownin FigureA-3.
When the throatReynoldsnumberis in the reversetran-
sitionregion_as i!lustratedby the verticaldashedlinesin FigureA-4 at
Ref _ 10 x lob,a f_ctitiouslaminarboundarylayer analysis,based on
_" an-extensionof the lamlnarizedthroatcharacteristics,Is used. In this
case,the boundarylayeranalysisis forcedto match the fictitiousStanton
numberat PointNo. 2 in FigureA-4. Localheat transfercoefficientsare
thencalculatedby weightlng the laminarand turbulentcoefficientsas
follows:[
ST - S + S - SL
;:. hg _ hgL ST - SL hgL ST - SL
in whTch S is the actualthroatStant_nnumber,whileST and SL are the
throatvaluesobtainedby extensionof the turbulentand laminarcharacteris-
tics,respectively.These threeStantonnumbersare identifiedin Figure
A-4.
• The reversetransitionregionlimlts,definedin Figure
: A-4, dividethe F-Pc box of interesthereinintothreeregions,as shown in
: FigureA-5. It is apparentthatonly a very small regionat highthrustand
. high chamberpressureresultsin turbulentflowin the throatboundaryIwer
L for hydrocarbonsand even less for hydrogen. Furthermore,much of the o_r-
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b. Gas-Side Carbon Deposition
Carbon deposition on the gas-side walls of rocket
thrust chambers is not well-characterized, with experimental data indicating
a hi9h degree of dependencyon injector design and hardware and operating
conditions. In thts study, no credit for reduction in heat load to the cool-
ant was taken o_ the basts of this mechanism. However, tt was postulated
that a thermal resistance liner could be used in the cylindrica_ section when
high barrel heat loads result in an unacceptable coolant bulk temperature
r tse.
3. Attachment Area Ratio for a Radiation-Cooled Nozzle
TR_-enslon
The area ratio at which a radiation-cooled nozzle extension
can be attached was calculated by assuming1786°K (2755=F) as the operating
temperature for the skirt material. Predicted wall temperatures were based
on the _tmple energy balance:
hg (Taw - Twg) = o_ (1 + fi) (Twg)4
in which
= coating emissivity (typical value = 0.85)
ft =tnternal view factor to end planes from an axtsymmetrtc vtew
factor program
The proper attachment area ratio is calculated separately
for each propellant combination and operating point. Model checkout calcu-
lations for LO2/RP-1 at mtxture ratios of 2 and 4 showedthe attachment
arearatioto be primarily_ functionof Pc (i.e.,heat flux)and to be
insensitiveto MR and thrust,as shown in FigureA-6. At chamberpressures
belowabout689 kPa (I00psia),temperatureswere below 1756°K(2700°F),
permltclngfullwall chambercoolingby radiationalone. At the maximumPc,




The basic nondimenslonal chambercontours used in this
study are shownin Figure A-7. The convergent section contours were selected
to minimize boundary layer turbulence within the limits of standard design
practice. This goal dictates the use of a large convergence angle with a
conical section of sufficient length. Therefore, a 40° convergenceangle,
161
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alongwlth a radiusof curvatureat the startofconvergencelargeenoughto
preventflow separationand-localperturbationsin the localheat-transfer
coefficient,was selected.
b. NozzleContourSelection
A standardnondimensionalcontourfor a 400:1 area
ratio,85% b_ll nozzlewas selected. The cooledsurfacearea,length,and
local diameterore proportionedto the throatdiametercalculatedfor the




L', and chamberheat fluxwas assessedfor the LO2/RP-Ipropellantcombina-
tion at _ mixtureratioof 2 and a chamberpressureof 6894 kPa (IO00psla).
The resuitsof thisanalysisare showrlin FigureA-8. All threeparametersbenefl_as the contractionratiois inc,eased fromthe 3.3:1valueutilized
in the (arlierstudy(docL(mentedIn Ref.A-2). Practicalconsiderations
regardihgenginesizeand injector/Igniterdesignand fabricationresultedin
a recommendationof a minimumcontractionra_loof 8:1.
d. Mi{dmumChamberDiameter
At low thrusts,increasingthe chamberpressureresults
in smallerthroatdiameters. For examole,for Lo2/RP-Ipropellantsat
F = 445N (100IbF)and Pc = 6894kPa (i000psia),a throatdiameterof 0.62
cm (0.244in.)is calculated.For a contractionratio of 8, _he resulting
chamberdiameterwould be only 1.75cm (0.690in.). Thls is not considered
realisticfor the following reasons.
Injectordesignrequiresa centrallylocatedigniter
for the non-hypergolicpropellantsand,for combustionefficiency,two con-
centricrowsof in_ectorelements. The igniterrequiresa flow area encom-
passing2% of the throatarea, but with a diameternot less than0.152cm
(0.06_n.). A thrustper elementrangingfrom26.7N (6 IbF) to 44.5N (10
IbF)was consideredalongwith a minimumelementdenslt_vof 0.93/cm2
(6/In.Z). Packagingand manifoldlngof thlsmlnlmum-sizeinjectorresulted
In an injectordiameterof 3.81cm (I.50in.)whichdictatedthe contraction
ratioat many designpoints.
Consequently, the study philosophY was to design cham-
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3.81 cm 11.50 in.) was reached. This, then, became the limiting constraint
.- with increasing Pc and as the contraction ratio was increased as required.
!_ For the case noted above, the resulting contraction ratio was over 37:1.
5. Channe_lDesign Constraints
A basic coolant channel configuration currently employed for
regeneratively-cooleddesigns utilizes rectangular coolant passages milled in
I a.zlrconlum-copper liner with an electroformed nickel closeout. This type of
construction minimizes cooling problems at higher chamber pressures and maxi-
..... mizes fin effectiveness in high-conductivitymetals in transforming the gas-
_'_ side hea_ flux to a lower coolant-side flux. These channel-walledchambers-
_ normally extend to the area (_A) at which a radiation-cooled nozzle can be
utilized. At the lower chamber pressures, however, _A approaches the
th o t (Figure A-6). In order to elim nate a fl nge near the throat station
for these cases, the nozzle cooling channels are extended to an area ratio of
6:1, dt which point fabricability methods for joining the nozzle extension to
_ the cooled chambers are straightforward.
_.T_ a. Creep and Cycle Life Considerations
The designs considered are based on a service llfe of
five full thermal cycles times a safety factor of four. The maximum chamber
wall temperature is limited to 811°K (IO00°F) and the temperature differen-
tial between the Zr-Cu ga:-side and Ni closeout is 700°K (800°F). This
results in a maximum strain of not over 1.6% for each cycle. The equations
built into the program allow slightly higher strain levels if the gas-side
temperature is less than 811°K (IOOO°F).
>" b. Channel Dimensions and Geometry
Conventional fabrication technology limits assumed in
past studies restricted the minimum channel widths and depths and the minimum
land width to about 0.076 cm (0.030 in.). The maximum channel aspect ratio
(_ept;_/width)is typically 4 or 5, again based on machining limitations.
With these restrictions,as reported in Reference A-2, only limited regions
of the F-Pc map could be shown to have cooling feasibility. No limits based
on fabrication considerations were specified for these variables in the
present study. However, minimum channel dimension of around 0.013 to 0.025
cm (0.005 to 0.010 in.), depending on the coolant, are suggested due to a
plugging potential and the limits of coolant filtration.
The allowable gas-side channel width-to-wall thickness
ratio requirementsfor Zr-Cu are shown in Figure A-9. The design program
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requires use of a thicker wall for structural reasons, based on a wall-
thickness-to-channel-widthratio for the respective pressure and temperature.
Actual pressure differentials across the hot wall and hot gas-side wall temp-
erature material strengths are used in the program to determine wall thick-
ness at each station.
The calculations of Task II indicated that the required
cooling channel width at the throat with either RP-I or oxygen as coolant
would be significantly less than th_ conventional minimum width of 0.076 cm
(0.030 in.). In addition, high-aspect-ratiochannels are required for oxy-
gen. The high cooling surface attained by high aspect ratio channels more
than compensates for the reduced heat transfer coefficient as velocity is
decreased, particularlyat high chamber pressures. These trends are illus---
trated in Figures A-IO and A-11.
Figure A-I! also illustrates the effect of increased
wall thickness on the flux transformation for low-thrust, high-Pc engines.
The coolant-side flux is appreciably reduced by the radial dimension effect
on these small engines.
Also evaluated was the effect of varying land width
over a range from 0.030 to 0.089 cm (0.012 to 0.035 in.) with RP-I as the
coolant. As throat land width was increased, the number of coolant channels
decreased and pressure drop increased. Fabrication and structural considera-
tlons led to the selection of a minimum land width of 0.063 cm (0.025 in.)
for this study (Figure A-12).
c. Coolant Flow Arrangement
A single-pass,counterflow regeneratlve-coolingconfig-
uration was selected as the preferred cooling concept. Both the fuel and the
uxidizer were evaluated with the coolant inlet located at the radiation-
cooled extension attachment point. This type of cooling arrangement, termed
"single-regen" cooling, can become bulk-temperatureor pressure-drop-11mited
as th__ fluxes increase with increasing Pc and as the flow decreases with
reduced thrust. Cooling with both propellants in series, termed "dual-
regen" cooling, provides an increased heat load capability. For the LOX/RP-1
propellant combination, fuel cooling was considered from the attachment point
to an area ratio of 6:1 (based on manifolding requirements).Oxidizer'cooling
was utilized from this point through the high-flux throat region to the
injector in order to avoid coolant-slde fouling posslble with RP-I. I_Isome
cases, a thermal barrier or liner in the barrel was utilized to reddce the
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i" d. Coolant State
Fluid in the coolant channels is single-phase at all
I times. The oxygen is in a supercrtttcal state, as are the hydrogen andmethane analyzed in Task IV.e. Coolant-Side Wall Temperature
i__ Two of the four coolants studied required a limit to
the allowable coolant-side wall temperature. Both hydrocarbon fuels, RP-I
• and methane, thermally decompose or "coke." The threshold for carbonaceous
_ deposit formation with RP-I is approximately S61°K (550°F), based on Jet FuelThermal Oxid Test (ASTM D 3241-73T) data for the slmilar J _ A-I fue1_
Coklng of methane does not limit channel design as the thermal d_ompositlon
range is estimated to be I033-1367°K (1400-ZOOO°F),well above the wall
temperatures allowed by life cycle and creep considerations.
Studies on copper oxidation, reported in Reference A-6,
show no evidence of oxidation below about 533°K (SO0°F) whereas the reaction
rate becomes pronounced at a temperature of 755°K (gOO°F). In this study, it
_. was assumed that 58g°K (600°F) was the maximum allowable temperature for
i copper surfaces in contact with oxygen.f. Coolant Outlet Temperature
i The maximum allowable coolant bulk temperature isdirectly related to the a11owable coolant-slde wall temperature discussed
i above. With wall temperatures limited to 561 and 589°K (550 and 600°F),
respectively, for RP-I and oxygen, rule-of-thumb allowances for the wall-to-
bulk temperature differentlals and density changes determined 450 and 3g4°K
(350 and 250°F), respectively, to be reasonable maximum allowable bulk temp-
_i. eratures for the two coolants. While methane Is not reactlon-llmitedat lowp essures, the rapid decrease in density with increasing emperatur indi-
cates that 473-533°K (400-500°F) is a practical limit. However, the pressure
effect is strong; thus each methane cooling case was analyzed without con-
M: slderlng a limiting bulk temperature.
_ _ g. Coolant Velocity
i
For supercritlcalhydrogen, oxygen, and methane, the
maximum acceptable fluid velocity was not permitted to exceed a local Mach
J_ number of 0.3. For subcooled liquid RP-I, th- maximum liquid velocity was






I h. Channel Pressure
Drop
The acceptability of the magnitude of the cooling
I channel pressure drop is largely a function of system considerations which,
as such, are beyondthe scope of this -tudy. However, since coolant pressure
drop is a primary factor in assessment _ any design, it was necessary to
specifya limitingvalue for pressureloss foreach coolantin orderto
i arrive at a reasonable acceptability bound f r each. The minimumchanneloutlet pres ure was retc_lbed by the all wable pressure drop acro s the
injector, defined as Pcu./o, Coolant channel pressure drops were specified
i as follows:
. = LO2/RP.1},
System power balance studies for oxygen cooling of
turboalternator expander cycle engines led to a specification for APmax for
oxygen of 1722 kPa (250 psi). Since RP-1 becamebulk-temperature-limited in
most cases, a maximum_P criterion was not necessary.
o LO2/LH2
il A preliminaryselectionof 1722kPa (250,.-i)for
the allowablemaximumpressuredrop for eitherhydrogenor oxygenbecame
unnecessaryas hydrogen_P's were much lowerand oxygenIs not indicatedas a
coolantfor this propellantcombination.
• LO2/LCH4
With eitheror both propellantsas coolants,the
allowablepressuredropswere basedon a preliminarypower balanceanalysis
of a mixed expander/turboalternatorcycle. Coolingchanneloutletpressures
weremaintainedsupercritical.Minimumcoolantchannelpressuredropswere
functionsof Pc as shown in FigureA-13.
" 6. CoolantProperties
I The thermalcoolantchanneldesignanalysisprogramrequl-es
) both coolantthermodynamicdata (density,enthalpy,specificheat, and sonic
i: velocity)and transportdata(thermalconductivityand viscosity)as well assatura ionpressuresand temperatures.StandardNBS propertieswere emp oyed
for oxygen,hydrogen,and methane. Propertydata for RP-%were intensively
i_ reviewed,and the results are reportedin ReferenceA-7.
l 7. CoolantCorrelationsheat transfercorrelationsfor slngle-phasefluids
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regardingtheiruse beyondthe range of supportingtest datamust be con-
sidered. The criticalpoints,normalboilingpoints,and typicaltempera-
turesfor the fourcoolantsof interestare presentedbelow:
_gen R_P-E_ Methane
Crit.Press.,kPa (psia)5102(740) 2172 (315) 4598 (66?) 1296 (I88)
Crlt.Temp, °K (_F) 154 (-182) 677 (758) 191 (-I17) 33 (-400)
NBP, °K ('F) gO (-298) 490 (422) 112 (-25g) 21 (-423)
TypicalInletTemp., 90 (-298) 289 (60) 112 (-259) 21 (-423)
°K (°F)
a. Oxygen
The resultsof a recentlyconcludedheated-tubetest
programover a reducedpressureratiorangeof 0.39 to 6.76 and a heatflux
rangeof 1961to 89,881kw/m2 (i.2to 56 Btu/in.2-sec),togetherwith
earlierdata,led to the followingcorrelation:
)
-0.5 0._ 0.67 0.2
Hub = NUref/Pb_ kb
P
where Nuref = 0.0025Reb PrbO'4
Over 95% of the dataused fitsthisequationwithin+70% (Ref.A-8).
b. RP-1
The forcedconvectioncharacteristicsof RP-Ias devel-
t' oped ,orwater,RP-I, and diethylcyclohexane(DECH)were predictedby the
I Hinesequation(Ref.g):!
I _ub = 0.0055RebO'g5 PrbO'4! c. Hethane
Heat transferto methaneat supercriticalpressureswas





% = o.oo 45Reb %
0,53 0.23
m d, _drogen
__ _drogen as a coolant in the supercriticalpressure
range is characterized _ the Hess_andKunzcorrelation of Re_rence A-11:
E- 0.8 0.4 -
D Nuf = 0,0208 uf Prf (1 + 0.01457 Vw )
B Vb
The correction factor below for tube curva_re effects, as _veloped in
Re.fence A-IZ, was a_lled _ all of the above correlations:
.v
hc = hs _-_CDe ) 2] '05
w_re:
I
hc = coefficient corrected for curvature ef_cts
D: hs = stralght-tubecoefficient
Re = R_nolds number
De = Channel equlvalent diameter
_: Rc = Radius of curvature
8. Coolant Limitations
Of the four coolants studied, only _drogen does not possess
an innate chracteristicwhich limits its use in regenerative cooling.
a. Oxygen
. As discussed in Section II,5,e, copper Is subject _ a





b. RP-IThermaldecompositionof RP*I limitsthis coolantto
wall and bulk temperaturesof 561 and 450°K (550 and 350°F),respectively,as
discussedin Sectionll.5.eand f. In contextwith the narrowchannels
determined in this study, the problem of contamination by biological and
chemicalreactionsmust also be considered.
i:i C. Methane
Although the coktng temperature of around 978eK
(1300°F)is above coppermetal temperaturelimitations,the lack of any
• appreciablesubcoollng,along with the sensitivityof bulk densityto
relativelysmall pressuredecreasesand temperatureincreases,constrainsthe
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I. INTRODUCTION
This appendixdocumentsthe performancemodelingconductedduring
Tasks I and II of the studyprogram. Includedin thisappendixIs a brief
descriptionof the performancepredictionmethodology,calibrationtechniques
relating to the energy release and boundary layer losses, and a presentation
of the results of sensitivity analyses relating to the impact of chamber
pressure, thrust,and mixtureand area ratioon predicteddeliveredspecific
._ impulse.
The overallobjectivesof the Task I and II performancestudieswere:




Task II Definearea ratioand mixtureratioinfluenceson the
attainablespecificimpulseof LOX/RP-Iand the recom-
mendedstudyrangesfor Task Ill
187
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_ II. SUMMARY
A. PERFORMANCE MODEL DESCRIPTION
The performance model was based on simplifiedJANNAF techniques,
! then calibrated to existing engines and/or ,_re rigorous analytical tech-
I!i niques. This model yields reasonable performance trends and is inexpensive
to run.........
The predicted delivered specific impulse (IsPDEL) was obtained
i: by calculating the Influence of known mechanisms that degrade the ideal(IsPoDE) performance. These efficiencies/1ossmechanisms were divided into
flve major categories: energy release efficiency (qERE), reaction kinetics
_t efficiency (qK), two-dimenslonal divergence efficiency (q2D), loss due to
the thrust decrement within the boundary l_,er, and loss Bue to film cooling.
A computer program had previously been developed to help faclli-
p. tare parametric analysis by representing each loss mechanism in a subroutine
w_h.the appropriate data base.
During Task I, a Priam vaporization model (Ref. B-I) and empir-
ical mixing loss correlation for LOX/RP-I were incorporated into a subroutine
i which enabled the ERE to be internally calculated. The vaporizationmodel
was calibrated using data from the NASA-LeRC OFO triplet engines (NASA TM
79319). IsPoDE and IsPoDK data were obtained using the Two-Dimensional .Kinetics Program (TDK), Reference B-2, and tabulated over a range of condi
tions that would encompass those desired for this analysis.
The kinetic efficiency was obtained by comparing the one-
dimensional kinetics specific impulse (ISPODK) to the IsPODE (qK =
ISPoDK/ISPODE). The two-dimensionalefficiency was obtained from charts
which gave the n2D for optimum Rao nozzles as described in Reference B-3.
These charts were tabulated to facilitate their use in the performance pro-
- gram. The performance loss due to boundary layer development was obtained byimplementing the turbulent boundary layer chart procedures also given in
i Reference B-3. These procedures were modified to incorporate the results of
the BLIMP analysis conducted during Task I (Ref. B-4). The boundary layer
efficiency was calculated by assuming an adiabatic wall chamber and propel-
" lants at the tank enthalpylevels. Past analyses have shown this approach to
be quicker and to result in the same efficiency predictions as the more
rigorous method of calculating the enthalpy loss to the regen coolant, then
finding a new IsPoDE by using the increased propellant enthalpy.
The performance model also includes a subroutine to calculate
film-coollng efficiency, if required. Film-coollng efficiency is calculated
: by ratloing the mass weighted performance for the core and coolant stream
tubes by the performance at the injector mixture ratio. The performance
mathematical modeling (loss accounting) is consistent wlth the JANNAF simpli-





The energyreleaseefficiencywas calibrate_to the NASA-LeRCOFO
tripletLOX/RP-Iengine. The measuredperformance(% C ) of this engine
was 99.1%;the parametricmodel predictionwas 99.0%. The boundarylayer
lossused in the modelwas calibratedto BLIMPanalysesand resultedin
thrustlosscorrectionfactorsfrom0.4 to 1.2, dependingon enginethroat
Reynoldsnumber. The range(f ODE specificimpulseand variousperformance
lossesfor LOX/RP-Iand area ratiosof 10 to 1000,chamberpressuresof 276
to 5515kPa (40 to BOO psia),and thrustsof 667 to 8gON (150to 200 IbF) at
mixtureratiosof 2 and 4 are shown in the followingtable:
RANGEOF COMPONENTPERFORMANCELOSSES
RANGE
ODE SpecificImpulse (300- 380 IbF-sec/Ibm)
KineticLoss 2 - 15%
OivergenceLoss 0.1 - 1.5%
BoundaryLayerLoss 0.3 - 4.0%
EnergyReleaseLoss 0.2 - 12%
Film-CoollngLoss 0 - 10%
As can be seen,the klneticlossrepresentsthe largestpotentialperformance
decrement. However,both the energyreleaseloss (vaporizationand mixing)
and the coolinglossare alsopotentiallylargelosses. Thesecan be con-
trolled(to someextent)by engine/injectordesign.
Duringthe Task I study,the chambercontractionratio (CR),
length(L'),and propellanttemperaturewere evaluated. The resultsof these
studies,basedon elementpackagingand performanceconsiderations,indicated
that a minimumcontractionratioof 8 or minimumchamberdiameterof 3.81cm
(1.5in.)Is necessaryfor good performance(ERE> 95%). Also,it was con-
cludedthat thisperformancelevelwas compatible-wlththe recommended
(regenerative)coolingschemes. Further,heatedfuel (RP-I)was predictedto
yield significantperformanceImprovements.Basedon theseanalyses,aninjectionelementdensityof 0.93cm (6/in.z) (OFOtriplets)was selected
as bothyleldlnggoodperformanceand being in the currentrangeof state-
of-theart designpractice.
Duringthe Task II study,threeengineswith thrust/chamberpres-
sure ratiosof 667/276,266q/206B,and 3113/5515N/kPa(150/40,600/300,and
700/800IbF/psla)were evaluatedat mixtureratiosof 2 and 4 overan area





II, B, Calibrationand SensitivityStudy Results(cont.)
12.7, and 10.41 cm 15.8, 5.0, and 4.1 in.), respectively, for the three
engines, These lengths were within the regenerative cooling capability enve-
lope (with LOXor LOX+ RP-1) and resulted in p_d!:_d)_erg)Kre!e_$_eff!_
_: ctenctes of 97.4 to 100%,
H". In addttton to regenerative cooling, radiationand thermalbar-
rier (O/Fcontrol)coolingwere investigated.Thesecooling_echnlques
' result in lower performance than the regenerattvely cooled cases at equiva-
lent lengths, but performance could be improved by using longer lengths. The
area ratiosurveyindicatedapproximatelya I% Isp _ncreasewith each• doublingof c above¢ = 200:1. Sincegood experime taldataexistat a 400:1
_: area ratio(Ref.B-5),this arear_tio (c = 400:1)was recommendedfor Task
llI analysis. The mixtureratiosurveyindicatedthe mixtureratio formax-









L -A. TASK I ANALYSES
i. ModelFormulationand Calibration
The simplifiedperformancemodel formulatedfor this phase
_i of the studywas structuredto fulfillthe followingfourrequirements:
o Representstate-of-the-artechnologywith regardto
c_puter codesand modelingassumptions.
o Be sufficientlydetailedto allow realistictrendsof
performancewith bothenginedesignand operatingvari-
ables.
° Be amenableto _arametricanalysis(i.e.,easy to input
and fast to run).




_r The performancemodel uses the one-dimenslonalequilibriumspecificimpulseas the referenceperformance.From this referenceperform-
ance, the variousperformancelossesare subtractedto yield the predicted
specificimpulse. The performancelossesconsideredand the codes usedare
shown in FigureB-I. The mathematicalmodeling(lossaccounting)is shownon
FigureB-2. Thisloss accountingis consistentwith the JANNAFrecommended
techniquesof ReferenceB-6. The two performancelossesrequiringspecial
considerationin order to providesufficientaccuracyfor meaningfulperform-
ance trendswere the energyreleaseloss and the boundarylayerloss.
a. EnergyReleaseLossModel
i The energyreleaselossmodelcan considerboth
r: varpo_ization-llmitedand mixing-limitedperformance.The vaporization-
11mltedcombustionmodel usesthe work of Prlem (Ref.B-I)to model the
impacton engineperformancedue to incompletepropellantvaporization.This
loss accountsfor both the effectsof a totalmass flow ratedefectand the
signiflcantincrease(shifts)in combustionmixtureratiocomparedto overall
injectormixtureratioas a resultof the vaporizationlimitation.A mathe-
_atlcalrepresentatlonc,fthe vaporizationlossis givenin FigureB-3.For
ux/_e-Lpropellants,the vaporizationmodel usesan empiricallyderived
reductionin atomizationefficiencyby applyinga 1.5 factorto the propel-
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2. rlEL MIX ; _ O/Fl \ OIF2 account for O/F shift caused
T. I-_PoDE(_I + 'N2) by film cooling)
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NOTE: All efftciencies are thrust ratios; losses are (1 - efftctenctes)
= Mass Flowrate MT = M1 + 1_2+ MS
1,2 - Stream Tube._I and 2 (Core)
: B : Barrier Stream Tube
V = VaporizedProperty
:" T = Total Property
_ Figure B-3. Performance Efficiency Definitions194
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Ill,A, Task I - Analyses(cont.)
model considers the influence of element size, element spactng, and engine
m sizeby usingALRC-developedempirlcalcorrelationsderivedfromenginetest
m_ data. The influenceof elementsize is modeledwithinthe code as the impact
of hole sizetoleranceon interelementmixtureratiodistribution.For a
fixedorificetolerance,the magnitudeof possibleelement-to-elementinjec-
tionmixtureratiomaldistributionincreaseswith decreasingorificesize.
The influenceof elementspacingon propellantcoremixingefficiencyis pro-
portlonalto the ratioof chamberlengthto the productof contractionratio
_ and thrustper elementralsedto a power. Thuslong chamberswith small,
-- denselypackedinjectionelementsresultin predictedhigh interelementmix-
ing efflciencieswithinthe core. The enginesize modelingconsideredthe
ratioof activeinjectorcore area to totalinjectorarea. Thus largeinjec-
torswith a high ratioof activepattern-to-total-injectorareayield a
higherpotentialmixingefficiencythan smallerinjectorsdue to reductionof
barrieror fringemixinginefficiences.Mixingloss is generallya small
decrementto energyreleaseefficiency,and the approachusedhereinhas been
foundin previousprogramsto be conservative,i.e., to overpredictthe mix-
ing componentof the energyreleaseloss. The energyreleasemodel alsocon-
sidersthe impactof the vaporizationand mixinglosseson the kineticspe-
cific impulse. The operatingand designparameterswhich influencethe










determineenginesize (throatradius)and performance,usinga 0.2% energy
releaseclosurecriterion. The following_uidelinesfor the LOX/RP-Iengine
resultedfrompreliminaryinvestigations:
° Geometry





_ 3.23cm2 (0.5in.2) IgniterArea in Centerof
Injector
: 85% Bell Nozzle
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All Other Lossesas Definedin Simplified
Procedureof CPIA 246
The energyreleaselossmodelwas calibratedto the
NASA-LeRCLOX/RP-IOFO tripletenginedescribedin ReferenceB-7. The per-
tinentengineparametersand calibrationresults are shownon TableB-I.
Thesedata showexcellentagreementof the predictedparametricmodel per-
formance(%C* = 99.0) to the measuredvalue (99.1%).
b. BoundaryLayer LossModel
The purposeof thiswork was to qualifythe simplified
procedure(TBLchart)used for ptedictlngperformanceloss due to boundary
layerdevelopment.Thiswas accomplishedby comparingTBL (turbulentbound-
ary layer)chartpredictionsto lossescalculatedby the more rigorousJANNAF
procedureused for the BLIMP program. Twenty-fiveoperatingpointswere
simulatedwith the BLIMP program. Thrust,chamberpressure,combustioncham-
ber lengthto throatdiameterratio,wall temperatureto gas-sidestagnation
temperatureratio,and flowtransition(laminarto turbulent)criteriawere
var.ed_duringthesesimulations.TableB-If liststhe casessimulatedand the
resultingthrustloss;all caseswere for an area ratioof 100:1.
The first sevenBLIMPrunswere used to determinethe
influenceof usinglaminaror turbulentboundarylayerswhen solvingfor
thrust loss. These runs indicated that the thrust loss with turbulent f)ow
was approximately twice the loss experienced with laminar flow for the same
operating point.* Since the type of flow significantly influences the calcu-
lated thrust loss, these runs were also used to determine a transition cri-
terion based on momentumthicknes_ Reynolds number,(Res) that is consistent
with the criterion used in the thermal analysis.
*Subsequent analyses showedthat the relationship of laminar to turbulent
boundary layer thrust loss varies as a function of Reynolds number.
196
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III, A, Task I - Analysis (cont.)
The BLIMPUser's Manual suggests a transition Ree of
360 as a nominal guess. The manual notes that this value is for a zero. pres-
sure gradient flat surface (not contoured) and that for accelerating flows,
as in a rocket nozzle, the transition value will increase. A transition Ree
of 443 was found to result in a transition criterion consistent with that of
the_themal analysis.
Having established a transition criterion, reference
cases to be simulated were chosen to be at the corners of the study para-
metric box. These cases (Nu. 8-19 in Table B-II) assumedwall-temperature to
gas-stagnation temperature ratios of 0.2, 0.5, and adiabatic wall (1.01 and
were run at the operating points listed below:
Pc, kPa (psia) 138 (20) 138 (20) 6894 (I0001 6894 (I0001
Thrust,N (IbF) 445(100) 4448(10001 445(I00) 4448(10001
Six additionalcaseswere run to providea betterdefinitionof data trends.
The threeoperatingpointslistedbelowwere run for a wall temperatureratio
of 0.2 and an adiabaticwall (Cases19-25:):
Pc, kPa (psia) 1034(1501 10341 (1500) 13788(2000)
Thrust,N (IbF) 2.224(0.5) 8896 (2000) 88960 (20,000)
FigureB-4 showsthe percentageof thrustloss as a
functionof chamberpressure,thrust,and wall temperature.In general,as
thrust,chamberpressure,and/orwall temperatureratioincrease,the per-
centageof thrustlossdecreaseswitheitherlaminaror turbulentflow_
FigureB-5 showsthe correlationbetweenthe BLIMP and
TBL chartpredictionsas a functionof throatReynoldsnumbercalculatedby
TBL chart. This showsthat the majorityof operatingpointsat low-thrust
are in the laminarand transitionregion. For the low-thrustsensitivity
study,the correlationshown in FigureB-5 was used to anchorthe TBL chart
estimateto the BLIMP prediction.
The data shownon FigureB-5 indicatethat wall-to-
free-streamtemperatureratio differenceshave a negligibleinfluenceon the
correlationbelow a throatReynoldsnumberof about4 x I0b. At throat
Reynoldsnumbersabovethis valueto about Re = I.I x 105, the boundary
. layer is in the transitionregion,and largedifferencesin the corFelation
are evidentdependenton the assumedwa11-to-free-streamtemperatureratio.
However,in this region,the totalboundarylayerloss is small(I to 2%) and
the resultingperformanceuncertaintyintroducedby usingthe recommended
• correlationis less than0.5%.
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Ill, A, Task I - Analysis [cont.)
A questionstillremains aboutthe validityof applying
the correlationshownin FigureB-5 to high-Pc,high-thrustengines. Using
the transitioncriteriaof Ree = 443, the BLIMP so_utlonshowsthe flow to be
laminarat the startand becomingturbulentas it nears or entersthe throat.
Thismlx-flowsituationresultsin a predictedperromance loss less than
that shownon the TBL chartwhich considersthe flt)wto be fullyturbulent.
However,If injectorinfluencesare consideredto promotefree-streamturbu-
lence,the boundarylayer is probablyturbdent fromverynear the starting
point. In thiscase, a lower transitionReynoldsnumbermay be appropriate
to ensurea fullyturbulentboundarylayer. TableB-Ill shows that for the
fully turbulentcases,the BLIHP (usingthe recommendedCebecl-Smlthcorre-
lation)and TBL chartpredictionsagreeverywell.Therefore,In the turbu-
lent flowregion(from Re - I.i x I0° to Re = 2 x lob), the correlation
indicatedby the dashedlineon FigureB-5 Is recommendedin order to avoida
dlscontlnultybetweenthe transitionand fullyturbulentregions. For
Reynoldsnumbersgreaterthan 2 x 106,a BLIMP-to-TBt-chart_ ratio of 1.0
is recommended.
Basedon the BLIMP,TBL chartcomparisonsshownin Table
B-Ill,the impactof differencesin Isentroplcexponent(gamma)on the bound-
ary layerloss appearsto be wellmodeled. Also,comparingthe data for the
turbulentcases,the influenceof viscosityon the boundarylayerloss is
adequatelymodeledfor a varietyof propellantsand mixtureratios. The cor-
relationfor the laminarand transitioncases,shownin FigureB-5,was
obtainedby usinga constantBLIHP/TBLchartreferenceviscosity. The influ-
ence of viscositychangeson the boundarylayerloss Is a Reynoldsnumber
effectwhich shouldbe accountedfnr in the correlationof FigureB-5.How-
ever,cases whichwould allowa dlr_ctassessmentof the combinedinfluence
of gammaand viscosityon the boundarylayercorrectionin the laminarflow
regionhavenot been run. The thrustloss correctionfactorIn the laminar
regionfollowsthe theoreticaltrend,which is basedon the local skin fric-
tion beinga functionof Reynoldsnumberto the I/5 and I/2 power for the
turbulent and laminar conditions, respectively. The trends of thrust loss !
with throat Reynolds numberand wall temperature ratio are showntn Figure
B-6. The value of viscosity used to compute the Reynolds numberand the value
of gammaare functions of engine operating conditions and are computedwithin
the boundary layer routine.
2. Task I Results
a. Influence of Contraction Ratio on Isp
The influence of chambercontraction ratio on attain-
able specific tmpulse ts shownin Figure B-7. Thfs figure showsthe









III, A, Task I - Analysis (cont.)
(ZOOand 1000 lbF) thrust engines _ssumtngo.g3/cm2 (6/in. 2) OFOelement
density over the injector surface. For the 445N (100 lbF) thrust case, the
Zsp decreases significantly with contraction ratio due to the reduction in
[ the injector area available for elements. For the larger 4448N (lOOO lbF)
engine, the chamber diameter is sufficiently large [Dc " 4.01 cm (1.58
': in.)] at the smallcontractionratiosthat the.lap re_uctloncausedby a
reductionin the numberof elementsis only about2%. The influenceof
thrust/chamberpressureratioon the numberof injectionelementsis shown in
FigureB-8 for an elementdensityof 6 and 12 and contractionratiosequal tO
or greaterthan8.
>
_ b. Influenceof ChamberLengthand Fuel Temperatureon
EnergyReleaseEfficiency
The influencesof chamberlengthand fuel temperature
on energyreleaseefficiencyare shownin FigureB-9. Thesedata showthat
the use of heatedfuel allowsshorterchambersfor a given performancelevel.
This Increasein performanceresultsfrom improvedfuel vaporizationeffi-
ciencyat the higherfueltemperatures.
c. PredictedPerformanceTrendswlth Area Ratio
Predictedperformancetrendsas a functionof area
ratio ere shownfor a low-thrust/low-chamber-pressureengineand a high-
thrust/hlgh-chamber-pressureenginein FiguresB-tO and B-11,respectively.
Includedin the figuresare the ODE Isp and the predictedlosses. As would
be expected,the low-thrust/low-Pccase has significantlyhigherkineticand
boundarylayerlosses. The energyreleaseloss for both casesis seen to
decreasewith increasingarearatio. This reductionin energyreleaseloss
is causedby a shiftIn the _aximumODE Isp to highermixtureratiosas area
ratio is increased. The shift in optimummixture_atlo tendsto reducethe
componentof energyreleaselossassociatedwith the differencebetweencom-
bustionmixtureratioand propellantmixtureratioat the injector. As can
be seen fromthe two figures,the Ispcontinuouslyincreaseswitharea ratio,
and thereis no pronounced"knee"or changein slope althoughthe slope
decreasescontinuouslywith increasingarearatio. At an area ratioof
400:I,the attainablelap valuesfor the low- and high-thrust/Pcases are
(318and 342 IbF-sec/Ibm),respectively.Nearlyall of thisperformancedlf-
i ferenceis due to largerkineticand boundarylayerlossesfor the low-thrust/Pccase.
k
I B. TASK IS - ANALYSES
During the Task IX sensitivity studies, evaluations were con-
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Ill,B, Task II - Analyses (cont.)
1 2 3
Thrust, N(lb_) 667(150) 2669(600) 3114(700)
ChamberPressure, kPa(psta) 276(40) 2068(300) 5515(800)
Attainable spectftc impulse was evaluated for these engtnes as a
function of area ratio (10 to 1000) for two mtxture ratios (2.0 and 4.0) and
three coollng concepts:
I. Dual regen (oxidizer + fuel)
2. Fuel regen _lus barrier
3. Radiation
Also, the attainable Isp for the above three cooling concepts was
evaluated as a function of mixture ratio at a selected area ratio of 400:1.
A summaryof the pertinent operating and design parameters for
these engines ts presented on Table B-IV. For all cases, the engines could
be regenerattvely cooled with either oxidizer or fuel + oxidizer. The energy
release efftctencles with the dual regenerative cooling (ox{dtzer + fuel)
were calculated to range from 97.4 to 100%. Wtth oxidizer-only regenerative
cooltng, the efflciencles would be from 1 to 5%lower becauseof lower fuel
vaporization resulting from lower fuel-injection temperatures.
Trends of attainable specific impulse as a function of area ratio
for engines using dual-regenerative, fuel-regenerative + barrier, and radia-
tion cooling are shownon Figures B-12, -13, and -14, respectively.
The performance wtth all engine concepts ts predicted to increase
wlth increasing area ratio. As mentioned previously, an area ratio of 400:1
_srecomm_ndedfor the T_sk III studies. The htgh- and mid-thrust/Pc engines
_,_?/oo_oan_ Z6_g/2Ob8N/kPa(700/800 and 600/300 lb_-/psta)] are signifi-
cantly nigher pertormng than the low-thrust/Pc engine [667/276N/kPa (150/40
lbF/psta)] and are roughly of equal performance. Also, at a mixture ratio of
2.0, the three cooling concepts offer roughly equivalent perfon_ances at the
htgh and mid-range of thrust and chamberpressure, wtth the dual-regen case
offering the highest performance (342-350 sac) followed by the fuel-
regenerative + barrier cooling case (340-342 sec) and the radiation-cooled
case (238 sec). For both the fuel-regenerative + barrier cooling and _he
raidation-cooled cases, the high- and mid-thrust/Pc engines showsignificant












Ill, B, Task II - Analyses (cont.)
This performance reduction for the fuel regenerative + barrier cooling case
is caused by the injector core mixture ratio of 5.9 at an overall O/F = 4.0
(Figure B-13) which is significantly lower-perfomtng than the core mixture
ratio of 2.2 at an overall O/F = 2.0. For the radiation-cooled case, the
high mixture ratio results in lower performance because the fuel vaporization
limitation of the unheated fuel causes a significant increase in the
combustion mixture ratio compared to the overall injector mixture ratio. In
turn, this results in an increase in the energy release loss. The lower
performance predicted for the lowest-thrust/Pc cases is due primarily to the
increase in kinetic loss.
Trends of attainable specific impulse as a function of mtxture
ratio for engines using dual-regenerative, fuel-regenerative + barrier, and
radiation cooling are shown in Figures B-15, -16, and -17, respectively, at
an area ratio of 400:1. These data show that the optimum performance for all
engines occurs within an O/F range of 2.0 to 3.0. The trends of performance
as a function of thrust and chamber pressure are, of course, the same as dis-
cussed during the evaluation of the specific impulse versus area ratio data.
Of particular interest is a comparison of the data from Figures B-15 and B-16
which show the marked decrease in Isp for the barrier cooling case over the
dual-regen case at the htgher mixture ratios. This reduction in Isp at the
higher mixture ratios for the barrier cooling case is caused by the extremely
hlgh and nonopttmum core mixture ratios. The data contained on Ftgure B-17
illustrate the potential benefit of heating the fuel for the radiation-cooled.cases. With heated fuel, the performance of the low thrust/low Pc
radiation-cooled engine is approximately equal to that of the dual-regen
cooled engine. The same performance improvement for the radiation-cooled
engine could also be achieved by increasing the chamber length.
220
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